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Executive summar y
Upon arriving in Forbes, the lush green parks and abundance
of water are key features that stand out and contribute to a
sense of the lifestyle on offer.

KEY DIRECTIONS

This Strategy has reviewed all parks as well as the supply of
open space across the Forbes Shire area for the next 20 years.
However, it is intended that the Strategy is reviewed after 10
years to re-assess community needs and ensure the open
space network is functioning to meet those needs.

 Clear difference exists between the quality of parks in the
central and southern end of Forbes town compared with
the north
ASSET MANAGEMENT

The town has capitalised on the recreation value of Lake
Forbes and is progressively implementing the Lake Forbes
Activation Plan. The walk and cycle path that forms a
continuous circuit around the Lake is greatly valued across all
ages and abilities within the community. In the future, it will be
important for Council to continue implementing its Pedestrian
and Cycling Strategy to ensure people’s homes are connected
with open spaces and other important destinations they wish
to walk and cycle to.
There is currently abundant land for recreation and sport
parks in Forbes, both for the current and the projected future
population. This Strategy provides Council with pragmatic
actions to enhance the open space network, rationalising
where necessary, to create an outstanding network of welldesigned, highly valued and connected open spaces across
the town and within outlying communities.
The dominant theme that came through the range of
engagement processes and analysis is a direction to maintain
and upgrade the existing network without necessarily
focussing on building more facilities. Open space land for
recreation parks and sport facilities is sufficient for current
residents, and there is capacity in the current supply for
projected future population growth. In essence, the focus of
the Strategy is to embrace the quality open space facilities that
Council (and the community) has achieved - to further activate
existing open spaces through programming and tailored
facility upgrades and embellishment.
Importantly, the actions contained within this Strategy do
not commit Council as sole lead for implementation. Rather,
the report engenders ongoing Council and community
partnerships and provides evidence and support for all groups
to seek grant funding and other investment opportunities.

ACCESS AND EQUITY

 Range of park embellishments that are aged, in need of
repair and/or are largely unappealing
UNDEVELOPED OPEN SPACE AND RATIONALISATION
 With more than enough open space to meet current and
future demand, a number of undeveloped parks have
been recommended for rationalisation with any funds
generated put back into further development and upgrade
of the open space network
PLAY OPPORTUNITIES
 While many parks have simple (off-the-shelf) playground
equipment installed, the Shire lacks modern, innovative
play nodes that create challenge and adventurous spirit for
users and champion nature play
SPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
 Much of the infrastructure across the sporting network is
of a suitable standard. Council clearly takes pride in the
quality of sporting facilities it provides for residents and
visitors
SHADE AND IRRIGATION
 With the extreme temperatures that Forbes faces in the
warmer months it is important that both natural and built
shade is provided in both recreation parks (at play nodes
and picnic areas) and at sport parks (at key gathering
areas). Similarly, to ensure that all parks are inviting,
irrigation should be considered for all forms of park (both
recreation parks and sporting fields).
COUNCIL RESOURCING
 Council will require additional staff resources to lead
implementation of this Strategy (and the existing suite of
similar plans and strategies)
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Introduc tion

PURPOSE
The purpose of the Forbes Shire Recreation and Open Space
Strategy is to provide a strategic framework that guides the
provision, management, use of and investment in parks,
reserves and other open spaces.

VISION
The Forbes Shire Council Community Strategic Plan 2018-2028
includes the vision that:

The Forbes Shire is a safe, connected and
welcoming community. We aspire to create job
opportunities, improve our infrastructure and
support a diverse and thriving economy.
This vision is underpinned by a number of key priorities
including Community and Culture, Local Economy and Natural
Environment, all of which directly align with the purpose and
objectives of the Forbes Shire Recreation and Open Space
Strategy.
The parks, reserves and natural environment available in
Forbes Shire contributes significantly to the quality of life and
community. Council is committed to protecting and enhancing
it for the benefit of current and future generations. Council
know that access to vibrant places and spaces can reduce
social and economic barriers and contribute to a healthier and
socially connected community.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Forbes Shire Recreation and Open Space
Strategy are to:
 maximise the value of open spaces for the community
through improved amenity and functionality
 identify and respond to the impacts of development,
population growth and demographic change on the open
space network
 identify opportunities to improve access to and
functionality of open spaces
 establish appropriate levels of service across the public
open space hierarchy to guide decision making and ensure
diversity across the open space network
 identify management strategies for recreation activities
currently undertaken within the Forbes Shire
 identify management strategies for potential recreation
activities within Forbes Shire
 identify opportunities for regional integration or codevelopment of recreation facilities
 analyse current infrastructure availability for existing
activities and recommendations on future needs
 investigate opportunities to rationalise infrastructure
requirements
 determine Council’s extent of involvement and process for
interacting with recreation groups
 develop a prioritised capital works schedule for
infrastructure development or replacement spanning 20
years.

Green spaces are integral to the local lifestyle and appeal and
Council is committed to creating great places for everyone to
enjoy.

USE OF FORBES SHIRE RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE STRATEGY
The Strategy is to be used as a mechanism to prioritise future investment and development of the Shire’s open spaces and to
identify the relative merits of the use of space by various user groups and the population. The Strategy should be applied as part
of the Shire’s Integrated Planning Framework that includes the Community Strategic Plan, Disability Inclusion Action Plan, Youth
Strategic Plan, Housing Strategy, Local Strategic Planning Statement, Delivery Program, Operational Plan and Long-Term Financial
Plan.
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VALUE OF OPEN SPACE
The provision of open space is an essential element of settlement planning and community life. Public open space supports
a broad spectrum of activities and interactions between people and nature and sustains critical environmental functions for
the health of communities. Open spaces are significant public assets that contribute to the development of liveability and
sustainable communities. Planning for the provision of open space needs to occur concurrently with strategic planning, urban
planning and design, and an understanding of local recreation and participation trends.
To meet its intended purpose, open space planning and design needs to respond to the distinctive characteristics of the rural and
rural-residential settlement pattern that has evolved in Forbes and across the Shire. The quantity, distribution and type of open
space that are required in towns and outlying communities is influenced by the following factors:
 population growth or decline
 demographic profile
 housing densities including access to private open space
 access to essential infrastructure including public transport
 employment or commercial and activity hubs
 access to natural assets or physical landmarks such as National Parks and waterways.
An assessment of open space and recreation opportunities available in the Forbes Shire has been undertaken to inform
development and application of the Recreation and Open Space Strategy.
HEALTH

ENVIRONMENTAL

Parks are the most frequently visited type of open space with quality well-maintained parks more likely to be used
by the community. A third of local residents surveyed report
visiting parks and sport facilities either daily or most days
each week and 80% stating open space is very important
to them, allowing them to spend quality time with their
families. They also act as connection points that provide
increased opportunities to cycle and walk as the preferred
means of transport. Health research confirms that access
to opportunities for physical activity and to open space,
alongside providing adequate and appropriate facilities, is
important to prevent chronic disease, promote social inclusion
and improve mental health and wellbeing.

The open space network, including Lake Forbes, requires
sensitive management to ensure it is protected for future
generations. Through the Lake Forbes Activation Plan, there
has been a focus on increasing access, landscape amenity and
biodiversity. Expansion of this approach to the entire open
space network will build a legacy for the future. Replanting
of local plant and tree species within open spaces improves
and protects faunal habitat areas. The incorporation of water
sensitive urban design and effective water use practices within
open spaces ensures the efficient management of water
supplies. Broad tree canopy cover within open spaces assists
in addressing the adverse impacts of the ‘heat-island’ effect
and provides comfortable places for social connections to be
formed.

ECONOMIC
Public open space also provides opportunities for economic
diversity. The use of parks and reserves for temporary
commercial activities such as markets and mobile food
vendors supports both existing and emerging businesses
within the community. The activation of parks through
weekend activity, including both locals and visitors, also
increases trade across Forbes. The hosting of events at
larger parks also increases activity and generates business
particularly within the Town Centre.
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SOCIAL
Well located, designed and developed open spaces provide
opportunities for the local community to socialise and improve
connections across diverse groups. Parks and reserves bring
people together for a variety of sporting, cultural and social
activities that benefit the personal development of individuals
and enhance community spirit. The provision of high-quality
green spaces provide a mechanism to manage chronic
illnesses including cardiovascular disease and obesity, increase
social connections and improve community safety through
natural surveillance. Importantly, these green spaces help
shape the identity of Forbes by providing unique character
and delivering a sense of place for the local community.

2

Planning framework

WHAT IS OPEN SPACE?
Public open space
Public open space is land that is set aside for public recreation or as parkland, or for similar purposes. Public open space
incorporates active and passive open space. The terms park and/or reserve are also used interchangeably with public open space.

Active open space
Active open space is land set aside for the primary purpose of formal outdoor sports by the community.

Passive open space
Passive open space is land that is set aside for parks, gardens, linear corridors, conservation, nature reserves, civic spaces and
community gardens that are made available for passive recreation, play and unstructured physical activity.

Core
Core open space is active and passive open space that meets Council’s requirements specified by its Desired Standards of Service
(DSS). This is particularly important to ensure equitable distribution and quality open space across planning areas, as well as
ensuring development contributions are calculated and captured accurately.

Non-core
Non-core open space is active open space areas that are privately owned or operated and that are not freely available for public
use, and passive open space areas where appropriate recreation use is typically a secondary use of the land. The primary use of
non-core passive open space can be for a range of uses including conservation, stormwater management, utility reserves and
amenity.

OPEN SPACE PROVISION
There are two primary approaches to open space planning - a standards-based approach and a needs-based approach.
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STANDARDS-BASED APPROACH
Desired Standards of Service (DSS)
It is important to develop parks that meet the needs of the
community and the standards-based approach aims to meet a
range of criteria:






quantity of land for open space
size of open space park types
accessibility of the open space to the community
level of embellishment of the open space
condition of the park and embellishments.

Land for parks
The quantity standard identifies the recommended
minimum standards for the provision of land for core open
space. Standards are generally presented as hectares/1,000
population. Typically, councils similar to Forbes Shire provide
between 3 and 3.5 hectares/1,000 people of combined
recreation and sport park.

Park size
The size standard identifies the minimum area for different
park hierarchies to ensure parks can be developed to provide
the intended service.

Park access
The access standard evaluates the distribution of parkland and
whether residents can easily access it. Research indicates that
most residents are willing to walk up to 10 minutes to access
a destination, including park and recreation facilities. While
many Forbes residents will drive to facilities, others (including
children) will walk or cycle.

NEEDS-BASED APPROACH
The standards-based approach to open space planning is
most effectively used in greenfield situations where significant
population growth is projected. However, this approach is not
the only approach for consideration. Alternative approaches
are appropriate when:
 infill development (rather than greenfield development) is
planned
 limited population growth is expected
 planning areas consist of towns and smaller outlying
communities or villages.
Forbes is typified by:
 manageable population growth over the next decade(s)
 towns and smaller outlying communities or villages are
distributed across the local government area
 generally larger residential block sizes.
Weight is given to the planning area needs including the
social, demographic and environmental characteristics of
an area and the type of embellishment required in an open
space. Given these characteristics of the Shire, both the
needs-based and standards-based approaches are proposed
for open space planning, provision and development.
The access and quantity standards are traditionally the two
primary measures used to assess and plan for core open
space parkland demands.
Recreation needs have also been taken into consideration
for this Strategy. Therefore, park embellishment and
condition have also been assessed.
Both the Standards- and Needs-based approach have
been applied to develop the Strategy.

Park embellishment
Embellishments are the facilities and services provided
at parks to meet various recreation needs. The types of
embellishments available in parks can be deliberately chosen
to allow the park to function for its intended purpose. For
example, competition sport facilities can also influence park
use by either children, older youth or for picnicking, walking
and nature appreciation.

Park condition
The condition of a park and its embellishments can impact the
experience of residents who visit it. The condition standard
measures if the park and embellishments are in good, fair
or poor condition. Regardless of the quantity and variety of
embellishments available, community members may be less
likely to visit parks that are in poor condition.

Access to experiences
In addition to the network of recreation and sport parks
available to residents and visitors, there are also significant
waterways, national and state parks and forests providing a
range of outdoor recreation opportunities. Together, Councilmanaged and other natural assets across the Shire, provide
an extensive network of recreation, nature-based and ecotourism opportunities for residents and visitors.
The range of activities and experiences considered as key
elements in the Shire’s open space network include:











water-based recreation
access to nature
sport
escape, break out and recreation areas
comfort/safety
indoor recreation/community meetings
outdoor recreation
picnics
playgrounds
cultural/community events.
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Tiered hierarchy approach to access and distribution LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
A tiered hierarchy of open spaces within Forbes Shire has
been proposed, in order to appropriately plan for the open
space, sport and recreation needs of Forbes town and outlying
communities. The tiers provide detail on the level of facilities
and embellishments that the community can expect, as well
as indicative travel distances for the community to access
additional facilities.
The tiered approach reflects population catchments. Town
recreation and sport parks will be found in Forbes town due
to the population catchment. Local recreation and sport
parks may be found in both Forbes town (neighbourhood
population catchments) and outlying communities.
Specialised sporting parks (such as shooting and skiing for
example) may be found in or near either towns or outlying
communities and have a larger geographic and population
catchment. These are often destination parks drawing visitors
from a broader regional catchment.
The sustainability of open space and sports facilities must
be considered in the provision of future open space, with an
important component being Council’s ability to fund, operate
and maintain the network and assets.

Community use of school facilities
The New South Wales Government’s Community Use of School
Facilities Policy and implementation documents set out how
local communities can use public school facilities when they
are not required for school purposes. The policy is aimed at
strengthening the partnership between schools and local
communities and has relevance for open space provision by
local government. Public schools often have well designed
and constructed playgrounds, sport facilities and large
undercover areas or indoor halls that have potential to provide
opportunities for community recreation and sport. In outlying
communities with small populations, a partnership approach
to funding and maintaining school recreation facilities by
Council and the community could benefit both parties and
avoid unnecessary duplication of public recreation and sport
park infrastructure.

Due diligence when planning and designing open space
needs to ensure relevant acts, regulations and industry
standards are identified and applied to discover obstacles,
issues and opportunities prior to undertaking development of
open space land.

Environmental planning instruments
Land use in NSW is regulated by the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). The EP&A Act allows
plans to be made to guide the process of development
and to regulate competing land uses. These are known as
environmental planning instruments (EPIs) and there are two
types:
 Local Environmental Plans (LEPs)
 State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs).
EPIs specify what type of development is allowed in an area.
LEPs deal with the local government areas and SEPPs deal with
specific locations, types of places or the whole of NSW.
LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING STATEMENTS
Councils in NSW are required to develop a Local Strategic
Planning Statement (LSPS) setting out the 20-year vision for
land use in the local area, the special characteristics and values
that are to be preserved and how change will be managed into
the future. The statement can include priorities and actions
for the Shire including for open space and recreation. The
Recreation and Open Space Strategy will support achievement
of Council’s LSPS.
DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN
Local Infrastructure Contributions Plans are prepared to allow
local government to levy a contribution toward required
infrastructure including for open space. The development
contributions system operates under the EP&A Act. The
park typologies and recommended embellishments in this
Strategy will assist Council to compile specific and accurate
Development Contributions Plans, if required.
Planning agreements are another form of funding opportunity,
negotiated between planning authorities and developers.
Forbes Shire Council may have opportunities to negotiate
planning agreements, for development applications, as part
of the process when deciding to provide consent to carry out
development. Planning agreements provide an opportunity
for councils to negotiate essential community infrastructure,
particularly for developments projected to have a significant
impact on the population, for example.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
The NSW Local Government Act 1993 provides the legal
framework for the system of local government in NSW
and sets out the responsibilities and powers of Councils,
Councillors and other relevant legal entities. There are several
sections of the legislation that are applicable to open space
planning, design, management and use. In particular, the
Local Government Act requires Council to classify public
land intended for community purposes and develop plans to
guide the use and management of the land. The process for
assessment of certain activities that could occur on open space
land, such as primitive camping for example, are also included
in the Act.
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CROWN LANDS ACT
Another key piece of legislation relevant to open space
planning and design in Forbes Shire is the NSW Crown
Land Management Act 2016 (CLMA). The CLMA introduced
significant changes to the management of Crown land by
councils, effectively resulting in councils managing dedicated
or reserved land as if it is public land under the Local
Government Act 1993 (LG Act), where the land is classified as
community land. Under the LG Act, a Plan of Management
must be adopted by Council for all community land.

INTEGRATED PLANNING AND REPORTING
FRAMEWORK
The goal of the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework
(IP&R Framework) is to support councils to develop a suite of
plans that respond to community aspirations. The intent of
the Framework is to ensure integration of the various plans
developed by councils collaboratively with the communities
they serve. The diagram below details the Recreation and
Open Space Strategy’s place within the IP&R Framework (see
Figure 3).
The Framework recognises that most communities share
similar aspirations: a safe, healthy and pleasant place to live, a
sustainable environment, opportunities for social interaction,
opportunities for education and employment, and reliable
infrastructure. The difference lies in how each community
responds to these needs. It also recognises that council plans
and policies should not exist in isolation - that they are interconnected. This Framework allows NSW councils to draw
their various plans together, understand how they interact
and get the maximum leverage from their efforts by planning
holistically and sustainably for the future.

Other state plans
& strategies

State Plan
NSW 2021

Relevant
regional plans

Community
Strategic Plan
10+ years

Local Strategic
Planning
Statement

Community
engagement

Youth Strategic
Plan

Resilience
Plan

Disability
Inclusion Plan

Recreation and
Open Space
Strategy

Delivery
Program
4 years
Operational
Plan
1 year

Resourcing
Strategy
• long term
financial
planning
• workforce
management
planning
• asset
management
planning

Annual Report

Fig. 01 The Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework (source: New South Wales Office of Local Government)
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Emerging trends
Participation patterns in recreation and sport are changing
at a community level. Factors such as a move toward nonorganised or social sport, increased outdoor nature-based
recreation and increased use of technology have all had a
significant impact on how people recreate. Understanding
these trends (and their impacts) is important as Council looks
to develop strategies, programs and facilities to encourage
people to engage in recreation activities.

COVID-19
At the time of preparing this Strategy, the COVID-19
Coronavirus pandemic was declared by the World Health
Organisation, changing many aspects of traditional society.
After Australia’s brief lockdown period in the first half of
2020, a number of new ‘staged’ public protective measures
commenced with State and Federal Governments enforcing
restrictions to maintain good hygiene and stop the spread of
the virus. The government recommendations included:
 social distancing of a minimum 1.5m from any other
person
 limited numbers of people for indoor and outdoor
gatherings
 limited number of patrons for restaurants
 restrictions on team sports including change rooms,
number of supporters and physical distancing.
It is unclear when, and if, these protective measures will
change. In the interim, an association named NACTO (or
National Association of City Transportation Officials, which
is comprised of 81 major North American cities and transit
agencies) released a widely shared guide, in May 2020, entitled
Streets for Pandemic Response and Recovery.
NACTO city transportation officials around the world quickly
developed this new street design and management tool “to
keep essential workers and goods moving, provide safe access
to grocery stores and other essential businesses, and ensure
that people have safe space for social/physical distancing while
getting outside”. These evolving practices will shape our towns
and cities as we respond to the COVID-19 pandemic and are
key to our long-term recovery.
Streets for Pandemic Response and Recovery is a compilation
of emerging practices around the world and provides a set of
implementation resources for all population centres. These
regularly updated resources provide advice on how authorities
and government can manage their public spaces in response
to the rapidly changing nature of the pandemic.
There are currently seven different strategic guides available
that address changing conditions and provide the best
possible information on each design practice. Detailed
implementation guides can be downloaded for the following
street strategies:
 lanes for biking and rolling
 sidewalk extensions
 transit lanes

 slow streets
 pick-up and delivery zones
 outdoor dining
 markets.
Council’s future planning and design of public parks and
places will benefit from referring to guides such as Streets
for Pandemic Response and Recovery to ensure the optimum
in public health standards are maintained in public spaces
including parks.

TECHNOLOGY
In just one generation, there has been a dramatic shift in
childhood activity from outdoors to indoors. This has been
driven in part by increased use of technology. Technology
remains one of the main contributors towards decreased
physical activity and increased sedentary behaviour. However,
active gaming is becoming a contemporary approach to
exercise. In technology-based games, participants are engaged
in physical movement by using their bodies as the controllers
(while increasing their heart rate and burning calories).
Increasing use of smart phones and apps allows people
to obtain information, communicate with each other very
quickly, and provide feedback on their recreation experience
at any time of the day or night. Many people using parks,
playgrounds, paths and trails make the decision on where to
recreate based on the information available via the internet,
blogs, forums and social media.
A number of mobile phone apps are aiding the community
in tracking, recording and mapping their activities including
running and cycling. The apps allow participants to compete
against themselves, as well as other app users1. It can also be
a useful tool for managing authorities in determining where
the community is currently participating in activities (whether
authorised or not).
There are also increasing expectations of technology
within recreation areas including WiFi access in key parks,
promotion of existing geocaching and by using digital tools for
information and marketing on tracks and signage.
INCREASING ‘SCREEN TIME’ DURING LEISURE TIME
Time spent looking at a screen is somewhat unavoidable in
many workplaces and schools. More of our leisure time is also
being spent looking at screens, at the cost of active leisure
activities including socialising, reading, writing, arts and crafts,
sports, exercise and recreation2. A study conducted using data
from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics found a clear trend of
adult Americans participating in increased screen time (for
leisure) and decreasing active leisure over a 13 year period
ending in 2015. It is believed that a similar trend applies to
adults in Australia. Excessive screen time has been associated
with negative health outcomes as people have less time
available to participate in active leisure including physical
activity.
1
2
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Ausplay Summary of key findings April 2020
Krause and Sawhill. How free time became screen time. 2016

SOCIAL MEDIA

ON YOUR BIKE

The rise of social media over the past 15 years has provided
new ways for people to engage with parks and public places
and share their experiences on platforms such as Instagram
and Facebook. In some cases, this process of sharing and
promoting locations has increased visitation. A recent study
conducted by the United States National Recreation and Park
Association identified that millennials are seeking ‘bragworthy’ experiences such as tough mudder, obstacle courses
and trail running events to share on social media3.

In 2005, 13% of the population (or 2.1 million people) cycled
regularly or occasionally, by 2019 this figure reached 19% (or
3.7 million people)4. Cycling has been reported as one of the
top five sport and physical activities from results of the AusPlay
survey released in 2019 . Over 90% of participation in cycling
is non-organised, with only 8% of cyclists participating in
organised competitions.

PARTICIPATION TRENDS
Since 2015, Sport Australia has conducted a national sport and
physical activity participation survey, Ausplay. The most recent
results of the survey were released in April 2020. In 2011-12
and 2013-14, a similar survey, the Participation in Sport and
Physical Recreation Survey was conducted by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS). Between 2001-2010, the Exercise,
Recreation and Sport Survey (ERASS) was conducted by the
Committee of Australia Sport and Recreation Officials (CASRO).
Overall, participation in sport and physical activity has
increased in the last two decades. More adults participate
more frequently compared to 2001. Female participation (at
least once a year) has remained on par with male participation
throughout. However more women have constantly
participated more often.
Participation in sport-related activities hasn’t increased, while
non-sport physical activities have increased significantly
(by more than 20 percentage points from 2001 to 2019).
Participation in non-sport recreational activities such as
walking and fitness/gym have increased the most.
More children participate in organised (out-of-school) sport,
than adults. The top activities children participate in changes
as children age, with a focus on the life skill of swimming for
infants and toddlers and running, fitness/gym, football and
walking being the dominant activities by the time children
reach the ages between 15 and 24 years old.
Of the respondents to the community survey, over 70%
stated they participate in an organised sports competition in
either Forbes or outside the Shire. This high participation in
organised sport is matched by respondents participation in
recreation activities, with 70% walking, almost 40% fishing
and almost 20% playing in the park. Interestingly, water skiing
is very popular in Forbes, with almost 24% of respondents
participating.
National participation rates in organised sport have been
declining for a number of years as participants move toward
more social (drop-in drop-out) sport and informal recreation.
Participation in organised sport in Forbes is traditional and
remains popular. It will be important for Council to monitor
participation trends into the future to ensure resources are
allocated appropriately to support a broad range of both
recreation and sport activities.

Mountain bike riding includes a number of off-road biking
styles, including cross-country, downhill, observed trials, crosscountry marathon and cyclocross. Mountain Bike Australia
(MTBA) has over 15,000 members and 175 affiliated clubs
nationwide5. There are many mountain bikers who are not
registered. It is estimated that up to 60% of mountain bike
riders are not club or group members.
The past decade has seen a steady increase in registered BMX
club members with over 17,000 active members (excluding
volunteers) nationwide in 2018. BMX bikes are also popular
for non-competition recreation and skate parks are popular
locations for BMX bikes as well as other wheeled recreation
devices, such as scooters.
Pump tracks are also becoming one of the more popular
recreation facilities for all ages. A pump track is a 2 to 6m
wide track for mountain bike, BMX, pedal-less balance bikes,
scooters and skateboard riders consisting of rollers and banked
turns (berms). While there is no set dimensions or design
template, layouts consist of continuous loops with different
combinations of rollers and berms. The “pump” part is the
pushing-down and pulling-up action performed by riders as
the key source of momentum. A well-designed pump track
will allow advanced riders to jump from roller to roller and
across berms to different parts of the track, rather than just
pumping and riding over the ‘prescribed’ route. In Australia,
larger pump tracks tend to be made of asphalt or dirt, with
smaller plywood composite and pre-cast concrete tracks also
popular.
The various forms of cycling and the growing popularity of
all types of bike riding supports evidence of a shift away from
structured sport to unstructured recreation. Cycling is also
growing in popularity as an active transport method.

DECLINING NUMBER OF VOLUNTEERS
The rate of volunteering in sport and recreation clubs has
been declining for many years. Often, the responsibility for
running clubs falls to a small group of key personnel. To
address this issue, there is a move toward amalgamations, with
multi-sport clubs becoming more common. In other cases,
organisations may become aligned to larger licensed clubs
that take over some or all of the volunteers’ roles as well as
asset management responsibilities.
Several of the sport facilities in Forbes Shire are home to
multiple sports. There is an opportunity to investigate
alternative governance models for clubs, that reflect and take
advantage of changes in technology, participation trends and
contemporary facility management practices.
4

3

Ways to Make Your Parks Millennial Friendly, US NRPA. 2015

5

Roy Morgan Single Source (Australia), April 2014–March 2015 		
(n=15,913)
Ginsberg, N. How many Australians participate in mountain biking? 		
2018
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ADVENTURE AND IMAGINATION PLAY

PLACEMAKING

New terms are increasingly being used to describe different
forms of play that contribute to healthy child-development
outcomes. These terms are used to broaden the concept of
play beyond the primary-coloured, plastic, off-the-shelf play
equipment used in many playgrounds historically.

Placemaking by definition refers to a multi-faceted approach
to the planning, design and management of public spaces.
Placemaking is a collaborative process aimed at inspiring
people to collectively re-imagine and reinvent public spaces
they share as the heart of the community. Placemaking
pays particular attention to the physical, cultural and social
identities that define a place and support its ongoing
development.

In response to a growing body of research, play opportunities
are being designed and created that encourage children
to use their imaginations, learn social skills, build their selfconfidence and test their physical skills through adventure and
exploration.
Challenge parks are another emerging type of park. They
generally feature multiple play nodes to cater for different
ages, gardens, water play areas and lagoons, large open grassy
spaces, shady picnic spots with quality facilities, ponds and
water features, areas of natural woodland and vegetation and
kilometres of shared paths and boardwalks to explore. High
tree house structures, sky walks and natural elements are
introducing risk back into play, enabling children to develop an
awareness of limits and boundaries.
Children and youth living in Forbes have opportunities for
nature-play (at times referred to as wild play) and challenge
as they have access to a range of outdoor recreation
opportunities. Some formalisation of challenging play could
be considered in the long term future.
Forbes Shire Council is in the process of formalising
challenging play through construction of a parkour ‘Ninja Park’
at Stephan Field, adjacent to the existing skatepark.

INCREASING HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
People are becoming increasingly concerned about their
health, with conditions such as obesity and stress-related
illness on the rise. Surveys conducted in Melbourne and
Sydney indicated that residents with easy access to the natural
environment reported a higher quality of life (regardless
of public or private housing)6 (and it is acknowledged that
these areas are cities unlike Forbes). The surveys showed
steady increases in people’s preference for large, managed
and accessible natural areas. This, combined with a growing
awareness of the environment and its challenges (global
warming, pollution and urbanisation), has led to a growth in
visitation to natural areas. A term referred to as ‘returning to
nature’ has emerged where people feel the desire to become
reconnected to their natural environment.

Through community-based participation, effective
placemaking processes leverage a local community’s assets,
inspiration and potential to create quality public open spaces
that contribute to people’s health, happiness and wellbeing.
KEY PRINCIPLES OF PLACEMAKING
The Project for Public Places (PPS) identified eleven key
elements required to create or transform public spaces into
vibrant community places. The principles are:
 the community is the expert
 create a place, not a design
 look for partners
 you can see a lot by just observing
 have a vision
 start with the petunias: lighter, quicker, cheaper
 triangulate
 they always say “It can’t be done”
 form supports function
 money is not the issue
 you are never finished.
The PPS website is a trove of information and resources
relating to placemaking including case studies that can inspire
application in Forbes Shire.

AGEING POPULATION
15% of Australians (3.7 million) were aged 65 and over in 2016.
This cohort is projected to grow to 22% of the total population
(approximately 8.7 million) by 2056.
In 2016/17, AusPlay data revealed that less than half (44%) of
older Australians aged 65+ participated in physical activity five
times per week.
The 2019 population projections indicate that the number of
people aged 65 and over in Forbes is estimated to increase by
700 over the next 20+ years, from 2,050 in 2016 to 2,750 by
20417.
Ensuring access to a range of recreation opportunities for
older residents in Forbes will require considered planning and
design. Recent research shows that older adults who maintain
a higher level of physical capacity may actually slow their
ageing process, contributing to improved personal health
outcomes including managing cardiovascular disease or
diabetes, for example8.

6

SKM. Recreation Implication from Residential Densification. 2006
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7
8

2019 NSW Population Projections
Richards, R & May, C. Mature-aged sport and physical activity. 2019

Current research
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND SEDENTARY BEHAVIOUR GUIDELINES
In 2012, the Australian government undertook a systematic review of scientific research and evidence relating to the Australian
physical activity guidelines for children, adolescents and adults. The available evidence related to the relationship between:
 physical activity and health outcome indicators
 sedentary behaviour and health outcome indicators.
Underpinning the growth in research interest in sitting time, is an increased awareness of the biological plausibility that there
could be health risks from too much sitting, which are independent of the risks associated with not meeting guidelines for
physical activity. Current thinking is, that these deleterious metabolic effects, which are now being demonstrated in controlled
trials of the effects of sitting and standing/walking on metabolic markers, are distinct from (although similar in nature to) the
detrimental effects of not meeting physical activity guidelines. In other words, people may meet the physical activity guidelines
and yet sit for many hours each day, with adverse metabolic effects over time resulting in the development of diabetes and
cardiovascular disease. Whether or not these effects can be countered by increasing levels of physical activity at any intensity is
currently unclear. Children should experience several hours of light activities with at least 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous
activity per day.

)) )) )) )) )) )) )) )) )) ))

-

METS (Metabolic Exchange / Energy Expenditure)

Sedentary behaviour
<1.5METS

Light intensity physical
activity LIPA

+

Moderate - vigorous
intensity physical activity
MVPA 3+METS

Intense exercise

Sleep
Fig. 02 The continuum of movement

AUSPLAY
The top 20 sports and physical activities overall, including
participation of adults aged 15+ years and organised out-ofschool participation of children aged 0-149.

The top 20 organised sports and physical activities overall,
including participation of adults aged 15+ years and organised
out-of-school participation of children aged 0-14.
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Ausplay 2020

The implications of national participation trends for Forbes
Shire Council highlights the importance of monitoring and
responding to local participation trends.
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CLOSING THE GAP

SUCCESS FACTORS

The 2016 Census estimated the number of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people living in Forbes Shire at 1,021,
that is 9.6% of the total population. This is significant when
compared with New South Wales (NSW) (3.4%) and Australia
(3.3%).

There are a number of success factors proven to ‘work’ and
these include:

RECREATION AND SPORT PROGRAMS SUPPORT
HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
Closing the Gap is a government strategy that aims to reduce
disadvantage among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people with respect to life expectancy, child mortality, access
to early childhood education, educational achievement and
employment outcomes10. The Closing the Gap Clearinghouse is
a central depository for research and evaluation data focussed
on publications that pull together evidence for policy-makers,
the agencies they fund and the wider community.
Supporting healthy communities through sports and recreation
programs11 summarises research on the benefits to Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities from participation
in sport and recreation programs. For the purposes of this
Strategy, the paper supports the need for targeted investment
in sport and recreation in Forbes. Main points from the paper
are summarised here:
EVIDENCE
Research provides us with facts to base decision-making on
and tells us that:
 benefits of sport and recreation programs include
improvements in school retention, attitudes toward
learning, social and cognitive skills, physical and mental
health and wellbeing, increased social inclusion and
cohesion, increased validation of and connection to
culture, and crime reduction
 the effects of sport and recreation programs can be
powerful and transformative, although the effects tend
to be indirect, for example, programs to reduce juvenile
antisocial behaviour work through diversion providing
alternative safe opportunities to risk taking, maintenance
of social status and opportunities to build healthy
relationships with Elders and links with culture
 due to the popularity of sport in communities like Forbes,
participation is a potentially powerful vehicle to examine
challenging personal and community issues
 a strong component of sport and recreation is the link with
traditional culture and therefore participation in sport and
recreation provides one way to understand culture.

10
11

Australian Indigenous HealthInfoNet
Closing the gap clearinghouse. Supporting healthy communities 		
through sports and recreation programs. 2013
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 providing a quality program to engage people in the sport
or recreation activity
 providing a sport and recreation program of any type is
better than providing none while deliberating over what
the ‘best’ program may be
 linking existing services and opportunities (e.g. health,
employment, counselling) with sport and recreation
programs improves the uptake of services contributing to
improved health and wellbeing, or behavioural change
 long-term sustained and regular contact between
experienced sports people and participants allows time
for participants to consolidate skills and benefits resulting
from the program
 promoting the program, rather than the outcome
improves the uptake, for example promotion of a
recreation or sport activity, rather than a get-fit objective
 involving community members in planning and
implementing sport and recreation activities and programs
supports cultural appropriateness, engagement and
sustainability
 keeping costs to a minimum removes barriers and
provides broad access to activities
 scheduling activities at the right times for young people after school, weekends and during school holidays
 providing opportunities for successful and positive risktaking (challenge activities) provides an alternative to
inappropriate risks
 creating a safe place through sport and recreation
activities, where trust has been built, allows for community
members to work through challenges and potential
community and personal change without fear of
retribution or being stigmatised
 stable funding and staffing is crucial to developing
sustainable programs.
BARRIERS
Care needs to be taken to avoid barriers that prevent people
from participating:
 some sports can contribute to exclusion based on race,
class or gender so programs need to be run to overcome
these, or different, more inclusive activities offered
 expecting a sport or recreation program to achieve a
social outcome without linking it with other services and
programs
 high-cost activities can exclude people and increase social
exclusion
 promoting a ‘health program’ rather than a ‘games
program’ reduces the attractiveness to young people
 programs must be developed with community
involvement in planning and implementation to ensure
takeup.

ROLE OF SPORT AND RECREATION ACTIVITIES IN
FORBES SHIRE
Research supports the importance of sport and recreation
programs in Forbes:
 sport and recreation is integral to culture, society and local
community
 there is a large body of evidence linking participation in
sport and recreation with improved physical and mental
wellbeing, social cohesion and inclusion
 providing a range of facilities and programs for leisure,
recreation and sport that are locally relevant can divert
people from unhealthy or negative activities and can be
useful in building a sense of purpose, hope and belonging
 activities and programs that include people of Forbes will
provide an opportunity for improved social inclusion
 participation in sport and recreation activities can
contribute to choices regarding substance abuse, selfharm and other negative behaviour.

PARTICIPATION IN SPORT AND RECREATION
PROGRAMS CAN RESULT IN A WIDE RANGE OF
BENEFITS INCLUDING:













improved learning and education outcomes
reduction in anti-social behaviour and crime
health and holistic wellbeing
increased civic participation
increased social inclusion
career pathways
tourism
engagement tool that is fun and enjoyable
providing role models and opportunities for mentoring
diverting people from inappropriate behaviour
building social, cognitive and emotional skills
building a sense of identity and individual empowerment.
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3

Community profile

Understanding the Shire’s demographic profile including age, household composition and income and employment patterns
provides an insight into potential leisure and recreation needs for the people living in the town of Forbes and in outlying
communities. Key demographic information is provided here as an input to further analysis of participation in recreation and
sport activities by individuals, as well as groups of people with similar demographic characteristics in the community.
POPULATION
The population of the Forbes local government area is 10,2011.

49.9% (4,784) are female and 50.1% (4,806) are male.
10,201

1,061 or 11.1% of the population is Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.
MEDIAN AGE
The median age of the Shire is 42 years. This is four years higher than the NSW median of 38
years.

42

EMPLOYMENT

3,950 people living in Forbes Shire in 2016 were employed (94.5% - expressed as a percentage
of the total population over 15).
63% of employed people worked full-time and 34% worked part-time.
People who were looking for full-time or part-time work made up 5.5% (230 people) of the
total labour force.
Employment, under-employment and unemployment have a direct relationship with people’s
available leisure and recreation time.
INCOME
Overall in Forbes, 5.9% of the population earned a high income ($1,750 per week or more),
and 39.5% earned a low income (less than $500 per week).
The median weekly household income in Forbes Shire is $1,072.

$1,072

Together with employment status, income levels can determine a person’s disposable income
available to access services not freely available including, for example, sport club membership
and public pool entry.

1

The population figure is sourced the Forbes Shire Council business prospectus February 2021. It is important to
note that the figure differs from the estimated residential population of 9,906 provided by the Australian 		
Bureau of Statistics sourced from https://profile.id.com.au/central-west/about?WebID=130.
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NEED FOR ASSISTANCE
In 2016, 532 people (5.5%) in Forbes Shire reported needing help in their day-to-day lives due
to disability. There were no major differences to this in Forbes Shire between 2011 and 2016.

5.5%
VEHICLES
In Forbes Shire, 29% of private dwellings had one registered vehicle, 54% had two registered
vehicles and almost 20% had three or more registered vehicles. 5% of private dwellings did not
have a registered vehicle. Access to transport can influence participation in sport and recreation
activities.
INTERNET

64.9% of households had at least one person who accessed the internet from a computer,
mobile /smart phone, tablet, tv or other device. 947 households or 24.6% reported that
internet was not accessed from the household.

64.9%

Increasingly, online sources are being used to provide information about recreation
opportunities and events in the community. Failure to use a variety of methods may further
disadvantage people without easy access to the internet or online sources of information.
HOUSEHOLDS

27% of Forbes households were lone person households.
23% of Forbes households were couples with children.

•1•

13% of Forbes households were older couples without children.
Well designed parks and public places that are activated with events for people to interact on an
equal basis provide opportunities for social connection and the formation of friendships.
SERVICE AGE GROUPS
Examining the age structure of people living in Forbes Shire provides insight into the potential
demand for different types of public open space and the embellishments required to provide
appropriate recreation opportunities.
Elderly aged (85 and over)
Seniors (70 to 84)

Service age group (years)

Empty nesters and retirees (60 to 69)
Older workers and pre‐retirees (50 to 59)
Parents and homebuilders (35 to 49)
Young workforce (25 to 34)
Tertiary education and independence (18 to 24)
Secondary schoolers (12 to 17)
Primary schoolers (5 to 11)
Babies and pre‐schoolers (0 to 4)
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O ver view of open space

REGIONAL GREEN SPACE
The Forbes local government area is located in the Lachlan
Valley in the Central West region of NSW. The Lachlan River is
a significant inland waterway, which meets with the Murray
River. Ample water supports irrigated wheat, fruit, vegetable
and livestock industries. Rail and road systems connect Forbes
southeast to Sydney (290km).
As a primarily rural and agricultural region, residents living
in the Forbes local government area have access to a diverse
and seemingly unlimited supply of open spaces. While it is
acknowledged that the bulk of agricultural land is privately
owned, there are waterways, nature reserves and national
parks in the region available for outdoor recreation pursuits.

From a regional perspective, the following sites have potential
to provide recreation opportunities for residents and visitors:










Lachlan River and tributaries
Back Yamma State Forest
Tomanbil State Forest
Mulyandry State Forest
Eugowra Nature Reserve - located approximately 5km
north-west of the small locality of Eugowra
South West Woodland Nature Reserve – Cookamidgera is
located north-east of Forbes
Lachlan Valley National Park – Gunning Gap
Lachlan Valley National Park – Wilbertroy
Lachlan Valley National Park – Towyal.

Forbes Township

.

••
Fig. 03 Forbes local government area in relation to Forbes town, the Lachlan River, state forests, nature reserves and national parks
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ACCESS TO EXPERIENCES
The range of activities and experiences considered as key
elements in a municipality’s open space network include:






water-based recreation
access to nature
escape, break out and recreation areas
comfort/safety
indoor recreation/community meetings







outdoor recreation
picnics
playgrounds
sport
cultural/community events.

With ample recreation and sport parks, access to Lake Forbes
and the Lachlan River, and wide open space and airways,
residents in Forbes have access to an enviable range of
recreation activities.

LAKE FORBES

LACHLAN RIVER

Public open space
Private open space
Fig. 04 Current open space in Forbes including Council and private land
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LACHLAN RIVER

FLOODING CONSIDERATIONS

The Lachlan River is located in the traditional homelands of the
Wiradjuri Aboriginal people, and the river remains culturally
important.

A significant proportion of open space is within flood prone
areas and any future development of these parks and reserves
should be undertaken in accordance with Council’s Floodplain
Risk Management Plan and relevant planning policies.

The river was named after Lachlan Macquarie in 1815, in the
early days of colonial NSW.
While the river is not under the control of Council, it provides
important recreation opportunities and amenity that are not
readily available in many other towns in the Central West. The
river and the lake differentiate Forbes from other towns in the
Central West, and contribute to the lifestyle attributes of the
town and shire.
RECREATION VALUE
The river is used for unstructured recreation such as fishing,
kayaking, canoeing and swimming. The aerial image below
identifies several locations where the river can be accessed
relatively safely.
Fishing is participated in by 39% of respondents to the
community survey, and access to water (lake, rivers, creek) was
the number one open space value across all open space types.
Improved access to lakes, rivers and creeks was one of the top
three priorities noted by respondents.

STATE GOVERNMENT LIAISON
Several State government departments are involved in various
aspects of waterway management. Prior to undertaking any
works, Council will need to undertake due diligence in regard
to any relevant planning policies that may apply.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Investigate providing improved public access and
appropriate facilities allowing safe access for recreation
activities, at key points on the River, including at the
following locations (not an exhaustive list):
−− Cottons Weir
−− Fitzgeralds Bridge
−− Iron Bridge
−− Red Bend TSR
−− Torig Road and (Lower) Bathurst Street intersection
−− White Bend TSR.
 Collaborate with relevant internal Council sections, and
external organisations, to develop an online and printed
map brochure promoting these sites and the facilities on
offer at each location, to residents and visitors.

TORIG ROAD

FITZGERALDS BRIDGE

IRON BRIDGE

COTTONS WEIR

RED BEND TSR
WHITE BEND TSR

Aerial image depicting points where access to the Lachlan River for recreation purposes may be deemed ‘fair’ or ‘good’ (Steve Howard, May 2017).
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5

Open space network

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

OPEN SPACE CLASSIFICATIONS

Guiding principles are outlined below that describe Council’s
intentions through the provision and management of open
space.

Various open space types possess different values, functions
and settings. Compatible and incompatible uses of open
space can result in impacts, changing the nature of open
space types over time. To promote appropriate use of open
space, a classification framework has been developed for
application to the open space network. The classification
identifies the primary purpose of the land, the size and scale
(hierarchy) of the park and the embellishments required to
provide recreation and sport opportunities. The open space
classifications are detailed in table 1 according to function,
purpose and description.

EFFECTIVE PLANNING
Council will ensure that current community needs and Council
resource constraints are considered when planning recreation
and open space opportunities.
EFFECTIVE USE
Council will encourage and support maximum utilisation of
recreation, sport and open space facilities.
HIGH QUALITY
Council will ensure that all recreation and open space
opportunities are designed and maintained to a high quality,
commensurate with the setting and primary use of the land
and facilities.
ACCESS AND EQUITY
Council will ensure that all residents enjoy full access to the
open space network.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Council will provide and support a range of ways for the
community to be an integral part of planning and providing
recreation and sport opportunities.
RESOURCING
Council will identify and allocate resources for the provision
of recreation and open space opportunities in an efficient,
effective and equitable manner.
EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
Council will ensure that recreation and open space facilities
and events are managed in the most efficient and cost
effective way.
PUBLIC SAFETY
Council will ensure recreation and open space facilities are safe
for public use.

The NSW Local Government Act 1993 requires that all public
land is categorised as operational or community land.

HIERARCHY OF PARKS
Assessment and allocation of parks within a hierarchy provides
a useful framework to manage the level and variety of
embellishments in a particular park type. The park hierarchy
also assists park users expectations as they can select to visit
parks that provide the recreation experience and opportunities
they are seeking. The hierarchy levels used for Forbes’ open
space network are:
 Local
 District
 Town
 Specialised
 Civic
The park hierarchy is described in table 2 including the
catchment for each park type, where relevant.

DESIRED STANDARDS OF SERVICE
Desired Standards of Service (DSS) is the level of open space
that Council aims to provide as a minimum to all residents
in the Shire. DSS is calculated using quantitative and spatial
measures.
The current supply (quantitative measure) for Forbes Shire is:
 Recreation open space - 2.5ha/1,000 people
 Sport open space - 1.5ha/1,000 people.
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Table 01: Open space classification by function, purpose and description
FUNCTION

PURPOSE

HIERARCHY

DESCRIPTION

Passive recreation open
space
(Recreation parks)

Provides a setting
for informal play
and physical activity,
relaxation and social
interaction

Local (core)
District (core)
Town (core)

Provides a range of passive recreation activities in
predominantly informal settings. The sites can also
contribute to the amenity and environmental values of
towns and villages

Linear (non-core)

Long and narrow interconnected open space that can
contain natural creek lines and associated riparian
vegetation. Linear reserves can also play an important
secondary role providing cycle and pedestrian pathways and
values consistent with other open space categories

Encumbered (non-core)

Encumbered open space is often associated with areas for
stormwater, drainage, utility infrastructure and cemeteries.
However, it can also add value to the core open space
network through provision of pedestrian connections and
enhancing visual amenity

Local (core)
District (core)
Town (core)

Site predominantly used for active or competitive recreation
including grassed or synthetic playing fields and courts

Specialised (non-core)

Open space provided for sporting activities where the
nature of the sport precludes the easy transfer to an
alternative sport, or the nature of the activity precludes free,
unrestricted access to members of the public, or where the
land and facility requirements result in provision of high level
provision or sport (e.g. large stadia)

Active recreation open
space
(Sport parks)

Environmental
protection open space

Provides a setting
for formal structured
sporting activities

Provides a setting
Natural areas (non-core)
where biodiversity is the
primary purpose of the
reserve

Reserves that contain biodiversity features of local, regional,
state or federal significance. As the primary use of the open
space is for environmental protection, the area is likely to be
significantly encumbered and may preclude unrestricted
public access.
The reserve may provide a natural backdrop to a
neighbourhood and/or recreation opportunity as a
secondary function.

Open space land in Forbes Shire includes land that is accessible to the general public and excludes areas with restricted access
such as sporting club leased areas or privately owned land and facilities where access is only obtained through club membership
or payment of a fee (e.g. tennis, golf, bowling clubs). Where public access is not prevented or restricted this is included within all
calculations for open space provision.
Table 02: Open space hierarchy, description and catchment
HIERARCHY

DESCRIPTION

SIZE AND CATCHMENT

Local

Local open space is usually small parkland that services the recreation 0.5ha to 1.5ha
needs of the immediate residential population. Primarily used for
Within 500 metres or 5-minute walk
recreation and may include nature space

District

Town open space services as the recreation and social focus of the
whole community. Residents are attracted by the variety of features
and facilities and opportunities to socialise

Town

Consists of sufficient space to accommodate a variety of concurrent
5ha to 10ha depending on function
uses, including organised sports, children’s play, picnicking, exercising
dogs, social gatherings and individual activities. District open space is
likely to attract visitors from outside any one local government area

Specialised

Open space which is utilised for a specific purpose that limits public
access (i.e. tennis)

Catchment can be from a localised use to a
broader regional function

Civic

Civic spaces which may provide opportunities for pop-up civic
ceremonies, event spaces etc.

Generally localised

2ha to 5ha
Within 2 kilometres or 5-minute drive
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CURRENT OPEN SPACE PROVISION
Current open space provision in the Forbes Shire is shown in the table below. This identifies the current areas of open space
against the 2019 population (according to the ABS) and projected population growth in 5-year increments, with provision of
open space per 1,000 head of population. Forbes Shire is currently well supplied with open space across all classifications for
current and future population projections. Demand is based on a Desired Standard of Service (DSS) of 4ha/1,000 population.
It is acknowledged that Council estimates the Forbes population in 2021 to be 10, 201 people, with Council’s own research
indicating higher population growth than forecast by NSW Planning and the ABS. Council has not yet detailed this growth in
5-year increments, as provided by the ABS. Regardless, the surplus of core open space land provides capacity for population
growth in the Forbes LGA for at least the next decade.
Table 03: Provision of core open space required for current and projected population in 5-year increments (ABS
POPULATION BY YEAR AND HA OF OPEN SPACE PER 1000 RESIDENTS
2026

2031

2036

2041

9,906

9,950

10,100

10,200

10,250

10,300

+18.27 40.4

NO.

PARK NAME

NO.

PARK NAME

1

Albion Park

26

Margaret Muir Park

2

Alma Sharpe Park

27

Meagher Park

3

Andrew Peet Memorial Park

28

Mona Breadern Walk

4

Apex Park

29

Nelson Park

5

Aquatic and Recreation Area

30

Neredith Edols Park

6

Botanic Gardens

31

Nurse Stokes Park

7

Bridgette Duckworth Park

32

Paul Wenz Park

8

Bundaburrah Crossing

33

Powter Street Park

9

Carrington Gardens

34

Railway Station Park

10

Clematis Park

35

Reymond Street Park

11

Colin McKenzie Park

36

Ron Flannery Park

12

Community Gardens

37

Rotary Park

13

Crippen Park

38

Rotaract Park

14

Dulcie Muffet Park

39

Sister Gardener Park

15

Eloora Place Park

40

Sister O’Delia Park

16

Forbes Tennis

41

South Circle and Grinsted
Ovals

17

Frances Forbes Park

42

Spooner and H Wilson Ovals

18

Gaggin Oval / Halpin Flat

43

Stephan Field

19

Gale Street Park

44

Tin Tuppa Park

20

Gum Swamp Reserve

45

Vi Adams Park

21

Jenny Murphy Park

46

Victoria Square Park

22

King George V Memorial
Park

47

Wheogo Park

23

Lakeside BMX

48

Willis Place Park

24

Lions Park

49

Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre

25

Mabel Green Park

50

Woolworths car park

51

Forbes Cemetery
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+17.67 40.8

+17.27 41.0

GAP

DEMAND

GAP

DEMAND

GAP

DEMAND

GAP

DEMAND

+18.47 39.8

GAP

39.6ha

58.07ha

DEMAND

CURRENT
SUPPLY
(HA)

GAP

Total core open
space

2021

DEMAND

OPEN SPACE
CLASSIFICATION

2019

+17.07 41.4

+16.67

Legend: Parks by hierarchy and
classification

----------

Local recreation park

Recreation

District recreation park

Recreation

Town recreation park

Recreation

Civic park

Civic

District sport park

Sport

Town sport park

Sport

Environmental
protection

Natural areas

Community Gardens

Specialised

Aquatic

Specialised

Lawn bowls

Specialised

Golf course

Specialised

Racecourse

Specialised

Showground

Specialised

Undeveloped

Undeveloped

Utility

Encumbered

Fig. 05 Map showing the location of core open space recreation and sport parks in the town of Forbes
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FORBES SHIRE LOCALITIES
Fig. 07 Map showing the location of villages and outlying communities in the Forbes Shire Council area
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BEDGERABONG
Fig. 08 Map showing the location of Bedgerabong Racecourse
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Fig. 09 Map showing the location of Calarie Hall and Sports Ground
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CORINELLA
Fig. 10 Map showing the location of Corinella Village
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Fig. 11 Map showing the location of Garema Hall
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JEMALONG
Fig. 12 Map showing the location of Jemalong Weir

Jemalong Weir Picnic Area
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Fig. 13 Map showing the location of Ootha township and the RFS Shed / Community Hub
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WAROO
Fig. 14 Map showing the location of Waroo Hall Wirrinya
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Fig. 15 Map showing the location of Wirrinya Aquatic Club and Wirrinya ‘Shed’ and sports ground
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PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Performance standards are required to ensure that land offered by developers as part of their developer contribution, or acquired
by Council with other funds, is capable of supporting the recreation activity intended from the site.
Basic performance standards have been established for recreation and sporting parks. These will generally only be applicable to
new open space acquisitions or additions to existing spaces to improve their functionality.
Table 04: Minimum performance standards for recreation and sport parks
RECREATION PARKS
Local Parks

Typically, local parks will:
−− be 0.5-1.5ha in size (or joined to a network of open space areas)
−− have slopes no greater than 1:10 for 25% of the park area. Where wheelchair access is more likely
to occur then some of the park should have slopes of 1:15 or less
−− retain and integrate natural vegetation and creek lines where possible into the park design
−− have 50% of the park boundary with road frontage
−− have access to required services such as electricity and water
−− be linked to other open space where possible.

District Parks

Typically, district parks will:
−− be 2-5ha in size (or joined to a network of open space areas)
−− have slopes no greater than 1:10 for 50% of the park area. Where wheelchair access is more likely
to occur then some of the park should have slopes of 1:15 or less
−− have at least 50% and preferably 75% of the park boundary with road frontage
−− retain and integrate natural vegetation and creek lines where possible into the park design
−− have sufficient land above 100 year flood levels for infrastructure (notionally at least 10%)
−− have access to required services such as electricity, sewerage and water
−− be linked to other open space where possible.

Town Parks

Typically, town parks will:
−− be 5-10ha in size depending on function (or joined to a network of open space areas)
−− have an average grade no greater than 1:10 for 75% of the park area. Where wheelchair access is
more likely to occur then some of the park should have slopes of 1:15 or less
−− retain and integrate natural vegetation and creek lines where possible into the park design
−− have sufficient land above 100 year flood levels for infrastructure (notionally at least 10%)
−− have 75% of the park boundary with road frontage so that visibility is maximised
−− have access to required services such as electricity, sewerage and water
−− be linked to other open space where possible.

SPORT PARKS
Sport Parks

The following criteria are for typical open space areas used for field and courts sports. Specialised
facilities, such as indoor sports or lawn bowl greens may be adequately accommodated on other land
types. Typical open space for sporting fields will:
−− be at least 8ha in size as this allows for efficient development of infrastructure, adequate buffers
and adequate space for competitions. There is no limit to maximum size
−− have at least 75% of the park boundary with road frontage
−− have adequate space for car and bus parking
−− be relatively flat to minimise the earthworks required to provide level playing fields
−− if the site is a closed landfill, then have some virgin areas for facilities
−− have sufficient land area above the 100 year flood level for infrastructure (e.g. clubrooms, change
rooms, storage sheds etc.)
−− have soils that offer adequate drainage.
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RECREATION SETTING AND DIVERSITY
The open space network also needs to offer variety in the recreation setting. This is a measure of the diversity within the
recreation park network and recognises people’s needs and expectations for a variety of recreation experiences. The figure below
provides a scale or range of naturalness from wild to urban settings1.
Fig. 22 Range of naturalness of outdoor recreation settings

Wild

1

Urban

2

Totally natural area

3

4

Very natural area

5
Extensive grazing area

6

7

Suburban park

8

9

Indoor sports stadium

EMBELLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE STANDARDS
Embellishment standards describe the typical levels of infrastructure and services expected for recreation and sport parks.
Detailing the typical level of embellishment for park types within the open space hierarchy assist local government managers,
development assessment staff and developers by providing:
 descriptions that convey the typical embellishments to expect at different park types
 a structure to estimate typical capital costs of development (for infrastructure charging and/or budgeting)
 a basic set of parameters guiding appropriateness versus inappropriate embellishment, ensuring functionality, diversity and
values are not eroded.
Management and maintenance standards can be developed that are related to the planning framework, classification and
hierarchy categories. These standards provide a structure for allocating resources in the areas where they best service community
needs.

1

Providing for a diverse range of outdoor recreation opportunities: a “micro-ROS” approach to planning and management, 2000
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6

Consultation

In developing the Strategy, consultation was held with a broad
cross-section of the community.
Consultation included the community in Forbes as well as
outlying communities. All sport clubs were surveyed and many
were contacted directly to ensure their views were adequately
represented. Several interest groups and identified key
stakeholders were also consulted. All schools took advantage
of the opportunity for a representative group of students to
provide input to the Strategy. Some School Principals also

completed a tailored survey. Community members were asked
to complete a survey to gauge their preferences for open
space and recreation.
Councillors were briefed on the project and provided input. A
range of Council staff also provided input from their role in the
planning, management or maintenance of open spaces.

COUNCIL OFFICERS
Councillors and Senior Managers

A presentation of the project methodology and expected outcomes was provided to Councillors
and Senior Managers and further workshops held with Senior Managers and relevant Council
Officers at key stages of the project. Key directions included:
 the importance of community engagement to ensure input to the Strategy
 inclusion of the entire Forbes local government area
 continue to build upon access to water and “green oasis” image.
Parks Operations

Council

Discussion with Parks Operations provided insight into how Council’s open space areas are
currently maintained. Council currently maintains all public recreation and sport parks in the
Forbes local government area, including the cost of water use.
One of the consequences of the high temperatures in summer is the need for irrigation to
establish and maintain grassed areas in parks that are comfortable for play and recreation. Sport
fields are irrigated, however many recreation parks do not have irrigation systems and as a result
the weather and wear and tear can result in brown and bare patches, weed infestations and a
general detraction from amenity and use.
Several parcels of open space in Forbes are located at the rear and surrounded by residential
properties. These parcels have not been developed to function as parks and Council slashes
to control vegetation periodically. Council Officers recognised that these land parcels do not
contribute to recreation opportunities or experiences for residents.
Council currently maintains sports grounds including turf wickets and line marks fields at the
commencement of the season. While sport groups are expected to maintain line marking for
the remainder of the season, at times Council is required to remark lines.
Community Liaison

Contact between Council and community organisations in Forbes is maintained by Council
Officers working in the community and tourism section. These Officers provide support
and assistance to community clubs and organisations that, in turn, provide services to the
community.
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SCHOOL WORKSHOPS

ii

School Workshops

Workshops with representative groups of students from every public and private school in
Forbes Shire were held to gain vital youth input to the Strategy. The outcomes of the workshops
held with students are summarised below:
 97 students from primary and high schools participated in the workshops
 64 of the students (65%) participate in club sport outside of school
 all students participate in unstructured recreation activities outside of school.
Young people living in Forbes enjoy a diverse range of formal sport and unstructured recreation
activities in parks, public facilities, lakes and rivers in the Shire. These are detailed further in the
Strategy.
Students identified several parks that were popular places to spend time. The parks and places
mentioned most often included Lake Forbes, the Aquatic Park (skiing), Forbes Olympic Pool,
rivers and creeks, ‘Aeroplane’ Park (Apex Park) and the Skate Park.
When asked about what they thought was missing in Forbes relating to sport and recreation,
students provided additional interesting and insightful responses and these have been used to
provide recommendations regarding future park and facility development.
SPORTING CLUBS

36 sporting clubs completed a survey providing detailed information including participation

36 Clubs

growth and decline, issues impacting the club and facility needs. Interviews were conducted
with sporting clubs to clarify issues and discuss potential solutions. The data collected was used
to provide recommendations regarding sport land and facility development and is detailed in
Section 10 of the Strategy.
COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDERS
Several individuals and community organisations were identified as having important
contributions to improve the Strategy. Interviews were conducted to ensure a diverse range
of views and information for key stakeholder groups in the community were captured. These
additional stakeholders included:






Forbes Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre
Forbes Police
Forbes Art Society
Forbes Community Garden
Local retail businesses to gain information relating to recreational fishing and cycling (e.g.
Loomzys Fish N Fix and SportsPower Forbes)
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Community Stakeholders

Officers from the NSW Department of Primary Industries provided invaluable information
relating to fishing and recreational activities on the Lachlan River and other water bodies within
and near Forbes Shire.
COMMUNITY SURVEY
People living in Forbes were asked to complete a survey to provide input to assist in
understanding various attitudes relating to the provision of open space and recreation
participation patterns in Forbes Shire. The survey was distributed via Council, Schools, Progress
Associations using Council’s website, email and social media.

114 residents completed the survey via random sample. Survey respondents were adults over
the age of 16. Responses were received from people living in Forbes, Bedgerabong, Garema,
Mulyandry, Wirrinya, Jemalong and Warroo.
For a population the size of Forbes , the responses received can be confidently assumed to
reflect the population’s views.
The community survey results were used in conjunction with other primary sources of data,
background research and trends. Key results of the survey are summarised here and provide an
overview of Forbes residents’ thoughts and motivations relating to parks and participation in
activities.
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PARTICIPATION IN RECREATION ACTIVITIES
Respondents nominated the top three activities (other than organised sport) that people living in Forbes participate in are
walking, fishing and playing in the park, with over 30% of respondents participating in these activities. Other popular recreation
activities included swimming for recreation (29%), bushwalking (28%), exercise in the park (26%), cycling (25%), water skiing
(24%), horse riding (24%) and gardening (23%). Together, these are the top 10 recreation activities (other than sport) in Forbes
local government area.

WALKING
70%

FISHING
39%

PLAYING IN
THE PARK
31%

Fig. 23 Top three recreation activities in Forbes LGA

RECREATION PLACES AND SPACES
From the selection provided, respondents to the survey identified the top three places they recreate are in lakes, rivers and
creeks, local footpaths (walking, running, scooting, riding a bike or skateboard) and at home. Other popular places for recreation
are detailed in table X below.
Table 05: Open spaces where people recreate
Lakes/rivers/creeks
Local footpaths
At home
Loca l roads (wa lking an d

cycling)
Sports ground or court
Swimming pool
Park
Bushwallking tracks

Private prop erty
National Pa~k/State Forest
Playgroun d
Golf course

Gym/firness centre
Sdhool grounds
Skate/BMX park

Commun ity hall

0

20
30
40
50
60
% of respondents recreate at this open space

10
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WEEKLY
22%

MONTHLY
6%

DAILY
7.5%

VISITING PARKS AND SPORT FACILITIES

MOST DAYS
29%

People living in Forbes visit park and sport facilities often and
regularly.
ONCE
EVERY TWO
WEEKS
9%

TWICE
A WEEK
21%

RARELY
5%
Fig. 24 Figure showing how often respondents visit parks and sport facilities

FAVOURITE OPEN SPACE/PARK IN THE AREA
When asked to nominate a favourite open space/park within the area, the clear favourite was the parkland around Lake Forbes,
particularly the walking pathway that forms a continuous circuit around Lake. The ski dam area is also popular, along with South
Circle and Grinsted Ovals and Apex Park. The top five favourite spaces were at or around Lake Forbes. Council’s development
and adoption of the Lake Forbes Activation Plan has been further confirmed by the responses to the community survey for this
Strategy. Other popular open spaces and parks included the Showgrounds, representing the equestrian and animal sports
participants and Spooners Oval.

OPEN SPACE VALUES
When asked what they valued about open space within
Forbes, the following values were selected, provided here in
order of their popularity with respondents:

Fig. 25 Open space is valued in Forbes

cleanliness and maintena nce

place to take visitors
range of sport fac ilities
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natura l! environment
close to home
high quality facilit ies
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socia l interaction
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

access to water (lake, rivers, creek)
natural setting
allow me to spend time with my family
provide me with a place to exercise
place to spend time with friends
place to take visitors
interaction with the natural environment
provide me with a place to unwind/rest/relax
range of sporting fields/courts/facilities provided
appeal to the whole family
encourage social interaction with the community
cleanliness and high level of maintenance
close to my home
feel safe when I visit
diversity of playgrounds and equipment
can take my dog
high quality facilities provided
views they provide
can meet new people there.

diversity of playgrounds

appeal for the who le fam ily

place to unwind/rest/relax
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BARRIERS TO USING PARKS AND SPORT FACILITIES
When asked if they had experienced any barriers to using parks and sport facilities, the top three responses were:

LACK OF
SHADE

LACK OF
TOILETS

Fig. 26 Top three barriers experienced by Forbes residents when using parks and sport facilities

WEATHER TOO HOT OR
COLD

TOP THREE OPEN SPACE PRIORITIES
When asked what the top three priorities for open space should be over the next 10 years, respondents nominated: provision of
place/facilities for youth; improved quality of sports grounds/ovals/courts; and improved access to lakes/rivers/creeks.

PLACES FOR
YOUTH

IMPROVED
QUALITY

ACCESS TO
WATER

Fig. 27 Top three priorities for open space funding over the next 10 years

Additional priorities included:
 more community events in public parks
 increased supporting facilities including car parking and amenities
 improved pedestrian/cyclist connections between key destinations (e.g. school, work, parks, shops)
 improved promotion of Council’s existing facilities, recreation parks and opportunities
 new/upgraded playgrounds
 new/upgraded cycle and walking paths
 new/upgraded horse and equestrian facilities
 improved picnic facilities.
Respondents also provided additional suggestions to this question, that are worth noting. Suggestions included:
 indoor stadium/sports centre
 upgrade car parking at the back of shops with trees and shade structures
 dedicated mountain bike trails
 improve/modernise aquatic centre facilities
 fenced dog park.
Implementing the Forbes CBD Masterplan and Lake Forbes Activation Plan were also raised, indicating that the community is keen
to see results on the ground from previous consultation and planning activities undertaken by Council.
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7

Open space levels of
ser vice

To achieve the potential benefits of open space to individuals
and the community, parks need to provide established
minimum levels of service. This section aims to provide
guidance on the siting and design of open space types
delivered by local government. It includes:
 factors for consideration when designing parks
 principles that influence good design
 performance standards detailing land size, catchments,
minimum and optional embellishments for core open
space types.
A PLANNED AND STRATEGIC APPROACH
A well planned and strategic approach to the design and
development of open space will contribute to the long term
sustainability of the open space network for current and future
generations. Benefits of a planned and strategic approach
include:
 open space located to reflect Council’s open space and
land use planning outcomes relating to distribution
and access, connectivity and linkages, co-location of
compatible services/opportunities, and shared use of
available resources
 design considerations that reflect the Council’s policies
and objectives relating to diversity of opportunities and
settings, integration with natural and urban landscapes,
accessibility features and environmental sustainability
 continual enhancement of the open space network in
line with Council’s capital works program and budgets,
changing local needs and changes in the urban
environment
 improvements in the quality or distribution of open space
in line with relevant local strategies and plans
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DISTRIBUTION
 provide new parkland in growth areas and in areas that
have an under supply of parkland.
 public open space should be provided along foreshores,
streams and permanent water bodies.
 provide a network of well-distributed neighbourhood
public open space that includes:
−− local parks within 500m safe walking of at least 95% of
all dwellings
−− active open space of sufficient size within 2 kilometre of
90% of all dwellings
−− linear parks and trails along waterways, vegetation
corridors and road reserves within 1 kilometre of 95% of
all dwellings.
CONNECTIVITY
 ensure that land is set aside and developed in residential
areas for local recreational use and to create pedestrian
and cycle links to commercial and community facilities
 ensure that open space networks:
−− are linked through the provision of walking and cycle
trails and rights of way
−− are integrated with open space from abutting
subdivisions
−− incorporate, where possible, links between major
parks and activity areas, along waterways and natural
drainage corridors, connecting places of natural
and cultural interest, as well as maintaining public
accessibility on public land immediately adjoining
waterways.
 ensure land identified as critical to the completion of open
space links is transferred for open space purposes
 the provision of public open space should be linked to
existing or proposed future public open spaces where
appropriate
 an application for subdivision that creates public open
space should be accompanied by a landscape design that
provides for walking and cycling networks that link with
community facilities.

ACCESS
 ensure public access is not prevented by developments
along stream banks and foreshore
 ensure public land immediately adjoining waterways and
waterways remains in public ownership.
URBAN DESIGN
 ensure open space is designed to accommodate people of
all abilities, ages and cultures
 accessibility - provide ease, safety and choice of access for
all people
 inclusiveness and interaction - create places where all
people are free to encounter each other as equals.
LAYOUT OPTIONS AND FEATURES
 maximise road frontage to the boundaries (minimum of
50%) of any shape, piece or linear section of open space
 maximise surrounding residential frontage to the open
space (minimum 50%) to provide visual surveillance
 maximise safe pedestrian connections and links to the
open space.
APPROPRIATENESS AND USABILITY
 size of the open space land is suitable for its intended
primary purpose
 shape of the land can accommodate the required
embellishments
 topography including appropriateness of the slope,
vegetation, drainage, cultural or heritage values:
−− slope no steeper than 1:10 for recreation parks
−− slope no steeper than 1:50 for sport parks
−− land that is steeply sloping or has natural water flowing
through it may be suitable for environmental or
conservation purpose.
 aspect/orientation of the land for the proposed activities.
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Table 06: Open space levels of service (performance standards) for core open space types
PARK
CLASSIFICATION

SIZE

FUNCTION

ACCESS

MINIMUM EMBELLISHMENTS

Local open space

0.5ha-1.5ha

Recreation

500m
catchment

 turf

minimum
50% road
frontage

OPTIONAL
EMBELLISHMENTS

 paths
 bins
 seating
 lighting
 shade (natural and built)
 play space
 amenity
 drink fountain.

District open space

2ha-5ha

Recreation
Sport

2km - 5 min
drive
(minimum
50% road
frontage
- 75%
preferred)

 turf

 onsite parking

 paths

 sport pavilion

 bins

 picnic table

 seating

 barbeque

 lighting

 dog exercise area and dog
amenities

 shade (natural and built)
 play space
 amenity
 drink fountain
 irrigation
 public toilet.

Town

5ha-10ha
depending on
function

Recreation
Sport
Nature

3-5km
10-30min
drive

 turf

(minimum
75% road
frontage)

 seating

 paths
 bins
 picnic table
 barbeque
 lighting
 shade (natural and built)
 play space
 youth space
 amenity
 drink fountain
 irrigation
 sport infrastructure,
clubhouse and ancillary
facilities
 event infrastructure
 mobile food vendor zones/
amenity
 public toilets
 onsite parking
 bicycle racks
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 3-6 play elements of play
space amenity
 event infrastructure
 mobile food vendor zones/
amenity.
 dog exercise, agility and
amenities for owners (e.g.
seating, shelter).46

8

Demand and supply
analysis

OPEN SPACE AUDIT
All open space in Forbes Shire has been audited to assess characteristics including accessibility, amenities, appearance,
maintenance, safety and security. Key observations from the audit and assessment reveal the following key themes:
Table 09: Themes identified from the visual audit of Forbes Shire open space
AREA OF INTEREST

KEY OBSERVATIONS AND ASSESSMENT

Access and equity

Key differences were observed across the open space network regarding the size, number and quality
of parks, embellishments and the standard of maintenance undertaken. There was a distinct difference
between parks located in the southern part of the town compared with those located in the north.

Walk and cycle connections

Walking and cycling are popular activities in Forbes across the full spectrum of the community.
In particular, the pathway circuit around Lake Forbes is highly valued by the community and
provides opportunities for walking, running and bike riding. Council has commenced implementing
recommendations from its adopted Pedestrian and Cycling Strategy and this needs to be a continued
focus to ensure people can walk and cycle to key destinations within the community easily and safely.

Irrigation

Recreation parks require access to water for irrigation purposes to ensure grass and trees can be
established and maintained to an appropriate standard allowing them to function as quality venues.
Much of the system throughout Forbes is in poor condition and requires replacement or upgrading.

Shade

Several parks and playgrounds in Forbes lack sufficient shade. Shade trees and structures provide
protection from exposure to harmful ultraviolet (UV) light and heat. Provision of shade is an essential
design component for parks and particularly playgrounds to encourage people to utilise these public
spaces safely, regardless of the time of day. Shade trees contribute significantly to the amenity of parks
and shade structures can provide effective all-weather shelter.

Asset management

Audits revealed a range of park embellishments that are aged, in disrepair and lacking appeal. Park
assets that no longer function or serve a purpose should be removed in a timely manner. It will be
important in future years, when assets reach the end of their useful lives and are considered for renewal
or replacement, that Council and the community undertake planning to ensure the current and future
needs of residents are met, rather than simply replacing infrastructure ‘like-for-like’.

Undeveloped open space

There are several parcels of land distributed across Forbes that appear to have been intended for use
as recreation parks. However, a number of these are hidden behind residences and have not been
embellished to provide any recreation opportunities or function. Several of these recreation parks
have remained undeveloped for long periods (up to decades) and are surplus to the community’s
requirements. Undeveloped open space has been identified either for development to allow it to
function to provide recreation opportunities, or recommended for rationalisation (re-purposed or sold)
to reduce the maintenance burden and increase the overall efficiency and functionality of the open
space network.

Play infrastructure

Playgrounds and play spaces are currently provided for children in age ranges including: infants and
toddlers; preschoolers; primary school children up to 8 years of age. Traditional playgrounds have been
installed and consist of off-the-shelf play equipment and softfall (bark chip or rubber). Future trends in
play space creation require the integration of select pieces of play equipment with natural elements and
landscaping to encourage imagination play and inquisitive investigation of the environment.

Recreation v Sport

Generally, sport parks appear to be maintained to a higher standard than recreation parks, excepting
those feature recreation parks located adjacent to Lake Forbes and key community facilities (e.g. Nelson
and King George Parks).
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OPEN SPACE NETWORK ANALYSIS
The open space network has been analysed through a series of scenarios to provide direction on future enhancement and
development. The following section examines the existing open space network against a range of variables, including:
 residential lot access to open space within 500m walkability catchments
 school and sport playing fields within 1km of residential homes
 public transport access to open space
 playground accessibility to residential areas within 500m
 youth space accessibility to residential areas and using public transport.
RESIDENTIAL LOT ACCESS TO RECREATION PARKS WITHIN 5 MINUTE (500M ) WALK
When a catchment area of 500m (or 5 minute walk) is overlaid with existing recreation and sport parks, the majority
of residents can access a park relatively quickly. However, while sport parks are embellished and fit-for purpose, not all
recreation parks have been developed to function for the intended purpose. Council has ample open space for the current
and projected population. There is an opportunity to rationalise the number of recreation parks and develop a strategic
network of recreation park to provide a well-utilised and valued network for residents across the town.
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Fig. 35 Each circle represents a catchment of 500m, or a 5 minute walk, from surrounding residences, to a developed recreation park. Some catchments overlap.
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SCHOOL AND COUNCIL SPORT PLAYING FIELD ACCESSIBILITY
Sporting fields are a resource for formal sport training and competition and also provide an open recreation space for
unstructured play and social sport. Most schools provide at least one sport fields within their grounds for health and physical
education classes, as well as physical activity by students during breaks. With consultation and approval by the school principal,
these sport fields can provide additional open space accessible to surrounding residents for appropriate use, outside of school
hours and on weekends. When included in mapping of Council owned and managed sport fields, school sport fields increases
the number of residents with access to sport fields within 1km of their residence. Council is encouraged to negotiate community
access to school sport fields, working actively to remove any real or perceived barriers to these public assets.
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Fig. 28 Each circle represents a catchment of 1km, or a 10 minute walk, from surrounding residences, to a developed sports field or school oval. Some catchments 		
overlap.
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT ACCESSIBILITY
It is acknowledged that parks within walking distance to people’s residence will not necessarily provide the recreation experience
they are looking for. Travelling to recreation and sport parks to access experiences of their choice is a key planning consideration
across the open space network. Access to public transport to travel to open space is important for people who do not have
access to a vehicle or do not drive (due to medical reasons, choice or age). The following map displays the current open space
network overlaid with the current town bus service. It is recommended that Council assess the pathway connections from bus
stops to key destinations, such as parks, to ensure a safe and continuous route can be travelled using public transport. This is
particularly important for people with mobility impairments or parents with young children and prams.

Major bus stops
Fig. 29 Each circle represents a catchment of 500m, or a 5 minute walk, to public transport.
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PLAYGROUND ACCESSIBILITY
To gain an understanding of the relative access of playground infrastructure to the resident population of Forbes, all playgrounds
were mapped and 500m catchments assessed. The analysis indicated:
 an estimated 75% of the population has access to playground infrastructure within 500m of their residence
 the quality of the playgrounds is generally poor, and caters for infants and young children
 the playgrounds are generally tired and old, excepting new or well-used playgrounds at key features park on the Lake Forbes
foreshore
 inappropriate placement of the equipment may be discouraging use.

Fig. 30 Each circle represents a catchment of 500m, or 5 minute walk, from surrounding residences, to a playground.
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YOUTH SPACE ACCESSIBILITY
Youth are typically people in the 15-24 age group and from a recreation planning perspective this group has characteristics
including:
 significant ‘free time’
 are high users of public transport
 are attracted to town/city centres and public spaces to socialise and gather
 are going through a challenging period of transition and change.
A ‘youth space’ is a public space deliberately designed to attract youth to participate in recreation, socialising, events and
contribute to their community. Forbes has two youth spaces, the Youth and Community Centre and the Skate Park. Both
these youth spaces are close to the town centre and are accessible by walking, bike, skateboard and scooter riding and public
transport. It is acknowledged that primary school aged children and younger teenagers also use youth facilities.

Youth and Community Centre
Skate Park and Ninja Park

Fig. 31 Each circle represents a catchment of 800m, or 10 minute walk, from surrounding residences, to a youth space. The public transport (bus) routes have also been
identified, in recognition that youth may use this transport as a means to assess youth spaces.
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9

Recreation parks:
future direc tions

COMMUNITY REQUIREMENTS

MASTER PLANNING

During development of this Strategy, the independent audit
of the open space network and community views gathered
through surveys, interviews and workshops has shaped a clear
view of the community’s requirements.

Clearly, many recreation parks have been developed in an ad
hoc nature without a set direction of identified park function.
The preparation of Council approved master plans will assist to
ensure demand-driven development.

The main activities undertaken by residents includes:

A master plan provides a vision for a site, identifying what it
should look like and how it should function into the future.
It establishes a strong and consistent direction, providing
a framework for ongoing improvement. It considers the
interrelationship between:

 walking (and bushwalking)
 fishing
 playing in the park
 swimming for recreation
 exercise in the park.
Residents most regularly use the following open spaces for
recreation:
 lakes/rivers/creeks
 local footpaths
 home
 local roads (walking and cycling)
 sports ground or court.
The majority of residents visit parks more than once per week,
with over 60% using parks either most days, weekly or twice a
week.
Lake Forbes and its surrounding parkland is highly valued by
residents living in Forbes as well as visitors to the Shire. The
continuous walking path is popular with people of all ages,
as is the Forbes Ski Dam, South Circle and Grinsted Ovals and
Apex Park (“aeroplane park”).
Open space is valued as it provides people with opportunities
including:
 access to water
 natural settings
 spending time with family
 providing a place to exercise
 places to spend time with friends.
The following section provides recommendations for Council
to respond to community requirements and, over time,
develop a fully functional, efficient and highly valued open
space network.
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current character and functionality of the landscape
public expectations and needs
emerging issues and trends
the realities of the economic, social, environmental and
legislative context of the time.
The result is a plan that balances needs across a range of often
conflicting interests.
Master plans do not suggest that all elements of the plan
should proceed immediately, or that Council nor the user
groups should be responsible for all capital costs in respect of
those items that are progressed. It is important to note that
the intent of a master plan is to provide a framework for future
development of the Park over an extended time period so that
ad hoc improvements are avoided and community use and
long-term viability are maximised. A master plan should be
regularly monitored to ensure the outcomes continue to meet
community needs in the best possible way.
COMMUNITY HALLS (AND SPORTS GROUNDS)
Community halls and sports grounds exist in outlying
community across the Forbes Shire and provide focal points for
the community to gather to socialise, discuss important local
matters and participate in recreation activities and social sport.
The land and facilities are owned or managed by the
community and progress associations in the locality and
therefore are not included in open space calculations for
Council. However, a short summary and recommendations for
future directions are provided here in recognition of the value
and services these facilities provide to their local communities.
Council’s Country Halls and Sports Grounds: Supporting the
development of proactive and vibrant rural communities has
been used as a resource to supplement site audits and
consultation with relevant community members.

BEDGERABONG
BEDGERABONG SHOWGROUNDS AND RACECOURSE
Bedgerabong Showground and Racecourse is located
on Bedgerabong Road approximately 30km from Forbes
township.
The land parcel is approximately 32 hectares in size.
The site is not owned or managed by Council and therefore has
not been included in Council’s core open space calculations.
However, it is recognised that the facility has a long history
of providing recreation opportunities for the community of
Bedgerabong.
The expansiveness of the grounds lends itself to events
attracting large numbers of participants. Unfortunately,
most of the buildings and facilities are aged and in need of
renewal or replacement to meet current and future needs
of the community and the venue, as an event space. These
requirements include:
 additional all-weather shade
 upgrading the hall kitchen to allow large scale catering
and to comply with food handling requirements
 utilities to support emergency support activities, including:
−− landline telephone connection
−− improved access to bore water
 improved facilities for stud livestock sales
 renovation and refurbishment of the Secretary’s Office/
Jockey’s Room/Steward’s Office.
Future directions

Council should continue to provide support and assistance
to the community seeking external funding for facility
improvements, community events and programs at the
showgrounds to encourage recreation activities that benefit
community members.

CALARIE

These plans include:

CALARIE HALL














The Calarie Hall is located off Cox Street, via Calarie Road,
approximately 6km north from the centre of Forbes. The
hall was moved from Daroobalgie to the Calarie Recreation
Grounds during the 1960s and in 2012 the community
commenced a complete refurbishment including an extension
to the original building.
The hall and recreation grounds is not owned or managed by
Council, therefore the area has not been included in core open
space calculations, however is discussed due to its recreation
value to Calarie residents and visitors.
The hall has become an important focal point for the
community and Council has supported planning for the future
development of the hall and grounds.

amenities block upgrade and improvement
fully functional modern kitchen
improved disability access
cover over deck area
camp kitchen
100,000 litre water tank with pressure system
sealed road access
improved security
pathways
improved lighting
upgraded play area
landscaping.

Future directions

Council should continue to provide support and assistance
to the community seeking external funding for facility
improvements, community events and programs at the hall
and grounds to encourage recreation activities that benefit the
health and wellbeing of community members.
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CORINELLA
CORINELLA VILLAGE
Corinella Village has been established to provide education,
training, cultural and social activities on the site of the former
Corinella Public School that closed in 2014. A community
committee leases the land and facilities from the NSW
Government.
The old Corinella Public School is located on Warroo Road
approximately 60km west of Forbes. The surrounding district
is made up of predominantly agricultural and farming
properties.
Corinella Takes a Village (or It Takes A Village - ITAV) is a
community building initiative funded by NSW Family and
Community Services (FACS). The aim is to provide learning and
development opportunities and events relevant to children
and families.
Future directions

Council should continue to provide support and assistance
to the community seeking external funding for facility
improvements, community events and programs within the
Village to encourage recreation activities that benefit the
health and wellbeing of community members.

FORBES

LAKE FORBES
In January 2020, Council adopted the Lake Forbes
Activation Plan (LFAP). This Strategy supports the
recommendations made by the LFAP.
To provide a consistent message, the following parks
have been grouped and discussed as a whole within
Lake Forbes, rather than included in the alphabetical
list of park assessments, as they are important
elements of the Lake foreshore:
 Apex Park
 Colin McKenzie Park
 Forbes Ski Dam (Aquatic Centre)
 Lions Park

ALBION PARK
Albion Park is located in the town centre of Forbes, on the
corner of Lachlan and Court Streets. The park is located on
privately owned land, currently leased by Council.
The park is classified as a Civic Park, however has not been
included in calculations of core open space, due to its tenure.
Numerous sculptures are nestled in the lawn across the park,
providing striking visual interest. The park is bordered by
simple formal gardens and a decomposed granite pathway
provides a viewing vantage point and guidance to the
amenities located in the rear corner of the site. There are no
trees or shade structures in or near the park (excepting a bus
shelter on an adjacent street).
The former Ambulance Station, purchased in December 2019
by the Forbes Arts Society, is located diagonally across the road
from Albion Park. The building is intended to be developed
into a cultural centre and art galley for the District. This will
likely further cement the civic, rather than recreation, use of
Albion Park.

 Neredith Edols Park
 Rotary Park
 Rotaract Park
 Sir Frances Forbes

Forbes Arts Society aims to develop the Arts within the
community, in particular, sculpture to support tourism in
Forbes Shire and Central West NSW. The Society oversees the
Sculpture Down the Lachlan trail, Grazing Down the Lachlan
and ArtsWeb.

 Wheogo Park.
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Future directions

Council should consider options to formalise tenure
arrangements over the park, as insurance for any intended
investment in the park by Council, on behalf of the
community.
The Forbes CBD Masterplan 2018 makes several
recommendations regarding Albion Park including:
 create a shade trellis structure that replicates the scale,
bulk and height of adjoining street awnings
 consider rationalising the display of sculpture, creating a
series of outdoor ‘rooms’ for display of individual pieces
 border the park with tree planting
 visually screen the adjoining car park.
This Strategy agrees with and reconfirms these
recommendations.

ALMA SHARPE PARK

Future directions

Alma Sharpe Park is located at the end of Kent Street and is
approximately 7,300m2 in size.

(Assuming that development of Princess Street cannot be
achieved) it is recommended that the current embellishments
are removed and Council consider disposal of the land, with
proceeds being reserved for development of recreation parks
in accordance with this Strategy.

In theory, the park is of a size and location that provides
potential for it to be developed into a desirable and functional
recreation park for the surrounding neighbourhood. Indeed
there is a gap in quality open space in this part of Forbes.
Unfortunately, the unformed section of Princess Street along
the southern side of the park has constrained access and visual
surveillance of the park. While construction of Princess Street
would lend considerable weight to further development of
Alma Sharpe Park (and address demand), it is unlikely to occur.
An infants playground, while still functional, is aged and does
not show signs of regular use. No shade is provided over the
playground and there is a lack of shade trees across the park.
A shelter adjacent to the playground is in disrepair and has
been overgrown by a flowering vine. The paved floor under
the shelter is lifting in places, resulting in trip hazards. The gas
barbeque is not in working order and poses a safety hazard.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations due to these constraints on its current and future
use.
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ANDREW PEET MEMORIAL PARK
Andrew Peet Memorial Park is located at the rear of houses and
can be accessed via an easements off Farnell Street and about
10m of road frontage at Jacaranda Street.
The park was dedicated in memorial to a child, Andrew Peet,
who lived adjacent to the park and enjoyed riding his bike
there. Andrew tragically passed away and the park reminds
residents of his life. Close family members still live in Forbes.
The park has scattered trees and there are a couple of water
taps in the park. Use of the park by neighbouring properties
varies with some using it as a rear access to their properties
and others watering and maintaining portions of the park.
Access to the park is limited and it is generally unappealing
with low potential for development into a functioning
recreation park.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is undeveloped and recommended for
disposal. Appropriate disposal would need to closely consider
the impacts of overhead powerlines running across the park.
Future directions

Council should consult closely with the Peet family prior to
recommending disposal. There may be scope to rename a
different local park in Andrew’s memory.

BOTANIC GARDENS RESERVE
The Botanic Gardens Reserve is located on College Road (from
Flint Street) on the southern edge of the residential area of
Forbes.
The size of the sports park is approximately 14 hectares and
there is room for further expansion.
The park is classified as a Town Sport Park.
Currently the grounds are home to little athletics, junior and
senior football (soccer) and junior cricket.
Future directions

Further discussion is provided in the Sport park: future
directions section of the Strategy. Recommendations are also
summarised in the Implementation Plan.
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BRIDGETTE DUCKWORTH PARK
Bridgette Duckworth Park is located at the intersection of
Farnell and Grenfell Streets and has been absorbed to resolve
road closures due to safety concerns. The land has not been
included in core open space calculations. Council should
ensure that land acquisition and re-purposing has been
undertaken appropriately.

CARRINGTON GARDENS
Carrington Gardens is located at the end of Weelong Place
cul-de-sac and can also be accessed via a lane from The Bogan
Way.
The park is approximately 2,000m2 or half an acre in size.
The park has established grass with a ring of mature
established shade trees around its perimeter. A small infants
playground in disrepair is located in the corner. The trees
and grass contribute to the park’s amenity and comfort.
Unfortunately, solid concrete barriers have been placed along
the park and lane boundary, and graffiti on the colourbond
fence opposite detract from the park. The play equipment
and bench seating is old and in disrepair. While the park has
shaded areas from the trees, unfortunately the playground has
been placed in an exposed corner without shade.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is poorly located and constrained in size.
Future directions

It is recommended that the current embellishments are
removed and Council consider disposal of the land, with
proceeds being reserved for development of recreation parks
in accordance with this Strategy.
CLEMATIS STREET PARK
As the name suggests, Clematis Street Park is located mid-way
along Clematis Street. An accessway intended to allow access
from Blue Gum Street to the park has been gated and locked.
The park has scattered trees and is generally unappealing with
low potential for development into a functioning recreation
park.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is undeveloped.
Future directions

The park has limited recreation value and Council should
consider disposal of the land.
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COMMUNITY GARDENS
The Forbes Riverside Community Gardens are located on the
corner of College Road and Reymond Street, abutting the
Botanic Gardens Reserve and sport grounds.
The Community Gardens is classified as specialised open
space.
Located at an old Parks Forestry depot, the Community
Gardens utilises the existing sheds and buildings on the site for
their activities. The space is operated by the Forbes Riverside
Community Garden Club that has regular meetings, activities
and annual competitions to encourage gardening.
Future directions

Council will continue to support improvements at the
Community Gardens and assist in the development of a
landscape concept plan.
CRIPPEN PARK
Crippen Park is located between Dowling Street and the
Newell Highway and behind the service station.
Although the park’s primary purpose is for drainage, it has
potential to form an important connection between the
walk cycle pathway around Lake Forbes and King George
V Memorial Park, creating a continuous circuit around the
perimeter of the town centre by reconnecting with the Lake
pathway at Halpin Flat.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is considered a drainage corridor.

DULCIE MUFFET PARK
Dulcie Muffet Park is located toward the western end of
Wyndham Avenue.
The park is just over 2,200m2 (or half an acre) in size.
Dulcie Muffet Park has a small infants playground with bark
softfall and scattered trees of medium height that provide
amenity and some shade. The playground is exposed and does
not appear to benefit from shade cast by nearby trees. The
park has excellent road frontage and shares a small portion of
its rear property boundary with Andrew Peet Memorial Park.
Dulcie Muffet Park does not appear to be used regularly.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is undeveloped.
Future directions

The park has limited recreation value and Council should
consider disposal of the land.
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ELOORA PLACE PARK
Located at the end of a cul-de-sac, Eloora Place Park is a houseblock sized park.
The park has scattered, predominantly native, trees along the
boundaries and the centre of the park is open with patches of
grass. There is limited potential for the park to function well as
a recreation park.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is constrained by its size and location.
Future directions

The park has limited recreation value and Council should
consider disposal of the land.

GAGGIN OVAL / HALPIN FLAT
Gaggin Oval and Halpin Flat is bordered by Lake Forbes, Farnell
Street, Bedgerabong Road and Lawler Street, with the safest
and most convenient parking along this latter Street.
The size of the park is almost 5.5 hectares.
The park is classified as a district sport park.
Currently, the grounds are home to croquet, junior cricket,
softball and auskick and also host junior rugby league training.
Future directions

Further discussion is provided in the Sport park: future
directions section of the Strategy. Recommendations are also
summarised in the Implementation Plan.

GALE STREET PARK
As the name suggests, Gale Street Park is located toward the
southern end of Gale Street.
The park is being used for Council’s operational purposes and
has not been included in core open space calculations.
Future directions

Council should ensure that the purpose of the land has been
changed from community to operational, in accordance with
the NSW Local Government Act 1993.
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GUM SWAMP AND BIRD HIDE
Gum Swamp is located 5km south-west from the centre of
Forbes on the Newell Highway.
The reserve is almost 87 hectares with the water body
covering about 25 hectares. The water level of Gum Swamp
is maintained by flows from the Forbes sewerage treatment
plant (STP).
The woodland surrounding the water body is travelling stock
route and therefore it has not been included in core open
space calculations. However it is acknowledged that it provides
a range of outdoor recreation opportunities, particularly
bird watching. NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service have
pronounced Gum Swamp a Wildlife (Bird) Refuge.
In 2020, the Forbes Art Society and Council commenced a
project to install large sculptures at Gum Swamp as part of
a sculpture trail over 100km in the Forbes and Lachlan local
government areas. Installation of three additional bird hides
and refurbishment of the current bird hide is also planned as
part of the project. The intent is to increase awareness of the
recreation opportunities at Gum Swamp and contribute to
tourism promotion for the region.
In March 2000, Council adopted the Gum Swamp
Management Plan to provide guidelines, directions and a
framework for the future management of Gum Swamp.
The Forbes Arts Society is working with Council on the
implementation of a project at Gum Swamp with support
from the NSW government and Evolution Mining that will

KING GEORGE V MEMORIAL PARK
King George V Memorial Park is located adjacent to the Forbes
Olympic Pool and is bordered by Press, Johnson and Lawler
Streets.
The park is approximately 3,800m2 or almost one acre in size.
The park is classified as a civic park.
The park includes formal sealed pathways leading to the
entrance of the Forbes Olympic Pool. Formal gardens,
manicured lawns and decorative trees typify the landscaping
of the park.
Future directions

Continue maintain the current setting and level of service for
the park as it is valued by the community. Include the area in
the scope for any master planning for the pool and surrounds.
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see improvements made to the existing bird hide and the
construction of three additional bird hides at the site. At
the time of this plan, repairs had been completed, and
construction of the new hides was underway. Over 1.5km
of pathway is also planned, in conjunction with seating and
interpretative signage.
Gum Swamp is a well-regarded and nationally significant site
for Bird watchers and twitchers, being at the confluence of
western and eastern woodland bird species and being a haven
for water birds. It attracts birdwatching groups and individuals
from all over Australia, such as the renowned Cumberland Bird
Observers, who search for the 150 different species of birds
known to visit the Swamp.
Future directions

It is recommended that Council design and construct a sealed
entry and car park (including accessible car parking) into Gum
Swamp off either the Newell Highway or Greens Road and a
trail head providing:
 trail maps including information about the starting point
of the trail, the length of the trail, type of trail surface and
trail grade
 accessible elements, spaces and facilities
 information about points of interest along the trail
 interpretation and information about bird species
 interpretation and information about art sculptures.
Consider installation of accessible boardwalks and jetty to
allow people of all abilities to fully experience the wetland.

JENNY MURPHY PARK
Jenny Murphy Park is in the northern part of the town and
has road frontage on Belah Street, Cedar Crescent and Acacia
Avenue.
The park is approximately 8,700m2 or almost 1 hectare in size
(2.5 acres).
Jenny Murphy is classified as a local recreation park.
The park’s size, regular shape and quality road frontage are
sound attributes to build on to further develop the park into
an attractive and appealing recreation space for surrounding
residents.
The park currently includes a stand of mature native trees near
the centre of the park that provides shade throughout the
day. Several additional trees of varying heights are established
along property boundaries.
A key feature of the park is a turfed and irrigated ‘field’ with
goal posts, that is reportedly well-used by local children.
Council Officers report that this facility resulted from a
request from the community and is an excellent example of
placemaking in practice.
Other embellishments are generally in disrepair and include
two small shelters (currently lacking tables and seats beneath
them), a semicircular concrete slab and post that once had a
basketball hoop attached and a cricket practice net.
Community kindergartens and preschools operated ‘pop-up’
preschools in parks across Forbes to provide young children
about to attend school, who have not attended formal
schooling prior, the opportunity to experience structured play,
socialising and learning. Jenny Murphy Park is located in an
area where activities such as this are critically important to
providing positive pre-school experiences for children.
Well designed parks that are activated with appropriate
programs can develop into pivotal spaces contributing to
positive community connections and capacity building.
Future directions

Remove any infrastructure that poses a hazard to playing
children and youth such as posts, broken seating and trip
hazards, for example.
Engage local residents, particularly children, in the planning
and design of a landscape concept plan for the park. Include
imaginative play elements and path connections into and
through the park for walking, bike riding, parents with prams
and mobility impaired people (recognising existing desire
lines where possible). Incorporate art and play opportunities
into any hard surfaces, including pathways. Include facilities
for parents and carers. Develop the park into an attractive,
appealing, vibrant and robust feature park for the surrounding
neighbourhood.
Exemplar images for suggested park embellishments are
provided in the appendix.
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LAKE FORBES

High priority projects (those scoring 8 and 9 points) include:

Lake Forbes is a water body meandering for approximately
5km east-west through the centre of the town of Forbes. The
lake is the key natural feature of the town and has contributed
significantly to the Shire’s reputation as offering a vibrant
lifestyle in the Central West of NSW.

0.14

Commission a wayfinding strategy for the Lake and 		
CBD to optimise active travel and tourism 			
opportunities

2.11

Complete BMX circuit provide spectator facilities and
plant native trees for shade

2.14

Install small FRP mesh watercraft slip with wetland 		
planting to edges to improve access

2.15

Install new footbridge with fishing jetty and seat to 		
improve accessibility

3.12

Install an ‘amazing lawn’ to provide a multi-purpose 		
space

3.13

Poets Corner/ Pavilion concept design to be 			
developed to suit the precinct including 			
consideration of drainage, maintenance of residents 		
views and the incorporation of celebrating our literary
heritage

3.19

Create a sand lake edge to provide a location for 		
launching small craft. Use concrete footpath to define
the edge of the sand

3.25

Create a presentation ‘Botanic Garden’ with native 		
trees and shrubs which includes a walk of honour to 		
consolidate the memorial plaques around the Lake 		
where not related to specific people, reduce 		
mowing area and increase visual interest. The paths 		
should cut into the existing slope to 			
provide accessible routes and zero flood impact

3.30

Provide concrete access ramp for SES watercraft and 		
other users with concrete access road from 			
Gordon Duff Drive

4.15

Create a beach to provide additional water access and
boat launch

4.33

Install small FRP mesh watercraft slip with wetland 		
planting to edges to improve access

The foreshore of the Lake is almost continuously accessible to
the public and expands into larger recreation parks including:
 Apex Park (approx. 5,200m2)
 Aquatic and Recreation Area (approx. 2.5ha)
 Meagher Park (approx. 6,000m2)
 Neredith Edols Park (approx. 3,500m2)
 Lions Park (approx. 1.5ha)
 Rotary Park (approx. 8,400m2)
 Rotaract Park (approx. 4,000m2)
 Water Park (approx. 700m2)
 Sir Frances Forbes Park (approx. 5,500m2)
 Wheogo Park (approx. 7,000m2).
In January 2020, Council adopted the Lake Forbes Activation
Plan (LFAP) to guide management and development of the
Lake and surrounding parkland. Community consultation and
involvement was key to development of the LFAP, with the
following expressed by the community:
 value of public open space and the amenity it provides
 highly valued connection and interaction with the
community
 desire to be involved and to provide better amenity for the
community.
The following Design guidelines were developed for the LFAP:










Water: provide amenity for water based recreation
Exercise: provide opportunity for exercise
Eat: facilitate opportunities for food options
Contemporary: update the Lake with contemporary
elements
Legible: provide well defined paths of travel
Variety: create a variety of well vegetated spaces
Shade: provide shade
Access: provide more opportunity to interact with water
Amenity: provide basic park amenity.

The following ‘quick wins’ were identified in the LFAP:
2.32

Install 5 remaining totem sculptures, information post
and decomposed granite footpath

3.24

Install outdoor exercise equipment which is 			
complementary to the existing equipment

It is recommended that Council include individual projects
identified and prioritised in the Lake Forbes Activation Plan in
its Long Term Financial Plan. Allow for confirmation of projects
in the 4 Year Delivery Plan (and annual Operational Plans)
and allocate the required budget for detailed design and
construction.

3.28

Install accessible path from William Street to the lake 		
footpath to improve access

3.33

Install sealed car park to formalise Rugby Club parking

3.35

Install hardstand for ticket booth

It should be noted that several projects will require budget
allocations in consecutive years for concept design, detailed
design/construction drawings and ultimately construction.

3.48

Install concrete footpath on both sides of Newell 		
Highway to connect with eastern & western ends to 		
provide a continuous linkage from the lake 			
into the CBD

3.52

Remove elevated pathway at Johnny Wood Crossing

3.55

Create instream structures to provide fish habitat

3.66

Plant trees to provide shade amenity for parking 		
along Bandon Street

Future directions

Maintenance schedules and required operational budget
amendments should be investigated and considered when
construction budgets are allocated.
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4.11

Install additional water jet as recommended in 		
the Water Quality Management Plan with integrated 		
multi-purpose lights

4.22

Relocate memorial plaques to Walk of Honour where 		
not related to specific people

4.26

Plant trees and shrubs to screen sewer station

5.13

Commission detail design for ski dam car park and 		
surrounds to address circulation, boat parking and 		
stacking area

5.17

Extend beach area so the sand spreads further into 		
the Lake to create a more gently slope for 			
better access and safety

5.19

Provide water, power and sewer to amenity block

5.20

Install temporary food van hardstand

5.36

Install an integrated swimming platform/ water jet to
improve water quality and provide leisure amenity

5.37

Install fenced dog exercise park including dog 		
exercise equipment, dog litter bins and seats.
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LAKE FORBES ACTIVATION PLAN:
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
Council adopted the Lake Forbes Activation Plan
in January 2020. The document includes a scoring
tool to allow Council to weigh up individual and
competing projects for implementation each year.
The projects highlighted here are those that are
confirmed as priorities by the research undertaken to
develop this Strategy.
Reference should be made to the LFAP when Council
is developing its Delivery and Operational Plans to
identify projects for implementation.

Lions Park

 define and seal car park
 continuous pathways connecting car
park with toilets and accessible fishing
pontoon
 rationalise vehicle entry and egress
Aquatic and Recreation Area

 define and seal car park
 swimming pontoon / water jet
 fenced dog park including water
connection, agility equipment,
seating and shade

Apex Park and Youth
Spaces






pump track
parkour/ninja park
additional trees
define and seal car
park

Rotaract and Rotary Park

 shade over water park
 consider additional play space
adjacent to water park
 additional picnic facilities
 create sand lake edge with edge
defined by concrete paths

Sir Frances Forbes Park

 consider development
of a pump track and
youth space
 plan for sculpture at
disused courts

Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre

 additional native tree planting
 upgrade footbridge and
include seating and fishing
jetty
 BMX track development
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MABEL GREEN PARK
Mabel Green Park is located on Schrivener Street with
additional access from Stonham Street.
The park is approximately 4,000m2 or one acre in size.
The park is classified as a local recreation park.
Mabel Green Park is sufficient in size and has good road
frontage at the front and rear of the park for easy access
and visual surveillance. The park has several groupings of
established native trees and good grass coverage, resulting in a
pleasant environment. A small infants playground consisting of
a multi-play element and a single spring toy is located near the
front of the park, off Schrivener Street. The playground lacks
shade and does not appear to have regular use. A lamppost is
located near the playground, however it is unknown if it is in
working order.
Future directions

Develop a concept plan for development of the park
incorporating play elements for preschool and primary school
aged children. Develop a pathway circuit for the perimeter of
the park that can be used for walking (all ages) and for children
on bikes and scooters, and connect the pathway to footpaths
for easy access by surrounding residents. Provide a shelter with
tables and chairs.
MARGARET MUIR PARK
Margaret Muir Park is located on the intersection of Flint and
Barwin Streets and Ferry Lane.
The park is approximately 2,000m2 in size.
Margaret Muir park has scattered trees and three play
elements with no shade. The park is in about 150m from the
Lake Forbes walking paths and 500m from the water park
and it is reasonable to assume that most residents in the area
would bypass Margaret Muir Park in preference for the Lake
environs.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as its proximity to Lake Forbes counteracts its
need and usefulness.
Future directions

The park is considered surplus to open space requirements in
this area Council should consider disposal of the land.
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NELSON PARK
Nelson Park is located on the corner of Johnson, Baldock and
Barton Streets. The Forbes Preschool is adjacent to the park in
the north-east corner of the town block.
The park is classified as a district recreation park.
Currently, the park is approximately 8,500m2 (or just over 2
acres) including the two tennis courts. Excluding the tennis
courts, the park area is approximately 6,700m2 (or about 1.5
acres). In the future, an area of the park may be repurposed to
allow for expansion of the preschool, including additional car
parking.
Nelson Park is an excellent example of a well planned and
embellished recreation park. The park has an open aspect and
is a good size with excellent road frontage and well irrigated
grass. A new playground (with shade sails) suitable for toddlers
and primary school aged children, including multiple elements
such as slides, climbing, adventure, swings and spring toys has
been installed on one side of the park. Additional shade trees
have been planted near the playground.
The park is fenced on along the Johnson and Baldock Street
boundaries with a low (400mm) steel post and mesh fence
and pedestrian gates at key entry points. The park includes
amenities such as pathways, picnic tables and chairs,
accessible toilets and bins. A ‘street library’ has been installed
on the wall of the toilet building providing an opportunity for
park visitors to share and swap books.
A large grassed ‘kick-about’ space with a concrete cricket
wicket is the central feature of the park. Two lit tennis courts
in fair condition are located on the northern side of the park,
with parking and access from Barton Street. The tennis courts
appear to be used for coaching purposes and are locked
preventing public access. A cricket practice net is adjacent to
the tennis courts and a rebound wall sits behind.
A large native tree on the western side of the park is a striking
feature and additional street trees are planted along Johnson
Street and part of Barton Street.
Future directions

Nelson Park is a well designed and maintained recreation park
that Council can be proud of. The current layout of the park
should be retained, as much as possible, as it provides a range
of opportunities for unstructured recreation and social sport.
However, given the likelihood of part of the park being repurposed to accommodate expansion of the preschool and
associated car parking, it is recommended that a Landscape
Concept Plan is developed over the park, recognising these
future changes and impacts.
Ensure the tennis courts remain unlocked and accessible to
local residents for casual use. Consider installing a system to
allow payment for use of lights to encourage evening use of
the courts.
Plant additional shade trees around the corner of the park
at Johnson and Baldock Streets and to form a ring of trees
around the oval/kick-about space. Consider installation of
additional picnic settings and bench seating.
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NURSE STOKES PARK
Nurse Stokes Park is located on the corner of Elgin and Hill
Streets, opposite the hospital. Part of Elgin Street has been
closed and redeveloped into carparking and the hospital
helipad, which is between the park and the hospital.
The park is 1,300m2 in size. The lot appears to be double this
size, however half is being used for operational purposes.
Landscaping including pathways, a rotunda and gardens have
been developed in the south-east corner of the park. The
gardens and rotunda are not well maintained and anecdotally
the park is used by smokers. A small playground with a multiplay unit and swings is located in the far rear corner of the park
and does not appear to be regularly used.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as its primary function is amenity.
Future directions

Replace park signage and include information about Nurse
Stokes. Thin or remove under-storey plantings to increase
visual surveillance into the park from the surrounding streets.
Remove the lattice and timber walling from the rotunda
and repair the bench seating. Remove the playground and
reinstate grass in its place. Install a picnic setting in the front
portion of the park.
PAUL WENZ PARK
Paul Wenz Park is located in Hettie Place behind Forbes
Learning Ladder childcare centre
The park is approximately 1,500m2 in size.
The park is constrained by it’s location on a cul-de-sac within
a residential area. The park is used as a ‘back gate’ for the
childcare centre.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is undeveloped.
Future directions

The park is considered constrained by its size and
location and Council should consider disposal of the land
(potentially sold to the childcare centre). Provide appropriate
acknowledgement of Paul Wenz in the Forbes Walk of Honour.
POWTER STREET PARK
Powter Street Park is located at the end of Powter Street
between residential housing and an unformed section of
Patterson Street.
The land size is approximately 9,010m2, or almost 1 hectare.
The park is low lying and undeveloped and has not been
included in core open space calculations.
Future directions

The park is considered constrained by its location and Council
should consider disposal of the land.
If disposal is not possible, vehicle access should be restricted
and the site planted with trees.
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RAILWAY STATION PARK
The Forbes Railway Station opened in December 1893 and
the last passenger service occurred in October 1974, with
the station formally closing in 1990. The railway complex,
consisting of a ‘type 4’ brick station building and brick and
concrete-faced platform both date from 1893. Along with
the railway station and residence, the dock platform, station
fences, gardens and entrance are heritage listed.
The State Heritage Register (SHR 01145, Plan 2652) includes
an area of approximately 8,350m2. Acceptance on the Register
resulted from recognition that ‘the place possesses uncommon,
rare or endangered aspects of the cultural or natural history of
New South Wales.’
The site is currently the location of the Forbes Visitor
Information Centre, Countrylink (public transport) and school
bus stops.
While not technically a ‘park’, the area is classified as a civic park
for the purposes of the Strategy.
Future directions

Continue to maintain the site (including the gardens and
fences) in accordance with the requirements of the NSW State
Heritage Register.
Investigate relocation of the Ben Hall Sculpture to the site.
Investigate accessibility improvements to the facilities.
REYMOND STREET PARK
Reymond Street Park can be accessed from pedestrian
easements off Reymond Street and College Road.
The park is approximately 9,300m2, or almost 1 hectare in size.
The park is ‘landlocked’ behind residential properties. It has
not been developed or embellished in any way. Vegetation is
slashed as required.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is undeveloped.
Future directions

The park is considered constrained by its location and Council
should consider disposal of the land.
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RON FLANNERY PARK
Ron Flannery Park bordered by Oxford, Church and Bandon
Streets and Hill Lane. The park is directly across the road from
Rotaract (water park) and Rotary Parks at Lake Forbes.
The park is approximately 8,165m2, or almost 1 hectare in
size. Most of the site is used for tennis and hockey, however a
playground in the south-west corner covers about 680m2 of
the total park.
The bulk of the park is classified as town sport park. The
playground area is classified as local recreation park.
Tennis facilities include a clubhouse and ten tennis courts,
eight of which are lit. Hockey is played across three tennis
courts at the northern end of the park. All courts appear to be
in good condition.
Shade trees are planted in rows along the Bandon and Oxford
Street frontages and additional trees planted along Church
Street near the playground and tennis clubhouse. A row of
palm trees have been planted between tennis courts toward
the southern end of the park.
Future directions

Maintain the playground and consult with the community
when equipment requires renewal or replacement.
Further discussion is provided in the Sport park: future
directions section of the Strategy. Recommendations are also
summarised in the Implementation Plan.
SISTER GARDENER PARK
Sister Gardener Park is located on Patterson Street (opposite
Holloway Street).
The park is approximately 750m2 in size.
The park is used for operational purposes and has not been
developed or embellished for recreation use.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is undeveloped.
Future directions

The park is considered constrained by its size and operational
use. Council should plant additional trees to provide additional
amenity to the area.
SISTER O’DELIA PARK
Sister O’Delia Park can be accessed via a pedestrian easement off Koala Place. The park is
approximately 6,900m2 in size.
The park is ‘landlocked’ behind residential properties, and has not been developed or
embellished in any way. As a result of consultation for this Strategy, a new community group,
the Sister O’Delia Park Action Group has formed and expressed interest in developing and
maintaining the park to improve its functionality, amenity and appeal.
Future directions

Council to work with the community to develop a formal agreement with the proposed
Sister O’Delia Park Action Group, to develop and maintain the park through additional
planting and minimal park furniture, allowing it to function as a park for all residents of
Forbes.
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SOUTH CIRCLE AND GRINSTED OVAL
South Circle and Grinsted Oval are located near the town
centre and are bordered by Gordon Duff Drive and Lake Forbes
to the south, Camp Street to the north-east and King and
Browne Streets to the north. Apex Park is adjacent the ovals, on
the western side.
The ovals and bordering areas are approximately 5 hectares in
size.
The ovals are classified as town sport park.
The grounds are home to rugby union and cricket. Commercial
‘boot camp’ trainers also use the ovals for their activities.
Future directions

The Lake Forbes Activation Plan recommends a range of
improvements to this area including:
 formalising and sealing the car park area on the Lake side
of the clubhouse
 installing a deco gravel pathway between Browne Street
and the Lake to provide access and activation
 plant additional trees for shade and amenity.
Further discussion is provided in the Sport park: future
directions section of the Strategy. Recommendations are also
summarised in the Implementation Plan.
Council has identified inclusion of a hardstand for a ticket
booth as a key improvement required. Council intends to
develop a masterplan over the area, including South Circle and
Grinsted Oval.

SPOONER AND HUGHIE WILSON OVALS
Spooner and Hughie Wilson Ovals are bordered by Thelma,
Forester, Linda and Elizabeth Streets.
The park is approximately 7 hectares in size.
The park is classified as town sport park.
Spooner Oval is the home of rugby league and Hughie Wilson
Oval is used for both rugby and cricket.
A small playground is located adjacent to Hughie Wilson Oval.
It appears functional however does not show signs of regular
use.
The toilet building currently on the site requires complete
refurbishment or demolition.
Future directions

Council intends to develop a masterplan over the area,
including Spooner and Hughie Wilston Ovals.
Further discussion is provided in the Sport park: future
directions section of the Strategy. Recommendations are also
summarised in the Implementation Plan.
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STEPHAN FIELD
Stephan Field is located in the town centre and is bordered by
Bedgerabong Road, Grenfell, Renfree and Lawler Streets.
The park is approximately 3.5 hectares in size.
Most of the park is classified as town sport park. A skate park
has been constructed in an area approximately 2,000m2 in size
and this area is classified as town recreation park.
Stephan Field is used by junior cricket and netball is played
regularly on the netball courts. NSW Fire and Rescue also use
the facility, presumably for training exercises.
A modern skate park with shelters and water bubblers was
constructed within the past 10 years and is popular with
children and youth. In 2020, a ninja-style activity area was
completed.
A new toilet, change room amenities building has been
constructed adjacent to Lawler Street. Two older buildings
remain at the site and need to be refurbished to remain fit-forpurpose or demolished.
Future directions

Consider the need for the older buildings remaining on
the site. If required, allocate funds for refurbishment. If not
required, demolish and rehabilitate the area.
Council intends to develop a masterplan over the park
including areas on both sides of Bedgerabong Road.
Further discussion is provided in the Sport park: future
directions section of the Strategy. Recommendations are also
summarised in the Implementation Plan.
TIN TUPPA PARK
Tin Tuppa Park is bordered by Bedgerabong Road, Farrand and
Farnell Streets.
The park is approximately 5,300m2 in size.
Tin Tuppa is a triangle shaped parcel of land that has been
landscaped with mounding and trees and includes a concrete
lined drainage swale on one side. The park provides amenity
value, however does not provide any recreation opportunities.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as its primary purpose is drainage.
Future directions

The park is considered constrained by its location. Council
should continue to maintain the park for its amenity value.
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VI ADAMS PARK
Vi Adams Park is bordered by Abbott, Brooke and Reid Streets.
The park is approximately 1,650m2 or just under half an acre in
size.
The park has not been developed or embellished apart from
a park sign and information about the life and community
services performed by Vi Adams during her lifetime. The park
has good road frontage on three sides and scattered native
trees that provide limited shade. Grass coverage is patchy. The
park is less than 300m from Nelson Park.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as it is undeveloped.
Future directions

The park is considered constrained by its location and Council
should consider disposal of the land. Include appropriate
recognition of Vi Adam’s contribution to the community in the
Walk of Honour at Lake Forbes (refer to LFAP).
VICTORIA PARK
Victoria Park is located in the town centre and bordered on all
four sides by the Newell Highway (Sherriff Street), Court and
Harold Streets and Victoria Lane.
The park is approximately 7,324m2 or almost 2 acres in size.
The park is classified as a civic park as it is a key events space.
Victoria Park’s key features include Mayor Thomas’ Grecian
Fountain, formal gardens and mature eucalypts, pepperinas,
jacarandas, palms and wattles, as well as the heritage listed
band rotunda. An elm tree in the park was planted by HRH
Prince Charles in 1994. The park presents as a town square with
architecturally significant buildings looking into the park from
three sides. A modern war memorial has been developed in
the park and multiple time capsules have been installed.
Future directions

Continue to maintain the heritage values of the park in
accordance with the 2007 Conservation Management Plan,
any state and local requirements, and advice of Council’s
Heritage Advisor. Replace and relocate the toilets, ensuring
accessibility that meets relevant building code and standards.
Undertake a review of the 2007 Conservation Management
Plan, and include development of a Landscape Concept Plan
to guide future facility upgrades, renewal and replacement.
WILLIS PLACE PARK
Willis Place Park is located at the end of a cul-de-sac called
Willis Place.
The park is approximately 920m2 in size.
The park has not been included in the core open space
calculations as it undeveloped and constrained by its size and
location.
Future directions

The park is considered constrained by its location and size and
is surplus to open space requirements in this area. Council
should consider disposal of the land.
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WIRADJURI DREAMING INFORMATION CENTRE
Wiradjuri Dreaming Information Centre is located off Herbert
and Hill Streets on the eastern side of Lake Forbes.
The area is approximately 4,500m2, or just over 1 acre in size.
The Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre includes a landscaped park
setting that celebrates the Wiradjuri kinship system, arts and all
aspects of daily and community life. Sculptures, monuments
and art work extend along the pathway adjacent to Lake
Forbes through a well shaded and serene natural environment.
The park has not been included in core open space
calculations as its primary purpose is for community and
cultural purposes.
Future directions

Council should continue to liaise closely with the
Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre to further develop appropriate
embellishments and art work at the centre and throughout
Forbes.

YOUTH AND COMMUNITY CENTRE
The Forbes Youth and Community Centre (YACC) is a newly
renovated facility located close to the CBD of Forbes.
It has a large indoor hall equipped with a kitchen, outdoor
fenced space, accessible BBQ, sandpit and cubby house, free
WIFI facilities, disabled access, male/female/disabled amenities
and access to a wide variety of community service information.
The Youth and Community Centre is currently utilised by up to
eleven (11) user groups a week.
The YACC is also available for hire for community groups,
businesses and individuals.
Future directions

Council should continue to support and promote youth
focussed, as well as general community, recreation and social
programs and activities at the Youth and Community Centre.
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GAREMA
GAREMA HALL
Garema Hall is located at 9-21 Bilba Street, Garema,
approximately 22km south-west from Forbes. Over the past
decade, the community has upgraded the hall including:
 installation of a new kitchen
 restumping the hall
 replacing doors and repairing the roof, gutters and fascia
boards
 built a new amenities building and storage shed
 installation of tennis courts.
An annual Super 8s social cricket day is a popular social
sporting event along with other social events held at the
hall including a diverse range of music concerts and pop-up
restaurants. Several weddings were held at the hall in 2019.
The hall plays an important role in providing a central location
for local residents to socialise and form important connections.
The community aspire to undertake further facility
improvements including:









verandah and deck with disabled access
installation of heating and cooling system
soldiers and settlers memorial
playground equipment
installation of bore and 100,000L water tank
upgrade stage including public address/sound system
upgrade hall floor
external floodlighting.

Future directions

Council should continue to provide support and assistance
to the community seeking external funding for facility
improvements, community events and programs at the venue
to encourage recreation activities that benefit the health and
wellbeing of community members.

JEMALONG
JEMALONG WEIR
The Jemalong Weir is located almost 25km west of Forbes on
Lachlan Valley Way. NSW Transport and Maritime manage the
weir and the adjacent camping and picnic grounds on the
western side of the weir.
This area is not owned or managed by Council, therefore the
area has not been included in core open space calculations,
however is discussed due to its recreation value to residents
and visitors.
On the eastern side of the weir there is a portion of the Lachlan
River bank that is used to either launch boats, or boat ‘lift out’
for portage around the weir. This location would benefit from a
safer boat launching facility.
Future directions

Encourage NSW Transport and Maritime to investigate the
requirements to design and construct a boat ramp and
associated infrastructure (such as road exit and entry and car
and boat trailer parking) on the eastern side of Jemalong Weir,
off the Lachlan Valley Way.
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OOTHA

WIRRINYA

Ootha is located on Henry Parkes Way approximately 80km
from Forbes. The small community places high value on the
annual Ootha Bonfire/Cracker Night and is committed to
supporting the Ootha Rural Fire Brigade, including additional
facility improvements that allow it to operate as a community
meeting place. Identified improvements include:

WIRRINYA AQUATIC CLUB







two gas heaters
two portable six burner gas barbeques
foldaway tables and plastic chairs
portable LED work lights
mobile garbage bins.

Future directions

The Wirrinya Aquatic Club is located on Battery Hill Road via
the Newell Highway, approximately 44km from Forbes. The
dam holds approximately 300ML of water and is owned and
managed by a community club that commenced in 1964.
The area has not been included in core open space
calculations, however is discussed due to its recreation value to
surrounding residents.
Facilities include a large covered shelter on the edge of the
dam, boat launching ramp, containers for storage and a new
accessible amenities building.

Council should continue to provide support and assistance
to the community seeking external funding for community
improvements, events and programs that provide
opportunities for locals to socialise and build positive
community connections.

Recreation activities including water and barefoot skiing, knee
boarding, tubing and wake boarding are popular attracting
up to 30 boats and between 600-800 people. An annual Dam
Fine Day themed luncheon is well supported by members and
friends and helps raise funds to pay for the water allocation
licence and dam maintenance.

WARROO

The club aim to undertake additional facility improvements
including:

WARROO HALL











The Warroo Hall is located at 3777 Lachlan Valley Way and
approximately 45km west north-west of Forbes and plays
an important role for the community as a place for social
gatherings, community meetings, a base for the rural fire
brigade and staging ground for events impacting the
community, such as floods and fires.
Council has assisted the community develop a list of facilities
improvements that they aspire to achieve at the hall, including:













secure water supply (bore, pump and tanks)
new amenities including accessible toilets and showers
kitchen refurbishment
irrigation system to create a green zone around the hall
heating and cooling system for the hall
covered barbeque/pizza oven/camp kitchen area
refurbishment of the interior and exterior of the hall
solar power
100,000 litre water tank
powered site for camping
new ways to utilise grounds, for example horse sports
improved signage.

Future directions

Council should continue to provide support and assistance
to the community seeking external funding for facility
improvements, community events and programs at the venue
to encourage recreation activities that benefit the health and
wellbeing of community members.
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water security
connection of power and lighting
upgrade the entrance and internal road
upgrade the barbeque area
additional shade through structures and trees
improved management of aquatic plants and weeds
new boat ramp
filtration system at water inlet to dam
young children’s play area.

Future directions

Continue to support the Wirrinya Aquatic Club in their
efforts to secure external funding for facility improvements,
community events and programs at the venue, particularly:
 upgrading the access road to ensure safe movement of
vehicles and boat trailers
 upgrade the boat ramp to ensure ease of boat launching
(and retrieval).

WIRRINYA HALL AND RECREATION GROUND
The Wirrinya Hall and Recreation Ground is located at 3742
Wirrinya Road, approximately 40km south-west of Forbes. In
recent years the community has secured funding to construct
a new community hub, called the Wirrinya Shed and in 2017
upgraded four clay tennis courts including floodlighting, that
were originally constructed circa 1930.
Weekly tennis training is undertaken by a qualified coach and
social cricket matches held with neighbouring communities.
Other recreation activities including bootcamp and yoga are
also held at the Wirrinya Shed. An annual sports day at the
grounds is valued community event in the area.
Future facility upgrades the community aspire to achieve
include:










lease of the adjacent school grounds
gravel and bollards to define parking areas
additional shade
gym equipment
grass tennis courts
installation of 100,000L rain water tank
installation of a fixed outdoor barbeque area
large screen television
fencing upgrades.

Future directions

Construct a new public amenities building to replace the
existing facility as it is ageing and becoming difficult to keep
clean and serviceable.
Assist the Committee to secure funding to resurface the tennis
courts that were damaged by weather. Undertake works
to minimise drainage issues that may contribute to future
damage to the courts.
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VENUES WHERE RECREATION IS A SECONDARY PURPOSE
AERODROME

LACHLAN VINTAGE VILLAGE

The Forbes Aerodrome is approximately 8km west from
Forbes along the Bedgerabong Road. The aerodrome is used
by private aircraft and has several hangars and buildings to
support use.

Lachlan Vintage Village is located on the south-western edge
of Forbes and can be accessed via either the Village Access
Road off the Newell Highway or Berkley Street. In July 2017,
Council purchased the 73 hectare site that consists of a
number of individual lots.

The Forbes Soaring and Aero Club operates from the
Aerodrome. The Aerodrome is a popular location for Hang
Gliding events as it offers consistent weather due to smooth fat
thermals, a high cloudbase (up to 14,000 feet) and hundreds of
kilometres of uninterrupted terrain providing opportunity for
non-stop competition.
Events held at the Forbes Aerodrome typically attract pilots
from all over the world and contribute economically to the
town and Shire.
To support continued use of the Aerodrome for recreation
and sport, it is recommended that new toilets and showers
are constructed to replace the existing amenities that are no
longer fit-for-purpose.
CENTRAL WEST LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE (CWLE )
The Central West Livestock Exchange (CWLE) is a regionally
significant facility designed for selling livestock.
Riding for the Disabled (NSW) Forbes Centre provide therapy,
sport and recreation for people living with a disability, by
providing horse riding and other horse-related activities. The
organisation has been in recess for the past two years, having
ceased operations at the Sahara Park Riding School and due to
restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Council has recently facilitated Forbes RDA to operate from
the CWLE. The current intent of Forbes RDA members is to
reform a committee in early 2021, and work with Council to
secure rodent proof storage for essential equipment. At least
a medium sized (20ft or 6mx2.4mx3m) shipping container
will be required. Other needs may emerge over time and
continued liaison with Council is recommended.

The site was nominated as having potential to provide
additional land for recreation or sport, if required. As provision
of open space in Forbes is sufficient for current and future
population projections, there is no current requirement for
development of additional parkland at the Village.
If the land is developed for residential subdivision,
consideration for a local or district level recreation park should
be made to provide opportunities for residents who decide
to live in the immediate neighbourhood. This could take the
form of a linear corridor along the water-body (if retained)
with larger recreation ‘nodes’ at key locations, suitable for
development of a play space and social sport ground.
QUARRY HILL ( INCINERATOR HILL )
Council has previously investigated potential future uses
of Quarry Hill (old incinerator site), however due to land
rehabilitation requirements, plans have not progressed.
Council is currently reviewing previous investigations to
determine the feasibility of rehabilitation works1.
The site was nominated as a potential future lookout point
with views across Forbes township. While this idea has merit,
it is considered beyond the timeframe of this Strategy (10+
years), due to the wide range of recommendations relating to
existing open space parkland.
If circumstances change and development of the site as a
lookout point and park is progressed, it is recommended that a
master plan be undertaken to avoid ad hoc development.

CYPRESS LANE DRAINAGE CORRIDOR
Council has dedicated a portion of land running from just
south of Schools Road on the western side of Forbes down to
the Lake for the purposes of stormwater management.
It is envisioned that this will become an active transport route,
with pedestrian and cycling facilities linking the new and
future land releases of North Forbes through to the centre of
recreational activity, Lake Forbes.
Complimenting these facilities will be a feature canal, bringing
the character of Lake Forbes to the northern residential land,
accompanied by green open space for the length of the
corridor. This will be an important attribute of the future land
releases in North Forbes.

1
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Forbes Shire Council Ordinary Meeting August 2019

TRAVELLING STOCK ROUTES ( TSR )

RECREATIONAL DRONE OPERATORS

Like most regional and rural localities, Forbes has several
travelling stock routes (or stock routes) (TSRs) that are
authorised thoroughfares for domestic livestock such as sheep
or cattle. The system of TSRs across Australia are colloquially
known as ‘The Long Paddock’.

The emerging popularity of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
commonly known as drones, will require identification of
suitable locations for this activity. Recreational drone activities
are regulated by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA).

As TSRs are typically linear corridors with native trees
and grasses, they provide a range of outdoor recreation
opportunities that are secondary to the primary purpose
for moving stock. These activities include bushwalking, bird
watching, nature appreciation and mountain biking, for
example.

CASA verified drone safety apps provide information to assist
people make informed decisions about where drones can be
flown.

Use of TSRs is managed under state government planning, by
local land services on behalf of the State government. There
are restrictions on the use of TSRs including:
 camping
 water use
 timber removal and firewood collection
 motorbike and four wheel drive use
 fences
 mechanical equipment.
Additionally, Council holds licenses over a number of parcels
of TSRs including the land where the sculptures are located on
the southern side of Forbes.
Council should continue to liaise with the State to facilitate
appropriate access to TSRs as required.
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Future recreation park network

Implementing the recommendations of this Strategy will result in a network of recreation parks that are appropriately developed
to provide a level of service that meets the recreation needs of the community. The network will be efficient and functional.
Fig. 32 Open space network showing access within 500m of residences to core open space

Proposed re-purpose or disposal
Core open space
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10

Spor t parks:
future direc tions

An analysis of a number of sports and active recreation
activities has been undertaken in order to inform future
provision and facility development.
For each sport, a range of elements have been considered
including:







existing facilities and the number of courts/fields/ovals
registered player numbers
pattern of growth or decline in participation
carrying capacity of the site(s)
future direction of the sport
relevant actions from current master plans and sport
strategic plans
 key issues for clubs and the sport.
The following pages document this assessment and are
provided alphabetically by sport:




















Athletics
Basketball and other indoor sports
Cricket
Croquet
Dragon Boating
Equestrian and Animal Sports
Fishing
Football (Soccer)
Hockey
Lawn Bowls
Motor Sport
Netball
Rugby League
Rugby Union
Shooting Sports
Softball
Swimming
Tennis
Water Skiing.
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Several activities undertaken for the purpose of training and
competition are listed here, in recognition that they may be
participated in by members of the Forbes Shire community.
Specific information was not provided by established
organisations regarding these activities, however, Council
acknowledges that requests for support may be received by
groups not included in this Strategy, over the next decade.
These requests will be assessed on a case-by-case basis by
Council. These activities may include those listed below,
acknowledging that this is not an exhaustive list:
 Archery
 Badminton
 BMX
 Cycling
 Dance sports
 Gymnastics
 Indoor Bowls
 Squash.
The information provided on the following pages has been
taken directly from club and organisation surveys and followup interviews. Information listed under membership for each
sport including projected participation, is based on the Club’s
perception of their growth into the future.
The future directions are also informed by the consultants’
analysis of each sport’s local participation profile in relation to
State and National trends.

Athletics
Little athletics training and competition is undertaken across the summer sporting season at the Botanic Gardens site. With more
than 130 members, the Centre has enjoyed recent growth.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Playing facility upgrades
−− In conjunction with football and cricket, light the facility to allow night training and competition
 Ancillary facility upgrades
−− Develop additional storage space for bulky equipment such as high jump mats and hurdles
−− Investigate the feasibility of gutting and re-developing the canteen as a shared-use facility. If this cannot be achieved,
consider replacing the building. Prepare a joint usage agreement to ensure suitable access for all user groups to the
upgraded (or new) canteen
−− Develop additional shaded seating areas across the facility

Australian Rules
Football
A Junior AFL program is currently gaining momentum in Forbes. A combined Orange/Forbes team plays in the AFL Central West
U12s competition. Additionally, an AFL Development Day was conducted during the July school holidays as a precursor to an
Auskick program being established for Term 3. It is anticipated that this program will see additional members attracted to the
formal junior AFL participation pathway.
Junior AFL training is conducted at Gaggin Oval one afternoon each week throughout the winter sporting season.

FUTURE DIRECTION
 Ancillary facility upgrades
−− negotiate with the Croquet Club to gain access to the toilets within the Croquet Club building during AFL training sessions
−− construct permanent shade shelters to service the AFL field (cricket field) at Gaggin Oval
−− in the medium term, monitor the growth of the AFL Club and determine whether additional ancillary facilities are required
at Gaggin Oval to meet demand (including consideration of continuing use by cricket and junior rugby league).
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Basketball (and other
indoor spor ts)
Basketball is conducted year-round at the single indoor court at Forbes High School.
Despite a membership of more than 150, there are limited facilities for basketball in Forbes. The one outdoor court at Stephan
Field is dual-marked for basketball and netball, while the indoor court at the High School has inappropriate run-offs.

GAP ASSESSMENT
PARTICIPATION CONSIDERATIONS
The Basketball Association has worked hard to establish a stable base of players. In the late winter 2020 season, there were 10
senior teams and 4 junior teams competing in weekly fixtures at the High School.
HOME FOR INDOOR SPORT
In addition to basketball, the indoor court at the High School is also used for weekly community badminton (in addition to
daily school use). There appears to be a lack of indoor court space within Forbes. The development of a two-court facility would
attract use from basketball, badminton and netball. It may also be attractive for activities such as martial arts, dance, physie
and gymnastics and as a year-round wet weather training option for other team sports. It is worth noting that a local martial
arts group conducts weekly sessions at the Golf Club but cannot erect necessary equipment (such as punching bags) given the
existing golf uses.
While the development of a two-court facility may be beyond Council (and the community) resources as a stand-alone project,
there may be scope for joint development.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Indoor sport
−− Investigate local options for joint development of a two-court multi-use indoor sport facility. Consider options for
partnership with education providers (such as Forbes State High School where community use of the existing facility is
already recognised and where suitable land may be available for development)
−− Ensure that key representatives from the Basketball Association are involved in any future investigations and planning with
regard to potential development of a multi-sport indoor facility within Forbes
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Cricket

Cricket is one of the traditional summer season sports. Local fixtures are played on Saturdays with representative matches
conducted on Sundays. Mid-week training is held at venues with cricket practice facilities (Botanic Gardens and Grinsted Oval).
All of the cricket facilities within Forbes are Council-owned and -managed. While Council undertakes maintenance of the fields,
the Association is responsible for turf wicket preparation. The table below summarises the number of fields and wicket type for
each cricket venue (used for formal club sport) across the Shire.
CRICKET FACILITY

WICKET TYPE

NO. OF FIELDS

Botanic Gardens

Synthetic

5

Grinsted Oval

Turf

1

Gaggin Oval / Halpin Flat

Synthetic

2

Hughie Wilson Oval

Synthetic

1

South Circle Oval

Turf

1

GAP ASSESSMENT
PARTICIPATION CONSIDERATIONS
The Senior Association notes a membership of approximately 100 and has enjoyed slight increases in recent years. This increase is
projected to continue as teams from outlying towns join the local competition and junior players move through to senior ranks.
In contrast, the Junior Association has highlighted recent participation decreases, with membership down to 167 for the 2019/20
season. Worryingly, this decline is proposed to continue.
REINVIGORATING THE SPORT
Across the country, cricket administrators have sought solutions to re-establish formal cricket participation. While, growth in girls’
and women’s cricket has been achieved, a trend for junior and senior males to continue to leave the game has been observed.
However, one successful approach has been to provide shorter formats of the game and have them played in more comfortable
settings - such as twilight matches. Achieving this in Forbes, would require the provision of grounds with lighting for cricket.
With access to two turf fields and eight fields with synthetic wickets, there is no demand for additional fields expected in the
foreseeable future. Rather, focus will be on continued maintenance and upgrade of the existing venues.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Lit grounds
−− In conjunction with rugby union, light Grinsted and
South Circle Ovals to allow night matches
−− In conjunction with little athletics and football, light
two adjoining synthetic wicket fields at Botanic Gardens
to allow night matches for juniors requiring synthetic
wickets
 Access to suitable toilets
−− Replace the existing demountable toilet facility at
Hughie Wilson Oval
−− Negotiate with the Croquet Club to gain access to the
toilets within the Croquet Club building for weekend
cricket matches played at Gaggin Oval / Halpin Flat
 Access to shade
−− Construct permanent shade shelters to service the two
cricket fields at Gaggin Oval / Halpin Flat
 Irrigation upgrades
−− Continue to monitor sprinkler coverage and irrigation
system routines to ensure quality playing surfaces
across the summer sporting season.
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Croquet
Croquet has a strong following in Forbes. The local club has 60
members and meets twice each week at the facility at Halpin
Flat. The site includes five quality croquet courts (lawns) and
a clubhouse. Council undertook significant upgrades to the
clubhouse in late 2019 (including provision of an all-access ramp,
construction of a disabled toilet and upgrades to the existing
toilets).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Shade provision (while the clubhouse has a very small awning
extension, additional shade is required)
−− Construct a large shade structure in close proximity to the
clubhouse and croquet courts

Dragon boating
The Dragon Boat Club has retained a core group of 30-40 members in recent years. Training is undertaken on Lake Forbes two to
three times each week throughout much of the year.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Safe boat launching
−− Investigate opportunities to provide a more appropriate boat launching area (e.g. sand-based Lake entry)
 Provision of lighting
−− Provide power and lighting within the Club shed and light the immediate surrounds
 Amenities
−− Consider provision of a single unisex toilet within a reasonable distance of the dragon boat facilities
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,

Equestrian and animal
spor ts

In addition to hosting the annual 2-day Show, the Forbes Showgrounds is a hub for a range of equine, dog and bird activities. The
site is largely owned by the Forbes Pastoral, Agricultural and Horticultural Association (PA&H), with an adjoining small parcel of
land also leased from Council.
The Showgrounds is currently home to harness racing, dog shows and working dog events, bird shows, pony club, ranch sorting
and team penning, annual rodeo, show jumping, show activities and camping. With campers on-site on most days, there is
regular activity at the site.
The venue is well-located very near to the central business district and within easy access of the Newell Highway. However,
there are two key factors that currently limit further activation. Firstly, almost all of the existing infrastructure is at (or beyond) its
useful life. Facilities such as toilets and amenities, stables, pavilions and the grandstand are in need of significant upgrades (or
replacement).This has resulted in the site having a ‘dated appearance’ and detracts from more frequent (and higher level) uses.
Secondly, being so close to Lake Forbes, the site suffers from flooding and has poor drainage. A number of areas (particularly at
the southern end of the site) are unusable for lengthy periods of time after significant rainfall.
As the site is owned by Forbes PA&H, the Association has noted difficulties in the past securing grant funding given the unique
tenure arrangements. However, in more recent times, there appears to be a slight relaxation in grant eligibility allowing the
Association to seek funding from a wider array of sources.

GAP ASSESSMENT
TENURE CONSIDERATIONS
It is quite unusual for a Showgrounds site to be privately owned. In New South Wales, 80% of all Showgrounds are located on
Crown Land (with the vast majority managed in trust by boards or councils). While it may seem unlikely, there is scope for the
Forbes PA&H to choose to sell-off their asset (and the Forbes community may then lose this key community asset - if it was
not subsequently purchased by Council). While this may appear a fanciful outcome - the same may have been said for squash
facilities 20-30 years ago - many of which have since been sold for development (and lost as community sport opportunities).
The stark reality is that there is a large backlog of facility maintenance/facility replacement required at the site and issues such
as building non-compliance are likely to become more pressing. The required works are well beyond the scope of what can be
achieved with existing venue operations.
Council needs to closely investigate opportunities to assume control of the Showgrounds site to ensure the long-term future of
this important community sport and recreation venue.
ENSURING MULTI - PURPOSE FACILITIES
As noted above, almost all of the facilities are in clear need of upgrade or replacement. Rather than be redeveloped as like-forlike, opportunities should be considered for establishing quality modern venues that are attractive for a range of uses. Welldesigned pavilions, amenities and outdoor spaces can help move the site beyond a rural Showgrounds site and to become a
vibrant, busy (and sustainable) events centre.
COVERED ARENAS
The provision of covered arenas was considered somewhat ‘high-level’ 10-15 years ago. More recently, this style of facility has
become almost expected at Showgrounds and equine event precincts. Even quite small rural and remote facilities are attracting
funding to develop covered arenas. At a site such as the Forbes Showgrounds, a covered arena would become a drawcard and
would quickly become the most heavily used facility at the venue.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Alternate tenure arrangements
−− Investigate opportunities for Council to assume control
of the Showgrounds site
 Master plan
−− Prepare a master plan for the Showgrounds site. Ensure
consideration of modern flexible multi-use pavilions,
amenities and outdoor spaces. Also investigate the
feasibility of developing a covered arena and additional
stables (that will prove attractive for a range of uses)
−− As part of the master plan process, consider
opportunities for a name change to the venue. While
the ‘Show’ has a long history and holds an import
ant place in the Forbes community, reality is that it
represents only two event days of the year. Many
Showgrounds are being re-badged as ‘Events Centres’ or
‘Equestrian Precincts’. Additionally, there may be scope
to rename the site as a ‘Park’ with a name that honours
one of the influential Show committee members.
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Fishing
Fishing is a popular activity across all age groups within the community of Forbes. There are numerous fishing spots on the Lake
and the Lachlan River and fishing is an all-season past-time for residents and visitors. Fish stocking programs managed by NSW
Department of Primary Industries (DPI) releases murray cod and golden perch into Lake Forbes regularly, to support the ongoing
sustainability of these native species. Council has recently installed an accessible fishing pontoon in the Lake at Lions Park,
allowing people of all abilities the opportunity to participate in this timeless activity.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Investigate the boat ramp and parking requirements and consider installation of ramps at the following locations:
−− concrete access ramp for SES watercraft with concrete access
road from Gordon Duff Drive (behind South Circle Oval)
−− on the eastern side of Jemalong Weir (below the Weir)
−− near Cottons Weir (off River Road)
 Investigate the need for fish cleaning tables and disposal (i.e. for
catfish) at key locations, including:
−− suitable locations on Lake Forbes
−− known river fishing locations
 Regrade the road leading to Cottons Weir and schedule periodic
maintenance (3 monthly) at the Cottons Weir foreshore on the
Lachlan River.
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Football (soccer)
Football is played across the winter season, with all training and matches undertaken at the Council-managed Botanic Gardens
facility. The table below summarises the number of fields (lit and unlit) at the Botanic Gardens.
FOOTBALL FACILITY

TOTAL NO. OF FIELDS

NO. OF LIT FIELDS

NO. OF UNLIT FIELDS

Botanic Gardens

4 full-size
4 slightly small-sided

1 lit for club competition
4 part-lit for training

3

GAP ASSESSMENT
PARTICIPATION CONSIDERATIONS
By participation, football is the most popular sport in the Shire - with 160 senior and 480 junior players. It is exciting to note that
membership grew by more than 100 between the 2018 and 2019 seasons. Further, the Association is confident that this growth
trend can be continued through targeted school programs and increasing female participation.
While many traditional sports are having difficulty retaining participation at a national-level, football remains popular across the
age groups and genders.
MEETING DEMAND
With access to a number of football fields at the Botanic Gardens (and additional area for future development if it were ever
required), there is no demand for further acquisition.
QUALITY MULTI - SPORT FACILITY
The Botanic Gardens facility has been well-designed and is home to football, little athletics and junior cricket. As such, it is a
busy venue year-round. With cricket pitches aligned in-between football fields, perimeter shade trees and athletics field event
infrastructure tucked away off the playing fields, the facility functions well from a sports perspective. However, issues with shared
use of ancillary facilities continues as a legacy from former decisions. The existing canteen is in poor condition (and is only used
by football) and there is limited storage at the site (despite significant demand). A re-think of the existing structures would result
in further enhancement of the quality opportunities available.
Most modern sporting venues are now developed as sport and recreation destinations - with passive and active recreation
elements such as walk/cycle path loops, play and picnic nodes developed to support formal sporting opportunities. The
development of a small play node and internal walk/cycle loop would further enhance the facility.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 New shared canteen and storage facilities
−− Investigate the feasibility of gutting and re-developing
the canteen as a shared-use facility. If this cannot be
achieved, consider replacing the building. Prepare a joint
usage agreement to ensure suitable access for all user
groups to the upgraded (or new) canteen
−− Develop an additional shared storage facility within the
venue
 Establishing recreation opportunities
−− Identify a preferred central site for construction of a small
play node
−− Construct a series of walk/cycle loops through the venue
 Lit fields
−− In conjunction with little athletics and cricket, light the
central fields to allow night training and matches
 Premier Field
−− Investigate opportunities to establish a premier football
field on the former rodeo arena adjoining the Botanic
Gardens site.
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Golf
The Forbes Golf Course is located on Council-controlled land adjacent to the Newell Highway and close to the CBD. It is a wellmaintained 18-hole facility that attracts regular use from its strong membership base (290) and visitors.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Course upgrade:
−− replace two bridges that are aged and in poor condition
 Ancillary upgrades:
−− expand the existing machinery storage shed to provide a more suitable space to protect new equipment.
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Hockey
In Forbes, hockey is played in the winter sporting season at the Forbes tennis facility. The three northern synthetic grass tennis
courts are used weekly as one small-sided synthetic hockey field. Forbes Hockey has enjoyed gradual growth in recent years and
now boasts almost 80 players. If this growth continues, a second playing field (or alternate arrangement at the tennis facility may
be required.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Monitor growth
−− If continued membership growth is achieved consider alternate sub-hire arrangements at the tennis facility (before
considering development of any new facilities)

Lawn Bowls
Club membership has remained quite stable in recent years. With access to
three quality greens, members are well-serviced for weekly fixtures and regular
tournaments are also conducted.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Ancillary facility upgrades
−− Undertake roof repairs and install solar panels
−− Replace the dated air conditioning system
−− Upgrade the amenities to meet current expectations
 Playing facility upgrades
−− Investigate options for player shade. Options may include replacing the
existing green-side shade or providing full pull-across shade for all greens

Motor spor ts
Forbes Auto Sports Club provides motorcycle training and competition at the Hoopers Road facility to the north of town. The
facility has been developed by the Club across three separate parcels of land (Council, Aboriginal Land Council and Crown
(Travelling Stock Reserves).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Tenure issues
−− Assist the Forbes Auto Club to investigate opportunities to achieve one over-arching tenure type over their existing facility
 Ancillary facility upgrades
−− Investigate opportunities to provide mains electricity at the venue
−− Develop an amenities block with showers
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Netball
Netball is one of the traditional winter sports (particularly for females). In Forbes, the netball competition is centralised at Stephan
Field. The outdoor netball facility includes nine courts and an additional court multi-marked with basketball. Three of these
courts (and the shared court) have recently been constructed and include quality lighting and court-side seating. The central
bank of three courts are in only fair condition - with court surfaces beginning to fail, damaged seating and aging lighting system.
The southern bank of three courts are bitumen, have very old lighting and are serviced by seating that is beyond its useful life.
The drain between the central and southern courts is ineffective leaving silt and debris across the courts after rain events.
The courts are supported by a recently developed amenities building and two somewhat aging block buildings that serve as a
canteen and an office facility.

GAP ASSESSMENT
PARTICIPATION CONSIDERATIONS
The Netball Association has enjoyed significant increases in senior participation in recent years. However, decreases in junior
participation has also been observed (although the Net Set Go program appears to be becoming popular again since the COVID
re-start). Interestingly, within Forbes there are now more junior females participating in football (soccer) than in netball.
UPDATING PLAYING FACILITIES
With approximately 400 players in total, there is demand to upgrade some of the older courts at the Stephan Field facility. With
access to three recently constructed standalone netball courts, the bank of three central courts should also be re-developed
to provide six quality courts (and access to an additional shared court when required). Court development should also include
modern lighting and suitable court-side seating for officials and players. Access to six quality lit courts would be ample for all of
the regular Association fixtures. Infrequent carnivals and gala days require up to twelve courts. Whether Council should consider
further development beyond six courts may depend on analysis of future participation rates. Significant capital outlay merely to
host events (and beyond the week-to-week needs of the Association) should be avoided where possible.
ACCESS TO INDOOR COURTS
While indoor courts are not required for regular weekly fixtures, there are a range of initiatives and programs (a number overseen
by Netball NSW) that require indoor courts. NetEd, holidays clinics, coaching and umpiring courses and Western Regional
Academy of Sport activities are all based at indoor facilities (not currently available in Forbes). Additionally, access to indoor
courts would provide opportunities for representative training and for wet weather alternatives.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Stephan Field
−− Re-construct the central bank of three courts. Ensure suitable run-offs, quality lighting, suitable court-side seating and
scorers’ benches are provided
−− Provide a suitable water station near the courts to allow water bottles to be easily filled
 Future indoor sport facility
−− Ensure that key representatives from the Netball Association are involved in any future investigations and planning with
regard to potential development of a multi-sport indoor facility within Forbes.
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Rugby League
Rugby league has a long history of being one of the key traditional winter sports in Forbes. Spooner Oval has been the home of
rugby league in Forbes for more than 80 years.
Rugby league is largely played in a home-and-away format with all senior matches hosted at Spooner Oval. Forbes Junior Rugby
League Club matches are also played at Spooner Oval, while Red Bend Junior Rugby League Club home matches are played at
the Red Bend Catholic College. (Significant numbers of junior rugby league teams also train at Gaggin Oval / Halpin Flat).
Spooner Oval is a circular field space meaning that only one full-size rugby league field can fit within the oval footprint.
Additionally, as a ‘circle’ field, the grandstand and main spectator area is more than 50m from the nearest touchline - resulting in a
feeling of being removed from the action.
Like the oval, the grandstand is also more than 80 years old and no longer meets current facility expectations. The Spooner Oval
footprint and facilities requires a complete re-think.
Adjoining Spooner Oval to the south is Hughie Wilson Oval. This facility is currently used for cricket matches and has previously
hosted rugby league training. Field surface repairs, lighting upgrades and provision of suitable amenities will be required for this
to become a more useful training base for rugby league (and to take pressure off the field surface at Spooner Oval).

GAP ASSESSMENT
PARTICIPATION CONSIDERATIONS
Rugby league has a similar following in Forbes as rugby union (with approximately 320 players). This participation base has
remained constant in recent years. However, continued growth in female players is projected.
SPOONER OVAL FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Significant changes are required at the Spooner Oval facility in order to bring both the playing and ancillary facilities up to meet
preferred facility standards. The preparation of a Club- and Council-approved master plan is essential to ensure quality future
decision-making. Key items for consideration in the master plan include ultimate field layout (one or two fields), location and
layout of future spectator and player facilities and car parking provision.
ADEQUATE TRAINING FACILITIES
Depending on the direction of the master plan process, there may be a continued need for upgrade to Hughie Wilson Oval as a
rugby league training venue.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Spooner Oval
−− Prepare a master plan for the future development and upgrade of Spooner Oval. Ensure the master plan is approved (and
endorsed) by both the Club and Council
 Hughie Wilson Oval
−− There may be scope for Hughie Wilson Oval to become a key training and junior fixture venue for rugby league (to reduce
over-use issues at Spooner Oval). Depending on the ultimate direction taken in the Spooner Oval master plan, rugby
league, cricket and Council should work together to identify the necessary key facility upgrades required to ensure optimal
use
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Rugby Union
Rugby union is played at Grinsted and South Circle Ovals through the winter sporting season. While South Circle Oval has aged
lighting that is used for training purposes, Grinsted Oval is unlit. Each oval can host one full-size rugby union field. While the fields
and amenities are maintained by Council, the Club is responsible for the upper storey of the clubhouse that it constructed in
1972.

GAP ASSESSMENT
PARTICIPATION CONSIDERATIONS
In the 2019 season, there were 125 junior and 230 senior players (including a women’s team that was established in 2019). While
junior and senior male participation has remained consistent in recent years, the addition of a female senior team has bolstered
overall senior numbers. Senior numbers are expected to continue to increase through growing interest in the women’s game.
UPGRADING ANCILLARY FACILITIES
While the two ovals provide quality surfaces for rugby (albeit including running over turf cricket wickets), the ancillary facilities
are dated and in need of significant upgrade to continue to ensure a quality rugby ‘product’ is provided.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Change room re-think
−− Investigate options to provide four player change rooms, referee change rooms and first aid facilities at the facility.
Consider opportunities to re-design the ground floor level of the clubhouse and the potential for a new standalone
change room facility (to supplement what can be achieved within the existing clubhouse footprint)
 Upgraded lighting
−− In conjunction with cricket, light Grinsted and South Circle Ovals to allow night matches
 Clubhouse transformation
−− Re-develop the upper storey of the clubhouse as a versatile function venue (including access-for-all)
 Improved spectator facilities
−− Provide moveable covered spectator seating across both ovals
 New scoreboard
−− Once South Circle Oval is confirmed as the preferred ‘main oval’ install a modern scoreboard
 Develop a masterplan over the site to record existing infrastructure and guide future development.
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Shooting
The Club is strong with more than 200 members and significant numbers attending shoots throughout each week. Recent facility
upgrades appear to have renewed enthusiasm for the sport.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Range upgrades
−− Install appropriate irrigation (and appropriate grasses)
across the ranges to reduce dust impacts during the drier
months
 Ancillary facility upgrades
−− Upgrade the existing dated amenities so that they reflect
the quality of the shooting facilities
 Access upgrades
−− The access road into the venue (Doctor Young Drive) is
in poor condition. It needs to be re-graded to ensure it is
suitable for participants and visitors

Sof tball
Softball is based at Halpin Flat and is conducted across the summer sporting season. It is not a popular sport in Forbes, attracting
less than 40 players. The softball group is quite content with the existing facilities and without significant membership increases,
no further demand is expected.
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Swimming
Swimming is both an informal recreation activity enjoyed by many and a formal club-based sporting activity. This section relates
to formal swimming training and competition undertaken at the Forbes Olympic Pool.
The Forbes Olympic Pool was first constructed in 1937 with a re-development occurring in 2007. The aged facility includes a
6-lane 50m outdoor pool with part-shade cover, a covered shallow program pool and zero-depth splash pad. Covered and
uncovered spectator areas run the length of the 50m pool. Additional ancillary facilities include entry kiosk and amenities
building, Amateur Swimming Club facility, storage container, covered barbecue area, rebound wall and open grass areas.
The only other public pool within the Council area is the Forbes Heated Pool. The heated pool draws patrons from a wide area
for recreation and therapeutic purposes. This indoor facility adjoins directly to the south-west of the Olympic Pool and is due for
significant upgrade throughout late 2021.

GAP ASSESSMENT
PARTICIPATION CONSIDERATIONS
There are two formal swimming clubs operating from the Forbes Olympic Pool - Forbes Fins and Forbes Amateur. Apparently, a
social swimming club, Diggers, also uses the Olympic Pool.
Since forming only 5 years ago, Forbes Fins Swimming Club have developed a membership base in excess of 250 (swimming
members) and continue to see membership increases (26 additional families have joined since the 2019 season). This growth is
projected to continue in upcoming seasons. In contrast, Forbes Amateur Swimming Club has maintained a steady membership
base of 60 in recent years (with this number expected to hold firm looking forward).
For both clubs, the majority of swimming members are juniors.
As a larger club, Forbes Fins undertake formal sessions more than five times each week, while Forbes Amateur train or compete
three to five times weekly.
Anecdotally, it appears that differences in opinion led to the development of the second club within Forbes.
UPDATING SWIMMING FACILITIES
Short swimming seasons (due to cold water
temperatures) have led to requests for an enhanced
heating system for the 50m pool and the construction
of a 25m indoor pool that provides year-round access.
Additionally, the lack of backstroke start pads and
ageing starting blocks has also been identified as an
issue for swimmers.
MODERN ANCILLARY FACILITIES
As the venue is aged, it is not surprising that the two
swimming clubs note demand for upgraded change
and shower facilities. The need for additional shaded
seating areas has also been highlighted.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Future aquatic direction
−− Given the age of the facility combined with
changes in swimming-related preferences,
undertake a feasibility study and master plan to
determine the future direction of aquatic facility
provision within Forbes. Include considerations
such as location, flooding impacts, scale and
type of demand (for formal swimming and
recreation), indoor and outdoor options,
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Tennis
Tennis coaching and competitions are held year-round at the Church Street facility. Additionally, the facility also hosts regular
inter-town training and fixtures. The facility includes eight synthetic grass courts (five that are lit) and is used on most days of the
week. Membership has been steady (at approximately 80) in recent years.
The three newer courts are also used as the home of hockey in Forbes.
Additional tennis courts at Nelson Park and Garema/Wirrinya are used for recreation and social tennis.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Playing facility upgrades
−− As the five older courts approach the end of their useful lives, ensure a clear plan is established for re-surfacing
 Ancillary facility upgrades
−− If the rebound wall is considered an important asset for the Park, it needs to be replaced. (Alternatively, it could be
removed)
−− Develop an outdoor gathering area that is shaded, provides seating and an area for food preparation (and barbecue)
−− Construct an additional storage shed for joint use by both tennis and hockey
−− Investigate car parking improvements.
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Touch Football
A short touch competition is conducted at the Botanic Gardens one evening each week throughout the final term of the school
year. The competition has proven highly popular attracting more than 500 players (with a junior competition being established in
2019).
The facilities at the Botanical Gardens generally meet demand for touch well.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Ancillary facility upgrades
−− Upgrade the existing public address (PA) system
−− Install additional bubblers (preferably with tap attachments to allow water bottles to be filled.)
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Water Sk iing

Forbes
Wirrinya (47km SW of Forbes)
Newell Highway (23km SW of
Forbes)

Forbes Ski Dam (Aquatic
Centre)
Wirrinya Aquatic Club
Bundaburrah Creek

Quality facility, however, water levels are too low during dry periods

Need for access road upgrades
Need for boat ramp upgrades

Dredging, additional landing areas and battering to prevent erosion

FACILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Recreation and Open Space Strategy
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Council should be commended for recognising the importance of skiing in the area and undertaking facility upgrades (such as
the recent development of facilities around the Forbes Ski Dam (Aquatic Centre)). Skiing should continue to be considered as a
‘core’ sport and recreation activity (such as netball, cricket and rugby league) and supported where possible.

COUNCIL SUPPORT

Interestingly, local youth identified that they were more likely to be skiing on a warm weekend than riding bikes around the Lake
or being at the skate park.

As noted above, water skiing is a popular activity for the Forbes community. It is difficult to quantify participation rates as the
sport is not conducted through the usual club approach. Rather, individuals practice and then attend competitions of their
choice. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that ski boat ownership throughout the Shire continues to grow and avid skiers
are hitting the water at day break to beat the crowds that descend on the ski facilities (particularly on weekends).

PARTICIPATION CONSIDERATIONS

GAP ASSESSMENT

LOCATION

WATER SKI VENUE

The table below highlights the three water ski locations within the Shire and the facility considerations for each.

While skiing may be more popular as an active recreation pursuit rather than a formal sport, the facility demand is such that it
warrants inclusion within this ‘sport’ section of the document.

It is highly unusual for water skiing to be a key sport (and recreation activity) for consideration in a plan such as this. Perhaps even
more uncommon given Forbes’ inland location. However, with a number of skiing options, there is a clear preference for skiing by
the community. Both primary and secondary school students noted skiing as a key weekend activity. The community survey also
identified skiing to be as popular as cycling and more popular that golf, running and group exercise. Finally, the Barefoot Water
Ski 3-day Clinic and Tournament has had to cap numbers (given the popularity) in order to continue to ensure a quality product.

..,..\~ l

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Annual water skiing forum
−− Given there are limited formal clubs to rely upon to guide water skiing demand and requirements, Council should consider
undertaking an annual water skiing forum to direct future decision-making and resource provision
 Forbes Ski Dam (Aquatic Centre)
−− Develop a detailed landscape concept plan incorporating engineering design for built infrastructure and lake banks
−− Investigate opportunities to construct additional boat landing beaches and new boat ramp
−− Investigate the feasibility of dredging the silt from the Lake
−− Investigate the feasibility of battering back the banks to prevent wave action and ongoing erosion
−− Install bollards to limit inappropriate vehicle access causing damage to the land toward the western end of the Lake
 Wirrinya Aquatic Centre
−− Upgrade the access road to ensure safe movement of vehicles and boat trailers
−− Upgrade the boat ramp to ensure ease of boat launching
 Bundaburrah Aquatic Centre
−− Liaise with the ski community to identify ways in which Council can support skiing at this location.
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11 Implementation plan

Implementation of the recommendations outlined in this
Strategy will require strong leadership, appropriate resources
from Council and a commitment to making some difficult
decisions. Importantly, the recommendations do not commit
Council as sole lead for implementation. Rather, the report
engenders ongoing Council and community partnerships and
provides evidence and support for all groups to seek grant
funding and other investment opportunities.
The recommendations of this Strategy are summarised in this
section and are grouped by planning area - Council-wide first
followed by each of the localities within the LGA. This allows
interested readers easy access to those actions most directly
related to them.
Priorities are assigned for each action:
Immediate - an immediate action should be undertaken as
soon as resources allow.
High - a high priority should be undertaken within the next
1 - 3 years.
Medium - a medium priority should be undertaken within the
next 4 - 6 years
Low - a low priority should be undertaken within the next 7 10 years.
Excepting immediate priorities, the recommended priorities
are provided as a guide—changes in community requirements
or earlier opportunities for funding may alter development.
Project leaders have not been assigned for each action.
However, each project identified requires a responsible party
to take action, form a project team and drive each project to its
successful completion. It is recommended that project leaders
identify other groups and individuals in the community for
assistance and support to achieve projects identified in the
Strategy.
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Several parks remain undeveloped across Forbes, despite
them being dedicated as parks or reserves many years ago.
A number of these have been recommended for disposal to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the overall open
space network.
The following parks are recommended for disposal:
 Alma Sharpe Park (if Princess Street cannot be extended to
create road frontage)
 Andrew Peet Park
 Carrington Gardens*
 Clematis Street Park*
 Dulcie Muffet Park
 Eloora Place Park
 Margaret Muir Park
 Paul Wenz Park
 Powter Park
 Reymond Street Park*
 Sister Gardener Park*.
*These sites were previously identified by, and Council has
commenced the process, to repurpose/dispose of the sites
from the park network.

KEY ACTIONS
NO.

KEY ACTION

PRIORITY

COST
ESTIMATE

RESOURCES
RE01

Consider creation of a new role (either part- or full-time, and potentially for a defined
contract term) dedicated to coordinating and managing projects relating to open space,
parks and sport across the existing teams within Council. This role would also be the key
liaison with sport and community groups regarding governance issues and facility planning
and upgrade considerations. The role could oversee implementation of key Council
strategies and plans including Forbes Recreation and Open Space Strategy, Lake Forbes
Activation Plan and Forbes Pedestrian and Cycle Strategy

Immediate

Operational

RE02

Consider re-establishing the Forbes Sports Forum with clear terms of reference to allow
sport clubs and Council to share information, identify needs and collaborate on projects
regularly and in a planned manner. The forum could be coordinated by the role above

High

Operational

RE03

Consider undertaking an annual water skiing forum to direct future decision-making and
resource provision. The forum could be coordinated by the role described above

High

Operational

RE04

Ensure budget allocation for identified projects is included in Councils 10 Year Financial Plan, Ongoing
Delivery Plan and annual Operational Plans (including capital works budgets)

Not applicable

PLANNING
PL01

Ensure the Desired Standards of Service, hierarchy and open space embellishment
guidelines detailed within this Strategy are included in key Council planning instruments
such as the Local Environmental Plan and any developer guidelines

High

Not applicable

PL02

Commission a suitably qualified Landscape Architect to develop a Landscape Concept
Plan over the open space parkland proposed at Goldridge Estate, that is compliant with
the Desired Standards of Service and Levels of Service (Performance Standards) contained
within this Strategy, for the appropriate park classification and hierarchy.

High

$20,000-30,000

PO01

Regularly review Council’s Community Funding Program Policy to provide transparency
and a clear process for groups seeking financial support from Council for facilities and
infrastructure

High

Operational

PO02

Develop a Public Place Naming and Walk of Honour Policy to recognise the importance of
Place names that reflect the relationship between people and place, as well as provide
agreed criteria and manage community expectations regarding honouring local people

High

Operational

PO04

Develop a Community Gardens Policy and Guideline to Establishing and Maintaining
Community Gardens to guide development, involvement, management and maintenance of
these important community initiatives

Medium

Operational

PO05

Consider development of a Parks and Public Places Heritage and Conservation Policy to
recognise and protect the values of Victoria Park and Forbes Railway Station Gardens

Medium

Operational

High

Cost range
$70,000-80,000

Medium

Operational

POLICY

COMMUNITY FACILITIES
CF01

Forbes Olympic Pool
Given the age of the facility combined with changes in swimming-related preferences,
undertake a feasibility study and master plan to determine the future direction of aquatic
facility provision within Forbes. Include considerations such as location, flooding impacts,
scale and type of demand (for formal swimming and recreation), indoor and outdoor
options, maintenance and management

CF02

Future Indoor Sport Facility
Investigate local options for joint development of a two-court multi-use indoor sport facility.
Consider options for partnership with education providers (such as Forbes State High School
where community use of the existing facility is already recognised and where suitable land
may be available for development).

(Calculate
planning
and design
cost at 10%
of assumed
capital cost of
building)

Ensure that key representatives from the Basketball, Badminton and Netball Associations are
involved in any future investigations and planning with regard to potential development of
a multi-sport indoor facility within Forbes.
CF03-A

High

Future of the Showgrounds

Operational

Investigate opportunities for council to assume control of the Showgrounds site
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NO.

KEY ACTION

PRIORITY

COST
ESTIMATE

CF03-B

Prepare a master plan for the Showgrounds site. Ensure consideration of modern flexible
multi-use pavilions, amenities and outdoor spaces. Also investigate the feasibility of
developing a covered arena (that will prove attractive for a range of uses)

High

Cost range
$80,000$90,000

CF03-C

As part of the master planning process, consider opportunities for a name change to the
venue. Many Showgrounds are being re-badged as ‘Event Centres’ or ‘Equestrian Precincts’ .
Additionally, there may be scope to rename the site as a ‘Park’ with a name that honours one
of the influential Show committee members

High

Not applicable

CF04-A

Lachlan River access

Medium

Cost range
$15,000$80,000

Low

$5,000

Council should continue to provide support and assistance to the community seeking
external funding for facility improvements, community events and programs at the
showgrounds to encourage recreation activities that benefit community members

Ongoing

Operational

Council should continue to provide support and assistance to the community seeking
external funding for facility improvements, community events and programs at the hall
and grounds to encourage recreation activities that benefit the health and wellbeing of
community members

Ongoing

Operational

Ongoing

Operational

Investigate providing improved public access and appropriate facilities allowing safe access
for recreation activities, at key points on the River, including at the following locations (not
an exhaustive list): Cottons Weir, Fitzgeralds Bridge, Iron Bridge, Red Bend TSR, Torig Road
and (Lower) Bathurst Street intersection, and White Bend TSR
CF04-B

Collaborate with relevant internal Council sections, and external organisations, to develop
an online and printed map brochure promoting these sites and the facilities on offer at each
location, to residents and visitors.

BEDGERABONG
BE01

CALARIE
CA01

CORINELLA
CO01

Council should continue to provide support and assistance to the community seeking
external funding for facility improvements, community events and programs within the
Village to encourage recreation activities that benefit the health and wellbeing of
community members

FORBES
ALBION PARK
FO01

Consider formalising tenure arrangements over the park, for a time period commensurate
with any intended investment in the park by Council, on behalf of the community.

High

Operational

FO02

In accordance with the adopted Forbes CBD Masterplan, design and install a shade trellis
structure that replicates the scale, bulk and height of adjoining street awnings. Border the
park with additional tree planting and visually screen the adjoining car park

High

$200,000

High

$15,000

Consult closely with the Peet family prior to recommending disposal. There may be scope to High
rename a different local park in Andrew’s memory. Dispose of the land and reserve proceeds
for development of recreation parks in accordance with this Strategy. Include an appropriate
memorial of Andrew Peet at the Walk of Honour at Lake Forbes (Refer to LFAP)

$15,000

ALMA SHARPE
FO03

(Assuming that development of Princess Street cannot be achieved) it is recommended that
the current embellishments are removed and Council consider disposal of the land, with
proceeds being reserved for development of recreation parks in accordance with this
Strategy

ANDREW PEET MEMORIAL PARK
FO04

BOTANIC GARDENS RESERVE
FO05

Investigate the feasibility of gutting and re-developing the canteen as a shared-use facility. If High
this cannot be achieved, consider replacing the building. Prepare a joint usage agreement to
ensure equitable access for all user groups to the upgraded (or new) canteen
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$60,000 (redeveloped)
$250,000 (new)

NO.

KEY ACTION

PRIORITY

COST
ESTIMATE

FO06

Develop an additional shared storage facility within the venue. Develop additional storage
space for bulky equipment such as high jump mats and hurdles

High

$60,000

FO07

Identify a preferred central site for the construction of a small play node

High

$250,000

FO08

Construct a series of walk/cycle loops through the venue

High

$250,000

FO09

In conjunction with football, little athletics and cricket, light the central fields to allow night
training and matches

High

$260,000

FO10

Develop additional shaded seating areas across the facility

High

$5,000 per unit

FO11

Investigate opportunities to establishe a premier football field on the former rodeo arena
adjoing the Botanic Gardn site

Low

$450,000

Assist the club to:
 secure funding to undertake roof repairs and install solar panels

High

Operational
(external
funding)

High

Operational
(external
funding)

Medium

Operational

Medium

$5,000

High

$5,000

Ongoing

Operational

High

$5,000

High

$5,000

BOWLS
FO12

 replace the dated air conditioning system
 upgrade the amenities to meet current expectations
F013

Assist the club with investigations into player shade including options such as:
 replacing the existing green-side shade
 providing full pull-across shade for all greens

BRIDGETTE DUCKWORTH PARK
FO14

Ensure that land acquisition and repurposing of the reserve has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation

CARRINGTON GARDENS
FO15

Remove existing embellishments and dispose of the land. Reserve proceeds for
development of recreation parks in accordance with this Strategy

CLEMATIS STREET PARK
FO16

Remove existing embellishments and dispose of the land. Reserve proceeds for
development of recreation parks in accordance with this Strategy

COMMUNITY GARDENS
FO17

Council will continue to support improvements at the
Community Gardens and assist in the development of a
landscape concept plan

DULCIE MUFFET PARK
FO18

Dispose of the land. Reserve proceeds for development of recreation parks in accordance
with this Strategy. Include an appropriate memorial of Dulcie Muffet at the Walk of Honour
at Lake Forbes (Refer to LFAP)

ELOORA PLACE PARK
FO19

Dispose of the land. Reserve proceeds for development of recreation parks in accordance
with this Strategy

GAGGIN OVAL & HALPIN FLAT
FO20

Construct a large shade structure in close proximity to the clubhouse and croquet lawns

FO21

Negotiate with the Croquet Club to gain access to the toilets within the Croquet Club
High
building for weekend cricket matches and junior AFL training played at Gaggin Oval / Halpin
Flat

High

Operational

$60,000

FO22

Construct permanent shade shelters to service the two cricket fields/AFL field at Gaggin
Oval / Halpin Flat

High

$25,000 each

FO23

Monitor the growth of the AFL Club and determine if additional ancillary facilities are
required to meet demand (including consideration of cricket and junior rugby league use)

Mediuam

Operational

High

Operational

GALE STREET PARK
FO24

Council should ensure that the purpose of the land has been
changed from community to operational, in accordance with
the NSW Local Government Act 1993
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NO.

KEY ACTION

PRIORITY

COST
ESTIMATE

GUM SWAMP AND BIRD HIDE
FO25

Design and construct a sealed entry and car park including accessible car parking into Gum
Swamp off Greens Road

High

$500,000

FO26

Install a trail head near the location of the car park providing information including:
 trail maps including information about the starting point of the trail, the length of the
trail, type of trail surface and trail grade

High

$25,000

Medium

$200,000

Immediate

$20,000

 accessible elements, spaces and facilities
 points of interest along the trail
 interpretation and information about bird species
 interpretation and information about art sculptures
FO27

Consider installation of accessible boardwalks and a jetty to allow people of all abilities to
experience the wetland fully

JENNY MURPHY PARK
FO28

Engage the local residents, particularly children, and key stakeholders in the planning and
design of a landscape concept plan for the park. Include the following:
 imaginative play elements
 path connections into and through the park for walking, bike riding and parents/carers
with prams and mobility impaired people
 incorporate art and play opportunities into hard surfaces including pathways
 include facilities for parents and carers
(Refer to exemplar images in the appendix)

KING GEORGE V PARK
FO29

Continue to maintain the current setting and level of service for the park as it is valued by
the community

Ongoing

Operational

FO30

Include King George V Park in the scope for any master planning for the pool and surrounds

High

Operational

Refer to LFAP

LAKE FORBES
LAKE FORBES ACTIVATION PLAN
FO31

Ensure individual projects identified in the Lake Forbes Activation Plan are included in
Council’s 10 Year Financial Plan, Delivery Plan and Operational Plans. It should be noted that
several projects will require budget allocations in consecutive years for concept design,
detailed design/construction drawings and ultimately construction

High

FO32

Implement projects identified in the Lake Forbes Activation Plan. The following projects are
highlighted as they are considered high priorities for this Strategy:
 create a presentation ‘botanic’ garden with native trees and shrubs which includes a
walk of honour to consolidate the memorial plaques around the lake (where not related
to specific people), reduce mowing area and increase visual interest. The paths should
cut into the existing slope to provide accessible routes and zero flood impact

Ongoing
$250,000

 provide a boat ramp from Gordon Duff Drive for SES watercraft

$60,000
$35,000

 create a beach to provide additional water access and boat launch
FO33

Manage and maintain the Lake in an environmentally sustainable way that complies with
relevant legislation, best practice and provides for continued enjoyment of the Lake and
surrounds

Ongoing

Operational

APEX PARK
FO34

Define and seal a car park area to separate pedestrian and vehicle movements and increase
safety

Medium

$420,000

FO35

Plant additional trees and incorporate the fenced ‘Landcare’ area into the playground with
additional nature play elements

High

$15,000

FORBES SKI DAM (AQUATIC CENTRE)
FO36

Investigate the feasibility of dredging the silt from the Lake and battering back the banks to
prevent wave action and ongoing erosion

High

$50,000

FO37

Investigate opportunities to construct additional boat landing beaches

High

(Include in
scope of works
above)
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NO.

KEY ACTION

PRIORITY

COST
ESTIMATE

FO38

Install bollards to limit inappropriate vehicle access causing damage to the land toward the
western end of the Lake

Medium

$15,000

FO39

Define and seal a car park area and install fencing to restrict inappropriate vehicle access to
toward the western end of the Lake

Medium

$420,000

FO40

Install a swimming pontoon / water jet

Medium

$40,000

FO41

Install a fenced dog park including a water connection (for drinking), agility equipment,
seating and shade

Medium

$70,000

DRAGON BOATING
FO42

Investigate opportunities to provide a more appropriate boat launching area (sand-based
Lake entry). Pending the location of the boat launching area, consider provision of a single
unisex toilet within a reasonable distance

High

FO43

Provide power and lighting within the Dragon Boating Club shed and light the immediate
surrounds (due to early morning and winter training)

Medium

$7,500

Medium

$5,000

$100,000

NEREDITH EDOLS PARK
FO44

Plant additional trees and under-storey plants to improve the amenity and visual appeal of
the park

LIONS PARK
FO45

Define and seal a car park area to separate pedestrian and vehicle movements and increase
safety

Medium

$220,000

FO46

Install continuous pathways connecting the car park with the toilets and accessible fishing
pontoon

High

$25,000

FO47

Rationalise vehicle entry and egress to the park

Medium

$5,000

ROTARY AND ROTARACT PARK / WATER PARK
FO48

Install shade over the water park to provide protection from ultraviolet (UV) during summer

High

$60,000

FO49

Consider expanding the play space to provide ‘dry’ play experiences, adjacent to the water
park, along with additional picnic facilities

Medium

$300,000

FO50

Create a sand-based Lake entry with the edge defined by the concrete pathway

High

$120,000

High

$25,000

High

$5,000

High

Operational

MABEL GREEN PARK
FO51

Develop a landscape concept plan for further development of the park incorporating:
 play elements for ages including preschool and primary aged children
 walk/cycle pathway circuit for the perimeter of the park
 shelter with tables and chairs

MARGARET MUIR PARK
FO52

Remove existing embellishments and dispose of the land. Reserve proceeds for
development of recreation parks in accordance with this Strategy. Include an appropriate
memorial of Margaret Muir at the Walk of Honour at Lake Forbes (Refer to LFAP)

MOTORSPORTS
FO 53

Assist the Forbes Auto Club to investigate opportunities to achieve one over-arching tenure
type over their existing facility

FO54

Assist the club to investigate opportunities to provide mains electricity at the venue

Medium

Operational

FO56

Assist the club to secure funding to design and construct an amenities block with showers

Medium

$120,000
(external
funding)

NELSON PARK
FO57

Develop a Landscape Concept Plan over the park including proposed expansion of the
preschool and associated car parking

High

Operational

FO58

Ensure tennis courts remain unlocked and accessible to local residents for casual use.
Consider installing a system to allow payment for use of lights to encourage evening use of
the courts

High

Operational
$120,000
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NO.

KEY ACTION

PRIORITY

COST
ESTIMATE

FO59

Plant additional shade trees around the corner of the park at Johnson and Baldock Streets
and to form a ring of trees around the oval/kick-about space.

Medium

$5,000 annual
operational x 3
years

FO60

Consider installation of one or two additional picnic settings and/or bench seating around
the perimeter of the playground and near the tennis courts

Medium

$15,000

NURSE STOKES PARK
FO61

Replace park signage and include information about Nurse Stokes

Low

$2,000

FO62

Thin or remove under-storey plantings to increase visual surveillance into the park from the
surrounding streets

High

Operational

FO63

Remove the lattice and timber walling from the rotunda and repair the bench seating

High

$3,000

FO64

Remove the playground. Reinstate the grass. Install a picnic setting in the front portion of
the park (under the shade from the large tree)

Medium

$15,000

PAUL WENZ PARK
FO65

Dispose of the land and reserve proceeds for development of recreation parks in accordance High
with this Strategy. Include an appropriate memorial of Paul Wenz at the Walk of Honour at
Lake Forbes (Refer to LFAP)

$5,000

POWTER STREET PARK
FO66

Dispose of the land and reserve proceeds for development of recreation parks in accordance High
with this Strategy. If disposal is not possible, restrict vehicle access and plant trees across the
site

$5,000

RAILWAY STATION PARK
FO65

Continue to maintain the gardens and fences in accordance with the requirements of the
NSW State Heritage Register

High

Operational

FO66

Investigate relocation of the Ben Hall sculpture to the site.

Low

Operational

FO67

Investigate accessibility improvements to the facility

Low

Unknown

REYMOND STREET PARK
FO68

Dispose of the land and reserve proceeds for development of recreation parks in accordance High
with this Strategy

$5,000

RON FLANNERY PARK
FO69

Maintain the playground and consult with the community when equipment requires
renewal or replacement.

Medium

Operational

FO70

As the five older courts approach the end of their useful lives, ensure a clear plan is
established for re-surfacing

High

$150,000

FO71

If the rebound wall is considered an important asset for the Park, it needs to be replaced.
(Alternatively, it could be removed)

Immediate

$30,000

FO72

Within the tennis facility, develop an outdoor gathering area that is shaded, provides seating Medium
and an area for food preparation (and barbeque)

$60,000

SHOOTING FACILITY
FO73

Assist the club to install appropriate irrigation (and appropriate grasses) across the ranges to
reduce dust impacts during the drier months

Medium

$80,000
(external
funding)

FO74

Assist the club to upgrade the existing dated amenities so that they reflect the quality of the
shooting facilities

High

$120,000
(external
funding)

FO75

Assist the club to regrade and maintain the access road into the venue to improve all-vehicle High
access for participants and visitors

Operational

SISTER GARDENER PARK
FO76

The park is considered constrained by its size and operational use. Council should plant
additional trees to provide additional amenity to the area
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High

$2,000

NO.

KEY ACTION

PRIORITY

COST
ESTIMATE

High

$5,000
operational

SISTER O’DELIA PARK
FO77

Council to work with the community to develop a formal agreement with the proposed
Sister O’Delia Park Action Group, to develop and maintain the park through additional
planting and minimal park furniture, allowing it to function as a park for all residents of
Forbes

SOUTH CIRCLE AND GRINSTED OVALS
FO78

Develop a masterplan over the area, including South Circle and Grinstead Oval, incorporting
all necesary elements and future development (including a hardstand for the ticket box)

High

$30,000 or inhouse

FO79

Support a collaborative effort by cricket and rugby union to light South Circle and Grinsted
Ovals to allow night matches

High

$250,000

FO80

Redevelop the upper storey of the clubhouse as a versatile function venue (including access
for all)

High

$180,000

FO81

Provide moveable covered spectator seating across both ovals

Medium

$15,000 per
unit

FO82

Once South Circle is confirmed as the preferred ‘main oval’, install a modern scoreboard

Medium

$50,000

FO83

Continue to monitor sprinkler coverage and irrigation system routines to ensure quality
playing surfaces across the summer sporting season

Ongoing

Operational

SPOONER AND HUGHIE WILSON OVALS
FO84

Develop a masterplan over the areas, including Spooner and Hughie Wilson Ovals

High

$30,000 or inhouse

FO85

Spooner Oval - prepare a master plan for the future development and upgrade of Spooner
Oval. Ensure the plan is approved (and endorsed) by both the Club and Council

High

$30,000
operational

FO86

Hughie Wilson Oval - depending on the direction taken with the Spooner Oval master plan,
rugby league, cricket and Council should work together to identify the necessary key facility
upgrades required to ensure optimal use

High

(include in
scope of MP
above)

FO87

Identify a preferred central site for the construction of a small play node, when the existing
play equipment is due for replacement

High

$300,000

STEPHAN FIELD
FO88

Develop a masterplan over the park including both sides of Bedgerabong Road

High

$20,000 or inhouse

FO89

Re-construct the central bank of three courts. Ensure suitable run-offs, quality lighting,
suitable court-side seating and scorers’ benches are provided

Medium

$120,000

FO90

Provide a suitable water station near the courts to allow water bottles to be easily filled

High

$20,000

FO91

Construct a ninja-style activity area within the park

High

$

FO92

Construct an asphalt pump track within the park

Medium

$350,000

Ongoing

Operational

TIN TUPPA PARK
FO93

Continue to maintain the park for its amenity value

VI ADAMS PARK
FO94

Dispose of the land and reserve proceeds for development of recreation parks in accordance High
with this Strategy. Include an appropriate memorial of Vi Adams at the Walk of Honour at
Lake Forbes (Refer to LFAP)

$5,000
operational

VICTORIA PARK
FO95

Undertake a review of the 2007 Conservation Management Plan, and include development
of a Landscape Concept Plan to guide future facility upgrades, renewal and replacement

High

$40,000

FO96

Continue to maintain the heritage values of the park in accordance with the 20017
Conservation Management Plan, any State and Local requirements, and advice of Council’s
Heritage Advisor.

Ongoing

Operational
$40,000

Consider commissioning review and update of the Master Plan by suitably qualiifed and
experienced people
FO97

Replace and relocate the toilets, ensuring accessibility that meets relevant building code
and standards.

High

$350,000
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NO.

KEY ACTION

PRIORITY

COST
ESTIMATE

High

Operational

High

$5,000
operational

WATER SKIING
FO98

Given there are limited formal clubs to rely upon to guide water skiing demand and
requirements, Council should consider undertaking an annual water skiing forum to direct
future decision-making and resource provision

WILLIS PLACE PARK
FO99

Dispose of the land. Reserve proceeds for development of recreation parks in accordance
with this Strategy

WIRADJURI DREAMING CENTRE
FO100

Council should continue to liaise closely with the Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre to further
develop appropriate embellishments and art work at the centre and throughout
Forbes

Ongoing

Operational

FO101

Plant additional native trees to reinforce existing planting

High

$2,500 annual
operational
budget

FO102

Construct a sealed car park and plant trees to restrict vehicle access to the Lake edge

High

$150,000

FO103

Redevelop the BMX track and surrounding landscaping to assist maintaining a weed-free
track. Install traffic restriction bollards to prevent vehicles from damaging the track

Medium

$200,000

FO104

Upgrade the footbridge and include seating and fishing jetty

Low

$300,000

Council should continue to support and promote youth focussed, as well as general
community, recreation and social programs and activities at the Youth and Community
Centre

Ongoing

Operational

Council should continue to provide support and assistance to the community seeking
external funding for facility improvements, community events and programs at the venue
to encourage recreation activities that benefit the health and wellbeing of community
members

Ongoing

Operational

Encourage NSW Transport and Maritime to investigate the requirements to design and
construct a boat ramp and associated infrastructure (such as road exit and entry and car and
boat trailer parking) on the eastern side of Jemalong Weir, off the Lachlan Valley Way

Medium

Operational

Council should continue to provide support and assistance to the community seeking
external funding for facility improvements, community events and programs at the venue
to encourage recreation activities that benefit the health and wellbeing of community
members

Ongoing

Operational

Council should continue to provide support and assistance to the community seeking
external funding for facility improvements, community events and programs at the venue
to encourage recreation activities that benefit the health and wellbeing of community
members

Ongoing

Operational

Medium

Operational

$180,000$220,000

YOUTH AND COMMUNITY CENTRE
FO105

GAREMA
GA01

JEMALONG WEIR
JE01

OOTHA
OO01

WAROO
WA01

WIRRINYA
WIRRINYA AQUATIC CLUB
WI01

Continue to support the Wirrinya Aquatic Club in their efforts to secure external funding for
facility improvements, community events and programs at the venue, particularly:
 upgrading the access road to ensure safe movement of vehicles and boat trailers
 upgrade the boat ramp to ensure ease of boat launching (and retrieval)

WIRRINYA HALL AND RECREATION GROUNDS
WI02

Build a new public amenities building to replace the existing facility as it is ageing and
becoming difficult to keep clean and serviceable

High

WI03

Assist the Committee to secure funding to resurface the tennis courts that were damaged
by weather. Undertake works to minimise drainage issues that may contribute to future
damage to the courts

Medium
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APPENDIX A:

JENNY MURPHY PARK EXEMPLAR IMAGES

Powerful!
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APPENDIX B:

UNIVERSAL URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES

1. ENHANCE THE LOCAL ECONOMY, ENVIRONMENT
AND COMMUNITY

9. ALIGNS WITH THE PLANNING, PHYSICAL AND
SOCIAL CONTEXT

 respect the voice of the community
 create opportunities for individuals and groups to prosper
 prioritise sustaining and enhancing the natural
environment
 celebrate the uniqueness of a place
2. CONNECT PHYSICALLY AND SOCIALLY

 it is compatible with strategic planning frameworks
 it sensitively responds to site topography, environmental
features and surrounding context
 it incorporates heritage and cultural values
 it is considerate of the social and economic environment.
10. ENGAGE WITH STAKEHOLDERS

 well-connected with surrounding areas, schools and
services
 provides a range of transport options
 reflects the past
 provides connection with nature.
3. PROVIDE A DIVERSITY OF OPTIONS AND
EXPERIENCES

 the primary objective is to create places for people
 engage residents in developing outcomes within their
community
 collaborate across disciplines with a common vision and
goal.
11. FOSTER EXCELLENCE, INNOVATION AND
LEADERSHIP

 each place has its own character
 each place offers a range of experiences, facilities and
services
 each place promotes harmony, encourages exploration
and preserves biodiversity.
4. BE SUSTAINABLE, ENDURING AND RESILIENT





resilient to severe weather events and climate change
robust in terms of design and materiality
aesthetically pleasing yet functional
well-maintained, respects low-resource use, minimises
impact on the environment, and is versatile for future
growth and change.
5. FEELS COMFORTABLE AND WELCOMING
 encourages movement, play, joy, relaxation and learning
 is sheltered and shaded
 is free to use and is accessible and inclusive to all.
6. BE VIBRANT AND ENCOURAGE ACTIVITY
 it is a hive of activity, people are drawn to the space and
enjoy using it
 it encourages meeting, interacting, exploring and relaxing
 it is adaptable to cater to a range of users and event
opportunities
 it is alluring to locals and visitors alike.
7. SAFE TO USE





it feels safe and secure by day and by night
there are few (or no) recorded incidents
features are well-maintained and show no signs of neglect
roads and paths are well-located and maintained for safe use by
children and adults alike (and cater to walking and cycling).
8. BE ENJOYABLE AND EASY TO WALK OR CYCLE
 prioritises pedestrians before vehicles
 it is easy to navigate and access
 built form is appropriately scaled and of suitable character
for the place and adjacent interfaces
 it encourages healthy, active lifestyle choices.
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 prioritise a best practice approach - from planning to
delivery and ongoing maintenance
 prioritise universal design and accessibility
 consider engaging experts (where necessary) at the
appropriate stage to design and/or deliver high-quality
outcomes.
12. CONSIDERS CUSTODIANSHIP AND LONG -TERM
MAINTENANCE
 be adaptable
 consider the ‘triple bottom line’ effect on and benefit to
development, operations, maintenance and disposal,
design and build elements that are practical, functional
and maintainable
 strategically plan for the potential effects of climate
change.

APPENDIX C:
			

OPEN SPACE HIERARCHY:								
KEY DESIGN AND EMBELLISHMENT REQUIREMENTS

CIVIC PARK

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST

The following information provides guidance for the design
and delivery of Civic Parks.

 civic parks typically do not provide on-site parking and
rely on users walking to or through. On-street parking
or nearby parking areas supplement civic space parking
needs.
 any car parking provided should relate directly to buildings
 disability car parks should be no more than 30m from a
building entry
 drop-off zones should be located within close proximity to
primary site entries
 entrances are clearly identified with a distinct relationship
to the site and its function
 provide clear and legible signage to direct pedestrians to
site features or nearby destinations
 clear sightlines are maintained to adjacent buildings
fronting the civic space and building entries are clearly
identified and accessible (ramps and stairs provided where
required to meet differences in grades)
 avoid grade changes between entries and public facilities
such as amenities
 waiting areas are preferably located in close proximity to
building entries, provide shade (through natural or built
infrastructure) and adequate seating and lighting
 walkways provide clear and direct routes through the site
 ground surface is firm and level using feature hardscape
materials such as pavers or decorative aggregates.

Table 1. Preferred standard provisions within Civic Spaces

Recommended Infrastructure
Public amenities/toilets to service town centre
Seating/seating nodes/benches/shelter/bike racks
Drinking water bubblers/maintenance taps
High quality finishes (e.g. pavers, custom elements)
Shade trees/arbours/green walls
Grassed lawns/flexible space for markets and events
Irrigation systems
Public art/sculptures/murals
Pathway connections to surrounding area
Access for maintenance and emergency vehicles
Preservation of natural features where possible
Landscaping embellishments
Event electrical infrastructure boards/digital walls
Public USB charging points/WiFi connection
Standard drainage and service provision
WSUD/rain garden/stormwater devices
Outdoor stage

Minimum
Provisions

----Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Desirable
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Desirable
Desirable
Desirable
Yes

Optional
Optional

Large areas of pavement for events/large congregations Desirable
of people
Lighting (including feature architectural lighting)

Yes

Signage (place name and directional)

Yes
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LOCAL RECREATION PARKS

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST

The following information provides guidance for the design and
delivery of Local Recreation Parks.

 a minimum area of 0.5 ha (5,000m2) is required with a
maximum area of 1 hectare
 usable recreation area of 0.5 ha free from encumbrances
(overland flow paths, easements, environmental buffers)
 minimum 50% of park perimeter to have road frontage
 pathway providing an accessible and continuous path of
travel through the park
 round or square in shape with preferably a minimum width
of 50 metres
 a Local Park can be developed as a node along a linear
green link
 100% of the usable recreation area must be above the Q10
flood level
 75% of the usable recreation area must be above the Q50
flood level
 minimum 80% of usable recreation area must have a grade
slighter than 1:10
 maximum of 20% of usable recreation area may have a
maximum grade of 1:10.

Table 2. Preferred standard provisions within Local Recreation Parks

Recommended Infrastructure

Minimum
Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public convenience)

---Yes

Barbecue

Yes

Bike racks

Yes

Bins

Yes

Boardwalks

Optional

Bollards

Where needed

Car parks

No

Dog off-leash area

No

Drinking fountains/refill station

Yes

Where
necessary

Electricity box
Emergency vehicle access

Yes

Fishing, pontoons, platforms, boat launches
Fitness equipment

Optional
Optional

Garden beds

Desirable

Gates

Optional

Irrigation systems

Desirable

Lighting

Optional
Co-locate with
barbecue

Maintenance taps
Maintenance vehicle access driveways

--

Optional

Pathways

Optional

Picnic nodes (including table setting)

Yes

Play nodes

Yes

Formal sport playing field

No

Primary access points – vehicle entry statement
Primary access points – pedestrian entry statement
Public art/adornment (Council approval essential)

No

Optional
Optional

Seats

Yes

Sewer connection

Yes

Signage – entrance

Yes

Signage – other types

Optional

Shelter

Yes

Stormwater management system / WSUD treatment

Yes

Trails

Optional

Trees

30% site
coverage

Turf areas

Minimum ¾ of
area

Water supply connection

Yes
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TOWN RECREATION PARKS

Recommended Infrastructure

Minimum Provisions

The following information provides guidance for the design
and delivery of Town Recreation Parks.

Stormwater management system /
WSUD treatments

Yes

Table 3. Preferred standard provisions within Town Recreation Parks

Trails

Optional

Trees

30% site coverage

Turf

Minimum ¾ of area

Water supply connection

Yes

Recommended Infrastructure

Minimum Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public convenience)

Yes

Barbecue

Yes

Bike racks

Yes

Bins

Yes

Boardwalks

Optional

Bollards

Where needed

Car parks

5 per hectare

Dog off-leash area

Yes

Drinking fountains/refill station

Yes

Electricity box

Yes

Emergency vehicle access

Yes

Fishing, pontoons, platforms, boat
launches

Optional

Fitness equipment

Optional

Garden beds

Yes

Gates

Where needed

Irrigation systems

Desirable

Lighting

Along connections and
pathways, playspaces and
shelters

Maintenance taps

Co-locate one tap with
barbecue

Maintenance vehicle access driveways

Yes

Pathways

Yes

Picnic nodes (including table setting)

Yes

Play nodes

Yes

Playing fields

No

Primary access points – vehicle entry
statement

Yes

Primary access points – pedestrian
entry statement

Optional

Public art/adornment (Council approval
essential)

Desirable

Seats

Yes

Sewer connection

Yes

Signage – entrance

Yes

Signage – other types

Optional

Shelter

Yes

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 minimum of 2 ha of usable area
 minimum 50% of park perimeter to have road frontage
 pathway providing an accessible and continuous path of
travel through the park
 provide a variety of recreation types and opportunities
that attract people to visit for extended periods (not just
for sport purposes, such as skate boarding or BMX)
 round or square in shape with preferably a minimum width
of 80 metres
 form part of a proposed or existing link between other
recreation facilities or facilitate new links

 100% of the usable recreation area must be above the Q10
flood level
 75% of the usable recreation area must be above the Q50
flood level
 minimum 80% of usable recreation area must have a grade
slighter than 1:10
 maximum of 20% of usable recreation area may have a
maximum grade of 1:10.Key Requirements for Playspaces
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PLAY SPACES

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST

The following information provides guidance for the design
and delivery of play spaces.

 playground design reflects the following objectives:
 integrates with the surrounding environment and the
place identity of the community
 provides play options that foster creativity and problemsolving, and gives opportunities for users to develop
physical, social, cognitive and emotional skills for target
audience/age-groups
 caters to anticipated number of average users
 seeks to activate all senses (sight, smell, taste, hearing,
touch, vestibular and proprioception)
 softfall surfacing is installed to fall zones beneath
equipment in accordance with legislated safety
requirements. Rubber finish should use light colours
wherever possible (dark colours can be dangerous to
personal safety as they are proven to absorb and radiate
heat).
 shade provision is essential
 where mature trees are not existing at the site, plan
succession for shade by initially installing a shade sail/s in
conjunction with appropriately placed tree plantings that
will ultimately replace the shade sails in the future
 minimise the need for fences and gates through good
design and site planning
 signage provision should identify the place, provide
direction to nearby facilities and path networks, provide
regulatory advice where necessary and be located in a
consolidated fashion to avoid visual pollution (i.e. integrate
on one post located within a garden bed with good
visibility)
 well-drained and links with natural overland drainage
paths.

Table 4. Preferred standard provisions within Playspaces

Recommended Infrastructure

Minimum Provisions

Multi-play elements for all ages and abilities

Yes

Natural play elements (e.g. nature play)

Desirable

Softfall surface (interesting colours/ shapes)

Yes

Shade (natural and built)

Yes

Landscaping/garden beds and turf

Yes

Drainage

Yes

Edge treatments (turf/garden and playspace)

Yes

Signage (place, directional, regulatory,
instructional [for outdoor equipment and
other non-standard components] and
interpretive)

Yes

Fencing

Where necessary

Pathways (consistent widths preferred) and
connections to surrounding networks

Yes

Car parking

Yes

Public amenities

Desirable

Picnic facilities and park furniture (i.e.
shelter, table, barbecue, rubbish bin, drinking
fountain, seating options, dog waste disposal
bags, tap, etc.)

Yes

Grassy area for quiet play and rest

Yes

Open kickabout space

Desirable

Irrigation system

Optional

Outdoor fitness equipment

Yes (where appropriate)

Lighting

Desirable

Timber equipment and features (ACQ treated
timber is suitable - DO NOT use CCA treated
timber within or in proximity to a playspace)

Yes (where appropriate)

Water play

High population
locations only

Certification of design and installed
components

Yes
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SPORT PARKS

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST

The following information provides guidance for the design and
delivery of Sport Parks and Reserves.

 fields and courts are oriented in a north-south direction
 site planning incorporates safety zones and appropriate
space as run-offs and spectator areas
 clubhouses are preferably situated on the centre line of the
main field, facing east (to avoid spectators looking into the
afternoon sun)
 on-site car parking (unsealed or sealed) is provided and
caters to the anticipated number of users for the type/s of
sports facilities provided (average 50-150 car parks)
 off-site car parking conditions/impacts are considered as
part of the car parking strategy and traffic management
 signage is appropriately located (i.e. place name sign at
entry, internal directional signs for both pedestrians and
vehicles, and interpretive where necessary)
 pathways link external networks and across the reserve via
an internal set of connections
 universal access design principles
 access to water (for drinking and irrigation)
 furniture is provided in appropriate locations (i.e. drinking
fountains, bench seats, bicycle racks, rubbish bins, dog
litter bag disposal)
 shelter/shade (natural and/or built) to perimeter of fields,
over spectator areas, near amenities and clubhouses, and
can act serve as a vegetated windbreak/buffer
 Playspace provided for small children (in large reserves)
 Fencing/barriers to fields.

Table 5. Preferred standard provisions within Sporting Parks and Reserves

Recommended Infrastructure

Minimum
Provisions

Buffer from side of field to residential boundary

20m

Buffer from goal post to residential boundary

30m

Offset from road verge & goal post to road verge

30m & 40m

Car parking bays

Average 50-100

Water supply connection, irrigation and drainage

Yes

Power to 3-phase supply

Yes

Provision of sports field lighting

Yes

Fencing around playing surface

Yes

Player shelters & furniture (i.e. bins, seats, etc.)

Yes

Cricket wicket surface finish

Turf or synthetic

Cricket practice wickets

Yes

Tennis/Netball surface finish

Asphalt or acrylic

Scoreboard

Optional

Coaches’ boxes

Optional

Scorer/timekeeper box

Optional

Clubhouse

Yes

Change rooms

Table 6. Minimum preferred spatial requirements for popular sports

Sport

Club-level field / oval
dimensions (m)

Run-offs /
buffer (m)

Yes

Baseball

infield is 27.4m square

50

Kitchen/canteen

Yes

Basketball

28m x 15m (+2m zone for
team bench area)

5

Spectator areas/grandstands

Desirable

Cricket

diameter varies 137-150m

20-40

Storage facility

Desirable

Football (soccer)

105m x 68m

3

Umpires’ change rooms

Yes

Netball

30.5m x 15.25m

3-3.6

Office/first aid room

Desirable

Rugby league

100m x 68m

5

Public toilets

Yes

Rugby union

100m x 70m

5

Softball

min. 67m outfields

3

Tennis

34.77m x 17.07m

3-5 (varies)

Touch football

70m x 50m wide

5

Social room/bar

Optional

Football (Australian Rules) 165m x 135m

3-5

REFERENCE MATERIALS
Department of Sport and Recreation Western Australia Sports
Dimensions Guide for Playing Areas: Sport and Recreation Facilities
(2006)
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LINEAR CORRIDORS

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST

The following information provides guidance for the design and
delivery of green corridors.

 minimum corridor widths of 15-50m from top of bank or
high water mark (subject to State Government reviews)
 combination of footpaths, shared paths and bike paths
developed, and access points provided
 pause points are provided for pedestrians offline of the
pathway thoroughfare
 maximise road frontage and good visibility (50% desirable)
 informal use only
 lighting and fencing provided where necessary

 may have recreation nodes developed adjacent to create
links
 may include natural areas adjacent to create links
 signage and pavement markings to denote shared,
cycleway or pedestrian pathway use, and to provide
direction and distance markers
 consider providing end-of-trip facilities (e.g. seats,
standby areas, secure bicycle parking and picnic facilities)
at common destinations or regular intervals along the
journey.

Table 7. Preferred standard provisions along Green Links

Recommended Infrastructure

Minimum Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public convenience)

No

Barbecue

No

Bike racks

Optional

Bins

At pause points

Boardwalks

Optional

Bollards

Yes

Car parks

No

Drainage

Yes

Dog off-leash area

No

Drinking fountains/refill stations

At pause points

Electricity box

No

Emergency vehicle access

Yes

Fishing, pontoons, platforms, boat launches

No

Fitness equipment

Where needed

Gates

Where needed

Irrigation systems

No

Lighting – safety and security

Optional

Landscaping

Optional

Maintenance taps

Yes

Maintenance vehicle access driveways

Yes

Pathways

Yes

Picnic nodes

No

Play nodes

No

Playing fields

No

Primary access points – entry statements

No

Primary access points – pedestrian

Yes

Public art/adornment (Council approval
essential)

Optional

Seats

Yes

Sewer

No

Signage – entrance

Yes

Signage – interpretation, information,
education, regulatory, directional/distance

Yes

Shelter

Optional

Trails

Yes

Trees

Yes

Turf

Optional

Viewing decks/platforms

Yes

Water supply connection (for refill stations)

Yes
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APPENDIX D:

RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND STANDARDS

LEGISLATION

SIGNAGE

 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999
 Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Commonwealth)
 Disability Inclusion Act 2014 (State)
 Fisheries Management Act 1994
 Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
 Local Government Act 1993
 Rural Fires Act 1997
 Rural Fires and Environmental Assessment Legislation
Amendment Act 2002
 Catchment Management Authorities Act 2003
 Native Vegetation Act 2003
 Natural Resources Commission Act 2003.
INDUSTRY STANDARDS

 AS1742 – Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
 AS2899 – Public Information Symbol Signs
 AS2156.1 Walking Tracks Classification and Signage.
LIGHTING






















AS 1250/Amdt 2:1984 – The use of steel in structures
AS 1319 Safety signs for the occupational environment
AS 1379:2007 - Specification and supply of concrete
AS 1428 (Set):2010 – Design for access and mobility
AS 1478.1:2000 - Chemical Admixtures for concrete, mortar
and ground - Admixtures for concrete
AS/NZS 1158 (Set):2010 – Lighting for roads and public
spaces
AS 1672.1:1997 - Limes and limestones for building
AS 1742 – Manual of uniform traffic control devices
AS/NZS 1768:2007 – Lightning protection
AS 2156.1-2001 – Walking tracks – Classification and
signage
AS 2156.2-2201 – Walking tracks – Infrastructure design
AS 2758.1:2014 - Aggregates and rock for engineering
purposes - concrete aggregates
AS 2890.3-1993 –Parking facilities – Bicycle parking
facilities
AS/NZS 3000:2007 - Wiring rule
AS/NZS 3661.1.1:1993 – Slip resistance of pedestrian
services
AS/NZS 3661.2:1994 – Guide to the reduction of slip
hazards
AS 3996:2006 – Metal access covers, road grates and
frames
AS 4373 - Pruning of Amenity Trees
AS 4422:2016 - Playground Surfacing, Specifications,
requirements and test method
AS 4685.0:2017 - Playground equipment and surfacing Development, installation, inspection, maintenance and
operation

 NSW Public Lighting Code (2019)
 AS 2560 Series including Sports Lighting, General
Principles and Sport specific versions
 AS 4284 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor
Lighting
 Department of Sport and Recreation Western Australia,
Sports Dimensions Guide
 Community Sporting Facility Lighting Guide (Sport and
Recreation Victoria)
 Community Cricket Facility Guidelines (Flood, Cricket
Australia).
PLAYGROUNDS
 AS NZS 4422 (1996) Playground Surfacing
 AS NZS 4486 (1997) Playground Development and
Installation
 AS 1924 Part 1 (1981) Playground General Requirements
 AS 1924 Part 2 (1982) Playground Design and Construction
 AS 4685.1 (2004) General safety requirements and test
methods
 AS 4685.2 (2004) Particular safety requirements and test
methods for swings
 AS 4685.3 (2004) Particular safety requirements test
methods for slides
 AS 4685.4 (2004) Particular safety requirements and test
methods for runways
 AS 4685.5 (2004) Particular safety requirements and test
methods for carousels
 AS 4685.6 (2004) Particular safety requirements and test
methods for rocking equipment.
OTHER LEGISLATION AND GUIDES
 Healthy by Design: A Planners Guide to Environments for
Active Living – National Heart Foundation
 NSW Car Park Guides for Crime Prevention
 NSW Safer By Design Evaluation and a Companion to the
Safer By Design Evaluation.
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APPENDIX E:

PLANNING & DESIGN GUIDANCE

The planning and design of open spaces ensures that these places
are fit-for-purpose and function for  the intended purpose.
Following the stages below will contribute to the creation of
quality open spaces that meet the needs of the community.

A. SITE SURVEY AND ANALYSIS
Site analysis is the first stage for any project, involving the
systematic collection of all relevant data that may pertain to a
site. This includes consideration for the surrounding context and
setting. The analysis looks to identify and determine all influences
that may impact on the vision and objectives of a project.
A comprehensive site analysis will involve (at a minimum) the
following data sets:
• topographical and hydrological survey
• vegetation mapping and/or survey
• physical site visit/inspection
• geotechnical testing
• collection of other relevant existing data (such as aerial
photography, authority maps, GIS data and the requirements of
other government/authority/service providers)
• microclimate conditions
• acoustic environment
• historical, cultural and visual assessments.

B. DETAILED MASTER PLANNING
Master planning is the next step in the process to deliver open
spaces. It is also a typical consideration and requirement for
developing community and open space infrastructure. These plans
typically incorporate a wider context to ensure that external
influences have been considered as part of the design.
It is important that master plans are prepared by professionals
with appropriate qualifications and are developed as a
collaborative effort involving relevant departments and
individuals at Council, as well as the local community.
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C. LANDSCAPE CONCEPT PLANS
A Landscape Concept Plan must be developed to address both the
form and function of open spaces. These plans must be approved
before landscape construction commences.
The Plans typically include, but are not limited to, identifying the
type and location of the following components:
• park furniture (picnic shelters, seats, drinking fountains, rubbish
bins, bollards, fencing, etc.)
• paths, trails, bridges and structures
• colours and finishes
• playground areas, fitness equipment and other activities
• defined garden areas, tree retention, tree planting, turf areas,
mulch and other surface materials, and plant selection
• irrigation and lighting (if required)
• car parking and traffic control devices.
Concept Plans should be undertaken by a suitably qualified
Landscape Architect, who is a member of the Australian Institute
of Landscape Architects. Landscape plans with engineering
requirements and details will require the approval of Council’s
engineering section and certification.

D. FINALISATION PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety in Design review/s
construction documentation by relevant and qualified parties
engineering certification (where required)
tendering and award of contract
permits and approvals in place
site administration and project management.

APPENDIX F:

PROPOSED PARK PALETTE

FURNITURE OPTIONS
The following images are examples of different street furniture. These chosen embellishments could be used in any proposed
parks or public spaces. Durability and aesthetic quality must be considered when choosing furniture for public outdoor spaces,
which has been considered in the below selection. Each piece has customisable components, materials and colours.

Street Furniture Australia

Street Furniture Australia

Street Furniture Australia

Grillex

Classic Galleria DDA seat

Classic plaza back-to-back

Classic plaza bench

Citistyle table

Street Furniture Australia

Street Furniture Australia

Street Furniture Australia

Grillex

Plato bins

Frame bin enclosure

Arqua fountain

Council fountain
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Street Furniture Australia

Grillex

Street Furniture Australia

Grillex

Tradtional bollard

Stainless steel bollard

Semi hoop

Attessa bike rack

Grillex

Grillex

Grillex

Grillex

Accora shelter

Large 4 post shelter

Post shelter

Frontier Single BBQ
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Concrete Colour Systems range
Concrete swatches vary in tone and colour with various finishes available.

CCS (Concrete Colour
Systems)

CCS (Concrete Colour
Systems)

CCS (Concrete Colour
Systems)

CCS (Concrete Colour
Systems)

Desert Sand

Paperbark

Blue Gum

Pewter

CCS (Concrete Colour
Systems)

CCS (Concrete Colour
Systems)

CCS (Concrete Colour
Systems)

CCS (Concrete Colour
Systems)

Smokey Blue

Rhino

Pebble

Lizard Skin

Brick n Pave

Brick n Pave

Brick n Pave

Street Print Finish

Rockpave

Duratherm
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APPENDIX G:

COMMUNITY SURVEY AND SPORT CLUB SURVEY

Recreation and Open Space Strategy
Community Survey
FORBES SHIRE COUNCIL

Forbes Shire Council is currently developing a Recreation and Open Space Strategy. The Strategy
will provide a shared and clearly defined vision for the improvement of sport and active recreation
within the Forbes local government area.
The Strategy is a community document and will be developed in conjunction with ROSS Planning.
As such, your input is critical to create an accurate snapshot and a basis for developing
recommendations for the future.
1. Which area of the Forbes local government area do you live in?

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Forbes
Bedgerebong
Cookamidgera
Corinella

Garema
Mulyandry
Ootha
Wirrinya

Other (please specify)

2. Do you participate in any recreation activities (other than organised sport) within the Forbes local
government area?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Bird watching
Bushwalking
Canoe / kayaking
Cycling (road)
Cycling (recreation)
Dancing
Exercise in the park
Fishing

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Gardening
Golf
Group exercise / bootcamp
Horse riding
Lawn bowls
Mountain biking / BMX

□
□
□
□
□
□

Playing in the park
Running
Skateboarding / scootering
Swimming (recreation not club)
Walking
Yoga / pilates

Off road motor / quad biking
Physical activity as transport

Other (please specify)

1
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g[W[xiXTi[Y^SZ[m^VTSm[YU[jVTXnXWXSm[\Y[aYd[USTUSVWSo[nSVmS[mSnSTW[Vnn[WiYmS[WiVW[V^^nag

□
□
□
□
□
□

W[iYcS
pdmixVnqXZ`[WUVTqm
bYccdZXWa[iVnn
rYnj[TYdUmS
rac[YU[jXWZSmm[TSZWUS
IVqS2UXeSUm2TUSSqm[t^nSVmS[m^STXja[XZ
WiS[lY{[lSnYxu

□
□
□
□
□
□

IYTVn[jYYW^VWim
IYTVn[UYV\m[tjYU[xVnqXZ`[VZ\[TaTnXZ`u
VWXYZVn[VUq2_WVWS[kYUSmW
VUq

□
□
□
□

_TiYYn[`UYdZ\m
_qVWS2psJ[^VUq
_^YUWm[`UYdZ\[YU[TYdUW
_xXccXZ`[^YYn

nVa`UYdZ\
UXeVWS[^UY^SUWa

]WiSU[t^nSVmS[m^STXjau

g[wY[aYd[^VUWXTX^VWS[XZ[VZ[YU`VZXmS\[m^YUWm[TYc^SWXWXYZ[tZSWlVnn6[mYTTSU6[Ud`la[nSV`dS2dZXYZ6[WSZZXm6
TUXTqSW6[SdSmWUXVZ[SWTgu

□
□
□

Sm[7[9Z[kYUlSm[nYTVn[`YeSUZcSZW[VUSV
Sm[7[ldW[9[^nVa[jYU[V[Tndl[XZ[VZYWiSU[TYdZTXn[VUSV[tVUqSm6[wdllY[SWTu
Y

:g[:iXZqXZ`[VlYdW[^VUqm[VZ\[m^YUW[jVTXnXWXSm[`SZSUVnna6[YZ[VeSUV`S6[iYx[YjWSZ[\Y[aYd[eXmXWo

0
0
0

wVXna
sYmW[\Vam
:xXTS[V[xSSq

0
0
0

hSSqna
kYUWZX`iWna

0
0

RVUSna
SeSU

sYZWina

;g[hiVW[Xm[aYdU[jVeYdUXWS[Y^SZ[m^VTS2^VUq[xXWiXZ[WiS[VUSVo[nSVmS[\SWVXn[lSnYx6[XZTnd\XZ`[xia[WiXm[Xm[aYdU
jVeYdUXWSg

v
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<g[hiVW[Y^SZ[m^VTS2^VUq[xYdn\[aYd[d^`UV\S[xXWiXZ[WiS[VUSVo[nSVmS[\SWVXn[lSnYx6[XZTnd\XZ`[xiVW[aYd
xYdn\[nXqS[WY[mSSg

=g[US[WiSUS[VZa[Y^SZ[m^VTSm2^VUqm[WiVW[aYd[lSnXSeS[VUS[dZZSTSmmVUa[\dS[WY[nYx[dmV`S6[mVjSWa[TYZTSUZm6
lSWWSU[^VUq[TnYmS[la6[^YYU[nYTVWXYZ6[SWTo[nSVmS[\SWVXn[lSnYx[VZ\[XZTnd\S[WiS[USVmYZm[xiag

>g[]dW[Yj[:6[f[lSXZ`[ZYW[eSUa[Xc^YUWVZW6[:[lSXZ`[eSUa[Xc^YUWVZW6[iYx[Xc^YUWVZW[Xm[Y^SZ[m^VTS[t^nVa`UYdZ\m6
m^YUWXZ`[jXSn\m2TYdUWm6[mqVWS^VUqm6[^XTZXT[jVTXnXWXSm6[SWTgu[WY[aYd[VZ\[aYdU[jVcXnao
f[tZYW[eSUa[Xc^YUWVZWu

v[

[tZSdWUVnu

0

0

0

:[teSUa[Xc^YUWVZWu

0

0

bYccSZW
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f?g[hiVW[\Y[aYd[eVndS[VlYdW[Y^SZ[m^VTS[xXWiXZ[WiS[kYUlSm[nYTVn[`YeSUZcSZW[VUSVo[nSVmS[WXTq[Vnn[WiVW
V^^na

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

:iS[ZVWdUVn[mSWWXZ`
:iS[XZWSUVTWXYZ[xXWi[WiS[ZVWdUVn[SZeXUYZcSZW
:iS[\XeSUmXWa[Yj[^nVa`UYdZ\m[VZ\[SdX^cSZW
:iS[VTTSmm[WY[xVWSU[tnVqS2UXeSUm2TUSSqmu
:iS[iX`i[dVnXWa[jVTXnXWXSm[^UYeX\S\
:iSa[VUS[TnYmS[WY[ca[iYcS
:iS[eXSxm[WiSa[^UYeX\S[
:iS[TnSVZnXZSmm[VZ\[iX`i[nSeSn[Yj[cVXZWSZVZTS
:iSXU[V^^SVn[WY[WiS[xiYnS[jVcXna

:iSa[SZTYdUV`S[mYTXVn[XZWSUVTWXYZ[xXWi[WiS[TYccdZXWa
9[TVZ[cSSW[ZSx[^SY^nS[WiSUS
:iSa[VnnYx[cS[WY[m^SZ\[dVnXWa[WXcS[xXWi[ca[jVcXna
9[jSSn[mVjS[xiSZ[9[eXmXW
:iSa[^UYeX\S[cS[xXWi[V[^nVTS[WY[dZxXZ\2USmW2USnV{
:iSa[^UYeX\S[cS[xXWi[V[^nVTS[WY[S{SUTXmS
9[TVZ[WVqS[ca[\Y`
[^nVTS[WY[m^SZ\[WXcS[xXWi[jUXSZ\m
[^nVTS[WY[WVqS[eXmXWYUm

:iS[UVZ`S[Yj[m^YUWXZ`[jXSn\m2TYdUWm2jVTXnXWXSm[^UYeX\S\

]WiSU[t^nSVmS[m^STXjau

ffg[]dW[Yj[:6[f[lSXZ`[V[eSUa[nYx[^UXYUXWa6[:[lSXZ`[V[eSUa[iX`i[^UXYUXWa6[xiVW[^UXYUXWa[\Y[aYd[WiXZq[Y^SZ[m^VTS6
USTUSVWXYZ[VZ\[m^YUW[miYdn\[lS[jYU[bYdZTXno
f[teSUa[nYx[^UXYUXWau

v

[tZSdWUVnu

0

0

0

:[teSUa[iX`i[^UXYUXWau

0

0

bYccSZW
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fvg[|VeS[aYd[S{^SUXSZTS\[VZa[lVUUXSUm[WY[dmXZ`[^VUqm[VZ\[m^YUW[jVTXnXWXSm[xXWiXZ[WiS[kYUlSm[nYTVn
`YeSUZcSZW[VUSVo[nSVmS[WXTq[Vnn[WiVW[V^^na

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Y6[9[iVeS[ZYW[S{^SUXSZTS\[VZa[lVUUXSUm
:iSa[VUS[WYY[TUYx\S\

□
□

:iSa[\YZ@W[V^^SVn[WY[cS

□
□
□
□

:iSUS[Xm[V[nVTq[Yj[eVUXSWa2lYUXZ`

:iSUS[Xm[V[nXcXWS\[UVZ`S[Yj[m^YUWXZ`[jXSn\m2TYdUWm2jVTXnXWXSm
^UYeX\S\

:iSa[VUS[^YYUna[cVXZWVXZS\[VZ\2YU[dZTnSVZ
9[\YZ@W[jSSn[mVjS[WiSUS
:iSUS[Xm[V[nVTq[Yj[WYXnSWm
:iSa[\YZ@W[TVWSU[jYU[ca[cYlXnXWa[ZSS\m
:iSUS[Xm[ZY[miV\S

:iSUS[Xm[V[nVTq[Yj[TYZZSTWXeXWa[lSWxSSZ[TaTnS2xVnqXZ`[^VWim
hSVWiSU[tWYY[iYW6[WYY[TYn\u
9[AdmW[\YZ@W[iVeS[WiS[WXcS

]WiSU[t^nSVmS[m^STXjau

fg[]dW[Yj[:6[f[lSXZ`[^YYU[6[:[lSXZ`[`USVW6[iYx[xYdn\[aYd[UVWS[WiS[YeSUVnn[dVnXWa[Yj[USTUSVWXYZ[VZ\[m^YUWXZ`
Y^^YUWdZXWXSm[XZ[WiS[VUSVo
[
dVWXT[jVTXnXWXSm
_^YUWm[jXSn\m
IVqS2UXeSUm2TUSSqm
VUSVm
nVa`UYdZ\m
_qVWS[^VUqm
VWdUVn[ldminVZ\[^VUqm
nVTSm[WY[USnV{[VZ\
mYTXVnXmS
bYccdZXWa
iVnnm2TSZWUSm
TWXeXWXSm[jYU[aYdWi
TWXeXWXSm[jYU[mSZXYUm
IYx[TYmW2jUSS[^iamXTVn
VTWXeXWXSm2^UY`UVcm

f[tBSUa[^YYUu

v



0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

:[trUSVWu

wYZ@W[qZYx

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

bYccSZWm

:
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f g[9j[aYd[xSUS[XZ[TiVU`S[Yj[WiS[kYUlSm[_iXUS[bYdZTXn6[xiVW[xYdn\[lS[aYdU[:][:|R33[Y^SZ[m^VTS
^UXYUXWXSm[WiVW[aYd[xYdn\[jdZ\[YeSU[WiS[ZS{W[f?[aSVUmo

□
□
□

□
9c^UYeS\[VTTSmm[WY[nVqS2UXeSUm2TUSSqm
□
9ZTUSVmS\[md^^YUWXZ`[jVTXnXWXSm[XZTnd\XZ`[TVU[^VUqXZ`
□
VZ\[VcSZXWXSm
9c^UYeS\[ldminVZ\[cVXZWSZVZTS2cVZV`ScSZW2TYZmSUeVWXYZ □
□
□
UYeXmXYZ[Yj[^nVTSm2jVTXnXWXSm[jYU[aYdZ`[^SY^nS
□
□
UYeXmXYZ[Yj[^nVTSm2jVTXnXWXSm[jYU[mSZXYUm
□
9c^UYeS\[^XTZXTqXZ`[jVTXnXWXSm
□
□
9c^UYeS\[^S\SmWUXVZ2TaTnXmW[TYZZSTWXYZm[lSWxSSZ[qSa
□ \SmWXZVWXYZm[tSg`g[mTiYYn6[xYUq6[^VUqm6[miY^mu

□

Sx2d^`UV\S\[^nVa`UYdZ\m

sYUS[m^YUWm[`UYdZ\m2YeVnm2TYdUWm
9c^UYeS\[dVnXWa[Yj[m^YUWm[`UYdZ\m2YeVnm2TYdUWm
Sx2d^`UV\S\[TaTnS[VZ\[xVnqXZ`[^VWim
9c^UYeS\[^VUqm[cVXZWSZVZTS
Sx2d^`UV\S\[iYUmS[VZ\[SdSmWUXVZ[jVTXnXWXSm
9c^UYeS\[^UYcYWXYZ[Yj[bYdZTXn@m[S{XmWXZ`[m^YUW[jVTXnXWXSm6
USTUSVWXYZ[^VUqm[VZ\[Y^^YUWdZXWXSm
sYUS[TYccdZXWa[SeSZWm[XZ[^dlnXT[^VUqm

]WiSU[t^nSVmS[m^STXjau

f:g[wY[aYd[iVeS[VZa[YWiSU[TYccSZWm[YU[TYZTSUZm[VlYdW[m^YUW6[USTUSVWXYZ[VZ\[Y^SZ[m^VTS[xXWiXZ
WiS[kYUlSm[nYTVn[`YeSUZcSZW[VUSVo[9j[aSm6[^nSVmS[m^STXjag

f;g[hiVW[Xm[aYdU[V`S[`UYd^o

0
0
0
0

CZ\SU[f>[aSVUm
v?[7[v [aSVUm
v:[7[v>[aSVUm
?[7[ [aSVUm

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

:[7[>[aSVUm
?[7[

[aSVUm

:[7[ >[aSVUm

::[7[:>[aSVUm
;?[7[; [aSVUm
;:[aSVUm[VZ\[Yn\SU

:?[7[: [aSVUm

f<g[hiVW[`SZ\SU[\Y[aYd[X\SZWXja[aYdUmSnj[Vmo

0
0
0

kScVnS
sVnS

0
0

rSZ\SU[eVUXVZW2ZYZ7TYZjYUcXZ`
USjSU[ZYW[WY[mVa

:UVZm`SZ\SU

;
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Recreation and Open Space Strategy
Club/organisation Survey

Forbes Shire Council is currently developing a Recreation and Open Space Strategy. The purpose of
the Strategy is to provide strategic direction for the planning and development of future sport and
recreation opportunities. It will be the overarching Council policy document that guides the provision
of sport and recreation facilities and services.
As a local provider of sport and recreation, your input into this Strategy is vital to ensure that future
provision is appropriately allocated by Council. Please remember that you are filling this survey out
on behalf of your club/organisation/group, not yourself as an individual, and that ONLY ONE response
is submitted per club/group/organisation.
1. Club / organisation / group name

2. What services and programs are offered by your club / organisation / group? Please provide details below
(e.g. tennis coaching and fixtures)

3. Throughout which months of the year does your club / organisation / group operate?
(e.g. early March through until late September, all-year)
Training

Classes / general operation

Competition

1
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4. Which Park, Reserve, Facility or Venue does your club / organisation / group use?
Home Reserve / Facility / Venue

Reserve / Facility / Venue 2

Reserve / Facility / Venue 3

Other

5. How often do you use your home Reserve / Facility / Venue?
Frequency of use
Home Reserve / Facility /
Venue

2
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6. Are you a formal sporting club/organisation? If yes, please describe your most recent player membership
2019 or 2020, and your membership numbers for previous seasons, if known.
Please EXCLUDE social members.
Current - 2019 TOTAL

2019 Senior Male

2019 Senior Female

2019 Junior Male

2019 Junior Female

2018 TOTAL

2018 Senior Male

2018 Senior Female

2018 Junior Male

2018 Junior Female

2017 TOTAL

2017 Senior Male

2017 Senior Female

2017 Junior Male

2017 Junior Female

3
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7. Are you an informal recreation club or group? If yes, please indicate your current participation numbers.

8. In the next 3 years, do you expect your membership to:

0

Increase

0

0

Decrease

Remain the same

Why?

9. Does your organisation hire, lease or license Council facilities/land?

0
0
0

Yes (hire/lease/license from Council)
No (freehold or lease of Crown lands)
Other (please specify)

4
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10. Please indicate whether the facilities used by your organisation are suitable for your requirements.

Number of playing fields / ovals / courts
Lighting
Public toilets
Change facilities
Gender appropriate facilities i.e. female change rooms
Canteen / kiosk facilities
Storage areas
Site accessibility i.e. entrance roads
Car parking
Maintenance of buildings
Seating / shade / water
Disability accessibility

Exceeds
needs

Suitable

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Not suitable Not required

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Comments

11. Thinking about the majority of your members / participants, how far do they travel to participate in your club
/ organisation / groups activities (as listed below)?
From
From within
From
outside of
the local
nearby
the Forbes
town i.e. 5
towns
local
to 10
i.e. 10 to 30 government
minutes
minutes
area

Unsure

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Away games / fixtures i.e. competition

0

0

0

0

Timetabled class / program

0

0

0

0

Regular training / practice
Home games / fixtures i.e. competition

Comments

5
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12. Please describe your top 3 priorities for facility improvements (i.e. NOT maintenance) to best provide for
your recreation or sporting activity (the answer under Question 1. being the higher priority).
1. Description of facility improvement

Rationale (why you need it)

2. Description of facility improvement

Rationale (why you need it)

3. Description of facility improvement

Rationale (why you need it)

Other

13. Please indicate the extent that your club / organisation / group may be experiencing the following issues.

High

Medium

Low

NA

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Cannot accommodate growing demand (too many
people wanting to play)

0

0

0

0

Lack of facilities to accommodate the needs of the
club (lack of fields/courts for existing members)

0

0

0

0

Cost of maintaining the venue for your activity

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Falling membership
Lack of youth participation
Lack of female participation

Cost of playing or participating is increasing
Declining number of volunteers
Lack of disability access to facilities
Difficulty in accessing grant funding
Comments

6
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14. Please tick the groups below that your club / organisation currently cater for:

□
□
□

□
□

Females
Males

Seniors
Juniors

People with a disability

15. Does your club have strategic or operational processes and/or documents to assist with delivering club
services/programs? Please tick those that are applicable.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Strategic plan
Business/operational plan
Risk management plan
Annual budget
Internal polices (child protection, code of behaviour, anti-discrimination, social media etc.)
Updated constitution
All relevant insurances
Succession planning/rolling committees
Process to attract/retain volunteers
Other (please specify)

16. Would your club benefit from education and training opportunities for your members?

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

How to run a club training
Financial management/budget training
Volunteer recruitment and management
Support with grant applications and/or fundraising
First aid training
Strategic planning (i.e. Club Development Plan)
Other (please specify)

17. Is there anything else you would like to contribute regarding sport and recreation needs and the provision
of facilities within the Forbes local government area?

7
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~

ross
plan_n1ng
recreation
open space and
sport specialists

